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During preliminary reading, it was noticeable that there was

no satisfactory systematic account of the oviduct, from the point

of view of a production line for the manufacture of tlie egg white,

membranes, and shell# It is as such a systematic account that

this thesis is arranged. The structural knowledge of the oviduct

was developed, and this was followed by investigations into the

composition and properties of the end products, and the possible

mechanisms involved in their production.

This leads to a slightly unorthodox presentation, with informa¬

tion gained from the literature being integrated with the experi¬

mental results and observations, ratlier than forming a separate

section. It is hoped "that the advantages gained by this approach

outweigh the disadvantages of abandoning the more usual manner of

presentation.
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EmiODUgTIQN

One of the prime characteristics of birds is that they lay

heavily shelled * deidoie* eggs - that is to say, eggs totally

enclosed in a shell or membrane j they are in fact the only group of

vertebrates whioh reproduce solely in this way, although some reptiles

do# Such a reproductive process would seem admirably suited for

flying animals, in that the extent and duration of weight gain during

reproduction are minimal. (Simk±ss,1967)» However the formation of

a calcified cleidoio egg necessarily modifies greatly the animal's

mineral metabolism} and indeed it has been further suggested (warden,

1964) that "the specialised features of the avian nitrogen metabolism

will probably be ultimately referable to the characteristic excretion

product, uric acid, which is in turn related to the demands of embryo¬

nic excretion within the cleidoic egg". In effect, the old question

of which case firsr has not only not been answered, but another dimen¬

sion has been added to it. Besides the peculiarities of nitrogen

metabolism, the bird* s metabolism is also influenced by the demands

of the rapid assembly of the components of the egg, particularly where

there is a continuous production of eggs.

The egg and its production have always been the object of wander

and curiosity, but rather surprisingly it is only comparatively recently

that serious investigations have been undertaken. In 1863, Higginacai

said; "I think if required on pain of death to name instantly the

most perfect thing in the universe, I should risk my life an the bird's

egg*" 1967, more than a hundred years later, Simkiss said;

"Avian reproduction is the most specialised system that occurs in the

tetrapod." (Siiakiss, 19&7). Romanoff, in 1%-9, said; "The avian

egg is the product of a remarkable physiological factory.", and it

is that part of this factory which produces the characteristic outer

wrappings of the egg, the albumen, the membranes, and the calcified



shell (most surprising of tertiary membranes), that is, the oviduct,

which is the subject of the present study#

The early and mid-19th century naturalists were Interested in the

gross and external characteristics of eggs# This interest is illus¬

trated in the many museum collections and catalogues of the time.

From it grew examinations of the internal structure and histology of

the egg (Owen, 1866} von Nathusius, 1867-1896} Foster and. Balfour,

1874} Landois, 1865, 1878, 1892) followed by anatomical examination

and measurement of the oviduct. (Sacchi, 1887} Curtis, 1910).

The studies were often motivated more by curiosity than by the

stricter precepts of scientific verity, and some of their observations

were somewhat fanciful. For example, Yarrell (1827) thought that

transection of the oviduct caused ovarian atrophy and a change to male

type secondary characteristics if not genuine sex reversal} this view

was also held by Tegetiaeier (1867), Sutton (1885), and Brandt (1889) -

see Pearl and Curtis, (1914^ However^ many of the fundamental facts of

egg production were accurately described. Coste (1847) had observed

the infundibulum •embracing1 the ovarian follicle} Tarchanoff (1884)

had stimulated the formation of teriary membranes (white, ohalasae,

shell membranes, and shell) around foreign objects - as did Weidenfeld

in 19Q5 and Curtis in 1914. Pearl and Surface (1909) ingeniously arran¬

ged that the 'foreign object* was the bird's own faeces. Cushny, (1902)

made a study of oviduct secretion. Histological study of the oviduct

followed (Surface, 1912} Brambell, 1925} Bradley, 1928} and the still

valuable paper of Richardson, 1955)} the physics of the egg were

desoribea by Moran and Hale (1936) and the rate of its formation mea¬

sured by Warren and Scott (1935&» 1935B). The chemical composition

of the egg and the changes which it undergoes from ovulation to ovi-

poeition were determined and re-determined (Pearl and Curtis, 1912}

Asaundson, 1931} Hansen, 1933} McNally, 1933} Scott, Hughes and



Warren, 1957J Burmester, 1940)j various workers removed parts of the

oviduct or took tucks in the oviduct wall and recorded the effects on

the egg (Pearl and Surface, 1909; Pearl and Curtis, 1912 and 1914J

Asmundson and Jervis, 1953J Asmundson and Burmester, 1953) J and the

secretions of the oviduct were collected and analysed (Beadle, Conrad

and Scott, 1933). The composition of the oviduct itself was examined

(Buckner, Martin and Peter, 1925); and the formation of the chalazae

was explained (Hansen, 1933# Almquist, 1936; Olsen and Byerly, 1936;

Conrad and Phillips, 1933, Asmundson, 1939).

The properties of the egg shell and membranes had come in for more

detailed examination (fccNally, 1934; Stewart, 1935} Moran and Hale,

1936) and the importance of blood calcium levels and other aspects of

mineral metabolism were recognised (Buckner et al., 1930; Common, 1933

eto.; Morgan and Chichester, 1935} Morgan and Mitchell, 1933) - the role

of medullary bone as a calcium store was known (Hughes, Titus and Limits,

1927} Heller, Paul and Thompson, 1934; Kyes and Potter, 1934; Bloom

et al., 1940, 1941# 1942) ana the curious ef feats of sulphanilasdde^ a

carbonic anhydrase inhibitor, were confirming the role of the enzyme

in shell calcification (Benesch, Barren and Mawson, 1944; Scott,

Jungherr and Matterscn, 1944). The dynamics of the calcification pro¬

cess were described by Burmester, Scott and Card in 1939#

By the early 1940's many important aspects of egg formation and

oviduct function were known, but the growing economic importance of

egg production had yet to be felt as a stimulus to research. It was

not until the 1950' a that the pace of research began to quicken. The

shellgland in particular was further studied histochemically by McCallien

(1953)# and then using electron microscopy (Johnston, Aitken and Wyburn,

1963; Breen, 1966). Knowledge of the chemical composition of the

oviduct was extended by Brown and Jackson, (i960), Schraer and ochr&er



(1965)# and Hohrnan and Schraer, (1966) • The mechanical properties

of the shellgland were investigated by Hoover, Smith and Abott

(1%2), and its anatomy, particularly the blood supply, by Hodges

(1966). llxe effects of various stimuli (both hormonal and physical)

on the oyiduct have been studied (harrow et al., 1960; wentworth, 1960;

Gilbert, naice and feood-Gush, 1966 - this surveys much of the earlier

work on the effects of foreign objects in the shellgland wall - Sykes,

1967)* The structure and composition of the egg, - yolk, white, mem¬

branes and shell - have been examined by many methods including histo¬

logy, electron microscopy, and chemistry by .iolken, 1991? T^lcr and

his co-workers, Mather et al., 1962; Baker and Balch, 1962; Terepka,

1963 a & bj Balcfa and Tyler, 1964; Prank, Burger and Swansea*, 1964;

Bronsah and Diamantatein, 1965; Draper 1966 and 1967J the substances

secreted by the oviduct and the manner of their formation have been

studied by Hoover and Smith, 1956; Anfinscai and Steinberg, 1951J

Frank and Vohra, 1964; as have the metabolic activity and hydrogen

ion concentration of the oviduct (Brown and Badm&a, 1962; Ogasawara,

Van Krey and Lorenz, 1964; Winget et al., 1965).
Blood calcium levels and general metabolic questions are further

discussed in many papers, e.g. Tyler, 1940? dueller and Bchr&er, 1960;

Taylor and Hertelendy, 1960; Hertelendy and Taylor, 1961; Hunoaker

and Stutkie, 1961, kehising and Titus, 1964; fcisra and Keiueny, 1964;

and Taylor, 1966 - these subjects, and related ones such as calcium

metabolism in the developing egg and the role of carbonic anhyclrase

are comprehensively reviewed by dimkiss (1961 and 1967)#

There is little alteration to be made to the qualitative descrip¬

tions of egg formation given by Romanoff and Romanoff (1949), although

many details may now be added. A clearer picture is beginning to emerge

from the additional components furnished by more refined techniques such

as electron microscopy, mare accurate chemical and biochemical determine-



tionsj elaborate histochemistry, and so an.

There are still many gaps; in particular the quantitative aspects

of mineral transport occurring to the egg in the oviduot have been

neglected, and it is the object of the present study to describe these

processes and to attempt to elucidate sane of the mechanisms involved.



SECTION 2

LIATESIiiLS AMP METHODS

2.1 PmtQDUCTIQN. THE HEN

Throughout the work described, here, the biological materials

used were hens of the flocks maintained at the Poultry Research

Centre. These were obtainable with oviducts in all states of

reproductive activity from immature or completely inactive to fully

functional j the functional ones could be in any stage of the repro¬

ductive cycle. Birds of several breeds were usedj Brown Leghorns

of the partially inbred lines maintained at the centre (see Blyth

and Sang, 1960), and birds derived from commercial types, one high

intensity white egg-laying light hybrid, (Shaver), and cne brown egg-

laying bird of medium body weight (Thornber 4QL). A few results

were obtained from broiler type stock and lines maintained primarily

because of certain genetic abnormalities (Cuckoo Leghorn, Talpid).

Eggs were obtained from the flocks, in some experiments without

regard to origin, but in most cases the identity and breed of the

hen was recorded, as well as the date and in some cases the precise

time of lay. Soft shelled eggs, when not obtained at operation

under anaesthetic, were collected as and when they were laid in the

normal course of events j in addition, soft-shelled eggs were for

a time obtained from birds which had had a thread inserted in tlie

shell-gland wall (see Sykea, 1953? Gilbert, Lake and doodguah,

1966; Sykes, 196?).

No attempt has been made to define inter-breed differences in

the various parameters measured, with the exception of the oviducal

dimensions. This is in itself a major research project which will

be based in part an the preliminary survey of major mechanisms

undertaken in the present work.
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2.2 HISTOLOGY AND HISTOCEIiIST%Y

Although the oviduct has already "been extensively described by

many workers, it was decided to re-examine it, in view of the changes

which might have occurred because of the years of intense selective

breeding which have occurred since these studies were published. To

this end, hens of different breeds and in different states of repro¬

ductive activity were killed, and their oviducts removed and prepared

for examination in a standard way. This was accomplished as follows:

the hen was given an injection of a lethal dose of pentobarbitone

sodium (Abbott veterinary Nembutal} into the wing vein. Immediately

death was judged to be Imminent the feathers were plucked from the

abdominal region, and a V-shaped incision made below the breastbone.

The resulting flap of skin was pulled up and back over the breast,

and the underlying layers of muscle and peritoneium were cut. The

lowest two or three ribs were also severed. This enabled the entire

breast to be pulled up and forward, exposing the whole of the body

cavity. The oviduct was then removed by cutting around the

cloac&l opening and severing the ligaments joining the lower part

of the duct to the wall of the body cavity adjacent to the backbone.

The rest of the organ could then be gently pulled clear. It was

immediately immersed in a bath of ice-cold Tyrode or Avian equiva¬

lent solution to inhibit degenerative post-mortem changes, and

there the ligaments, connective tissue, and any other tissues

which remained attached were dissected off, care being taken not

to cut into the oviduct wall. The organ could now be extended to

its full length. The oviduct was then completely everted starting

from the cloaoal end. After eversion it was worked onto a tapered

Perspex strip of suitable size - in the case of the active duct, this

was of maximum width slightly less than the diameter of the forming

egg, and usually V16" thick. For smaller ducts, the size of the strip
/>tw\»Ain M/t + /-> rnn nmr-f nr»-i il 4»Vi a Awtnn . «•» vtaVMVA r\-0
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available, as it was not always possible to estimate the required

size in advance. The everted specimen was then immersed in solution

in a black Perspex trough of a suitable length where it could be

examined with a low power dissecting microscope, or for histology

and subsequent display, it was placed in a vertical Perspex cylinder,

filled with Formalin-Tyrode solution. Pieces could be cut from this

intact everted oviduct at leisure for embedding and sectioning, leaving

the rest of the organ clearly visible for comparison with and precise

location of stained sections.

This procedure has several advantages; its simplicity and rapid¬

ity mean that the oviduct, and particularly the delicate functional

epithelium, is completely exposed for inspection or to the action of

the fixative. The entire organ is conveniently preserved in a stan¬

dard form; histological specimens may be taken from it at any time,

and their location is immediately and precisely obtainable, while the

rest af the organ remains available for comparative purposes. This

procedure of eversion and mounting could be of value to pathologists

and other workers in the field, particularly where egg production is

affected, for example by diseases such as Infectious Bronchitis or

"watery white" conditions.

Some oviducts were fixed with partly-forced eggs in situ. For

this, the bird was killed with intravenous Nembutal and the abdominal

oavity exposed as described above; the oviduct was loosely ligated

immediately §&8¥§ 911(1 t>©low the egg, dissected out, and immersed in
buffered formalin without eversion. Blocks were prepared from the

complete assembly of egg plus oviduct, and sections were subsequently

cut and stained to show the oviducal epithelium in contact with the

egg extet4.PF« The fixation of the oviduct with an egg to situ was

first utilised by Frobose (1928).



In general, the appearance of the everted oviduct differs

little from the descriptions given in the literature. (See

Section 3)» However, the use of specific staining procedures has

revealed some interesting new aspects. The stains used were:

Periodic acid/Schiff; Alcian blue; van Gieson; and von Kossa.

(Casselman, 1959; Pearse, 1960; Lewis, 1962; Baker, 1966). The

first three were used in the studies of the entire length of the

oviduct; the von Kossa calcium stain gave interesting results only

in the oviducts which contained eggs.

The periodic acid/Schiff test consists of a preliminary oxidation

followed by Schiff* s reagent, a complex reduction product of basic

fuschin with an affinity for aldehyde groups which may be uncovered

by the oxidation of both acidic and neutral polysaccharides. The

conditions of the reactions and the procedure are discussed in some

detail by Casselman (1959). Under the conditions used, a positive

reaction indicates the presence of acid or neutral mucopolysacchar¬

ides in the oviduct sections. Such a positive reaction was consis¬

tently observed in goblet cells of the surface epithelium from the

lower part of the infundibulum, where staining occurred in occasional

cells, throughout the entire length of the magnum, and in the upper

isthmus region. The lower isthmus and the shellgl&nd were negative

to the test, but a band of positive-staining epithelium was present

at the shellgland-vaginal junction and for some distance down the

vagina. In no region of the oviduct did the tubular gland cells

show a positive reaction.

While the test will be positive for alpha-glycol groups from

any source, which includes a wide variety of carbohydrates, in

px-actice the simple sugars and their derivatives arc lost during

fixation, and a positive reaction may be taken to indicate the

presence of polysaccharides, mucopolysaccharides, or glyoo- or

muco-proteina.
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The procedure for Alcian "blue staining is also given by Casselaan

(1959). At an appropriate pi, this stain is specific for acidic

mucopolysaccharides; comparison with autoraaiographs of sections

labelled with 35g suggests that it is selective far sulphated muco¬

polysaccharides. (Casseliuan, 1959). Preli mi,nary tests showed jH

2.3 to be suitable; at higher pH, staining becomes non-specific.

The von Kossa method for the demonstration of calcium requires

that the calcium be present as carbonate or phosphate. Treatment

of the section with silver nitrate for 10 minutes or more causes the

calcium to be replaced by silver, v?hich i3 reduced to Jthe black metal¬

lic form on exposure to sunlight. (Pearse, 1960).
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2.3 SURFACE AREA OF THS K3&I0MS OF THE OVIDUCT

One of the most immediately apparent characteristics of the avian

oviduct is the extremely complex appearance of the mucosal surface.

In the magnum, the folds are large and smooth in outline and spirally

aligned; in the isthmus they are smaller, more closely spaced and

more regularly longitudinal. In the shcllgland, there are five main

folds or rugae, as well as many smaller villi. In order to obtain

an estimate of the functional mucosal area, sections of the different

regions in different functional states were examined microscopically

and tracings were made of the serosal and mucosal outlines using a

camera lucida attachment. The lengths of these were then measured

using a map-reading wheel. By including a scale it was possible to

convert these measurements to real values; it was however considered

preferable to use the ratio of mucosal to serosal length, as any

shrinkage of the tissue during fixation should affect both approxi¬

mately equally.

Fisher and Parsons, (1950) developed a method far the estimation

of surface area in the rat small intestine, which is a similar tissue.

They considered the mucosal surface as a plane studded with rectangular

prisms of dimensions b x w x h. The mean area of one prism, excluding

the top, is 2h(b+ w).

If the number of prisms or villi per unit serosal area is nohli i

then the ratio

Ra c mucosal area ( = surface area ) - 2h (b + w) n_n-, + 1
serosal area base area x

= 2hbncni + Rhwn,^ + 1

Now if we define:

Rc * g^UCQ3e^i for circumference, and
serosal length

Hi * fflUPosaj"' for length
serosal length

then:

Rl = 1 + 2hn^, and Rq = 1 + 2hn<>
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And defining fi and fc as the fractions of mucosal length and circum¬

ference not occupied by villi,

f= 1 - vmj, and fc = 1 - bnc.
Hence:

Ra « (Ex- 1)(1 - fc) + (Ro- 1)0 - fl) + 1

Assuming that fc and are negligible, this becomes

Ra= R^ + Rc - 1
This was the formula derived and used by Warren 0939), expressed by

Fisher and Parsons in their symbols. Further, assuming that Hp is

approximately equal to Rc, the formula becomes

Rg^ as 2R^ — 1.

The formula thus derived gives an expression independent of the

shape of cross-section of the villus, and also of its area. From

visual inspection of the mucosal surface of the oviduct, both intact

and in section, it seems that the assumptions made, i.e. that there

is no flat space between villi, and that on average the surface is

equally folded in the longitudinal and circumferential directions,

are reasonable.

According to Fisher and Parsons, (1950)* the error introduced

if the villus is completely hemispherical rather than rectangular

in elevation results in an under-estimate of the final ratio Ra by

3/ti, and this is the most unfavourable case; the value for rounded

tops can the villi will thus be intermediate between 97/J and 1Q0/~

of the true ratio.

Since measurements axe of the ratio between the two surfaces

of the tissue, and any effects of shrinkage may be assumed to affect

both equally, there should be no error due to the processes of fixa¬

tion and embedding. Estimates by Fisher and Parsons indicate that

such shrinkage could in any case be compensated for by the application
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of a correction factor; for the rat small intestine they suggested

that this be x1.1 for fixed tissue, and x 1.13 for further shrinkage

during paraffin embedding, the overall factor thus being 1.243. A

similar degree of shrinkage of the oviduct seems likely.

Fisher and Parsons held that no significant distension of the rat

small intestine ooourred at distension pressures of up to 35 cm. of

water, as indicated by the lack of uistorticn of individual cells and

evaginatian of crypts. During the passage of the egg, the oviducal

wall is undoubtedly distended. Distortion of the mucosal folds does

of course occur, but no stretching of the mucosal surface or distor¬

tion of individual cells was observed. The reduction in the value of

Ra in the ahellgland with egg in situ would thus appear to be explained

by the stretching of the serosal surface only.

The question of the validity of applying measurements made on one

section, usually 15 microns thick and a few cm. long, to characterise

a region was investigated using serial sections from a block of active

shellgland. Six sections were taken, with a spacing of at least 90

microns between each, so that a transverse distance of between 0.5 and

1.0 mm. was covered, and the variation in the measured ratios over this

distance was examined. The results, expressed in terms of the longi¬

tudinal ratio, are in Table 1. Since the area ratio Ra = ZRi- 1, the

coefficient of variation will be the same for both parameters, while the

standard deviation and standard error will be doubled. In this case,

the corresponding results are: mean Hi «= 12.3*0.9, and la = 23.6^1.8,
with a coefficient of variation of 18.3/s. This is considerable,

particularly since the area over which the measurements were made is

still small in comparison to the circumference of the oviduct; however,

it is not so great as to affect the significance of the differences

observed between different regions and different functional states,

as shown in Section 3.5.



TABLE 1

SURFACE AREA RATIOS: VARIATIONS

Section *L

1. 10.13

2. 11.40

3. 16.49

4. 11.98

5. 10.95

6. 12.82

Mean 12.295

S.D. 2.248

3.E. 0.918

Coefficient
of variation

18.301
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2.4 mincs2!i

Analyses were performed on samples of oviduct tissue, and on the

different components of eggs. For the former, the birds were removed

from their cages with the minimum of disturbance, and killed by slow

injection of 2ml. of Nembutal into the wing vein. After rapid removal,

the oviduct was usually divided into: Magnum (including the Infundi-

buluin), Isthmus, and Shellglandj in some experiments the isthmus was

divided into upper, mid and lower regions. The samples were then

split longitudinally into portions for the different analytical pro¬

cedures.

For the egg components, eggs were colleoted, weighed, and broken

out. A commercial egg separating cup was vised to divide yolk from

white, and the white was scraped off the shell as completely as possible.

Particular care was taken to avoid any visible chips of shell in the

white.

Content of Sodium. Potassium. Calcium and Magnesium. The samples were

immediately weighed, and then dried overnight in an oven at approxi¬

mately 100^3. (Preliminary trials had determined that this period was

sufficient to obtain constant weight.) The samples were cooled in

a oessicator, reweighed to obtain the dry weight, and then dissolved in

acid. In initial experiments, oft 1531 (B.D.H. Microanalytical or

• Aristar* grade) was used; later experience showed that 1N EDI was

adequate, and for some samples in later experiments, 10/u trichloracetic

acid (T3A) (B.D.H. • Analar* grade) was used. Digestion far about one

hour was sufficient to ensure ccerplete extraction of the cat i ens with

the hydrochloric acid, and usually 3 ~ 4 hours with the TCA. The

resulting solution was filtered, and made up to 100 ml. in a volumetric

flask with distilled water, any undissolved residue being discarded.
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The solutions thus obtained were stared in screw-cap polythene

bottles until the analysis was carried out. This was done by Atomic

Absorption Spectroscapy (A.A.S.).
Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy. Although the application of atonic

absorption to analysis has cone into quite wide use since the principle

was suggested and the first practical apparatus was devised by Walsh

(1953» 1955)# it is perhaps not out of place to give a brief account

of its advantages.

Both Amission Flame Photometry and Atomic Absorption Photometry

depend on the excitation of the atoms of the element to be measured,

and the specificity of the wavelength of light emitted by the transi¬

tion from an excited to the ground state. In conventional flame

photometry the excitation takes place in the flame of the analysing

apparatus, and the intensity of the light of the relevant wavelength

gives a measure of the concentration of the element present. In

atomic absorption spectroscopy however, the reverse phenomenon is

utilised; light of the wavelength corresponding to the desired

excitation is supplied, and its absorption by atoms at the element

in the vapour!sed sample allows the concentration of the element to

be determined. The apparatus consists basically of a source of the

line spectrum of the element, in most cases a hollow cathode lamp

which has a cathode coated with the desired elementj a vapouriser,

usually a flame burner of the type used in emission spectroscopy j

a ffionoohromator (or in some instruments, a filter) to isolate the

required line; and a detector, a photo-electric cell, with amplifiers,

meters, and recorders added as needed. The apparatus is more fully

described by David (i960), whose review also contains a concise account

of the theory, and an examination of the comparative sensitivity,

precisian and accuracy of the method, all of which compare favourably

with other available methods. The chief advantages are: in ; eneral,
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the analysis may be carried out on a smaller sample than is necessary

for emission spectroscopy; since the absorption takes place in the

ground state of the element, sensitivity is not dependent on the

excitation potential or on the temperature or other conditions in

the flame, changes in which will also have much less effect on stabi¬

lity, which is dependent almost solely on the stability of the light

scarce. This will have some degree of inherent fluctuation in

addition to that due to the mains supply if the latter is not stabi¬

lised* 'The use of the ground state also improves the accuracy, as

effectively all the atoms are in this state, where interference by

collision transfer of excitation energy does not occur; the use of

the hollow cathode line source, subject only to Doppler broadening,

and an. appropriately narrow slit v/idth, enables background and radia¬

tive interference to be reduced to a level well below that present

in corresponding emission measurements* Chemical Interference occurs

to the same extent as in emission methods, as it is due to the forma¬

tion of compounds which do not dissociate at the temperatures of the

flame, for example calcium phosphate* However, similar methods can

be used to overcome these interferences in both techniques. The

only respect in which atomic absorption may be considered inferior

to emission spectroscopy is in the dilution required; not only must

this be determined by a rough preliminary run, but it is usually

great, thus introducing more scope for errors, particularly contamina¬

tion of samples.

Apparatus and procedure. The majority of the measurements were made

on an assembly which included sodium, potassium, calcium and magnesium

lamps manufactured by Atomic Spectral Lamps Pty. Ltd.; a Techtron

burner, Zeiss manochromator, and Beckman pen recoroer. Operating

conditions are given in Table 2*
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CQMDITICMS OF USB OF ATOMIC ABSCSFTIQH 3lEC^OniOmiI,nSR

Element ffayelttyflh Lamp curyent Gaa sixtaye Gas measure
(A) CbA) (lb./eg. in.)

Na 5890 6 Air/Coal gas 15

K 76^5 6 Air/Goal gas 15

Mg 2852 8 Air/Acetylene 15

Ca 4227 8 Air/Acetylene 20



As the relationship "between the concentration of the element

and the absorption of the spectral line is logarithmic, of a form

comparable to the Beer-Lambert lawn, (Fuwa and Vallee, 1963), the

pen recorder was usually fitted with linear-logarithmic paper.

Later series of measurements were made on a Techtron AA-100 assembly,

conditions being largely the same. For this instrument, combined

sodium/potassium and calcium/magnesium lamps were available, thus

decreasing the time spent in warming-up procedures.

Operation. The appropriate lamp is allowed to ware, up for about

half an hour. The burner ±c then lit and adjusted for temperature,

height, and alignment. The correct wavelength is selected approxi¬

mately on the dial of the monochromator and this is then adjusted

by finding the maximum intensity peak. The gain is adjusted to

give full scale deflection for distilled water, i.e. zero absorption,

A series of standard solutions are then introduced to calibrate the

instrument; such a calibration is repeated every six or eight samples

to check for drift due to heating of the burner parts or arising

electronically. The unknown solutions, diluted by trial and error

to a concentration within the range of the standards, are then intro¬

duced. Occasional checks at higher dilutions are necessary to

eliminate the possibility of self-absorbanoe errors in over-concentrated

solutions. The concentrations corresponding to the sample absoibanoes

may then be read from a graph ctf the standards, or calculated from

the computed regression line.

Under the conditions used, no interference effects are expected

with sodium, or magnesium. "reliminary experiments showed that the

effects of sodiMwom potassium readings was negligible at the ratios

present; the only interference of importance is that produced by the

presence of phosphate ions in calcium estimations. This was counter¬

acted by the addition of a suppressant agent to both standard solutions
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end samples. In the early experiments, this consisted of strontium

chloridej later, this was replaced by lanthanum chloride, of spectral

purity, as all other supplies were found to contain significant

quantities of contaminating calcium. Contamination of containers

was considered to be the greatest source of error in sodium and

potassium determinations. Dilution errors are most sellout; for

magnesium estimations because the sensitivity of the method in greatest

for this element. These two sources of error were eliminated as

far as possible by the preparation of duplicate samples, separately

diluted. If a significant discrepancy appeared between the dupli¬

cates, the analysis was repeated.

Content of Phosphate. Chloride and Lipids. The following analytical

methods were used: phosphate:- Piake and Subbarow (1925) - vide

Havsk, Oser and Summerson, (1947) J chloride:— Cotlove, frantham

and Bowman (1958) J LipidsBligh and Dyer (l959)t as modified by

Peters and Smith (1964).

2.5 COlLhCTION OF OVIDUCAL BGCS AND FLUID biJaPLES

Where this was the sole purpose of the experiment, the presence

of an egg in the isthmus or shellgland was usually determined by

cloaoal palpation. Eggs in the magnum of the oviduct could not

usually be detected by this means, and could only be predicted by

consideration of the previous laying record of the hen. The hen

was anaesthetised and the abdominal cavity opened as for removal of

the oviduct j when the oviduoal contents only were required, and the

egg was low in the oviduct, a smaller incision could be used, ana

in these cases the technique is that of El Jack and Lake (196?).

The cloaca was cleaned, and pressure was applied to the anterior

end of the shellgland by two or more fingers of the left hand.

A small polythene funnel and a graduated centrifuge tube are held

in the cloaca near the vaginal opening far the collection of the
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fluid, and the egg ia removed "by a second person as it is expelled.

Fluid remaining In the shellgland. is then gently * milked' into the

collecting funnel.

When the egg was in the magnum otr upper isthmus, and the collec¬

tion of fluid was not attempted, the egg was removed hy carefully

cutting the oviduct immediately anterior or posterior to the swelling

indicating the position of the egg, whichever was the more easily

accessible. The egg was then expressed into a beaker, prior to

separation and analysis as already described,

2.6 UWLOTIC PKbooUid, OF SOLUTIONS AN3 FUHLS

Osmotic pressures were determined using the depression of the

freezing point. The apparatus used was an osmometer manufactured

by Advanced Instruments Ino,, which, after calibration with a standard

NaCl solution, gives a direct reading in milliosmolas, on a sample of

0,2 mis. or 2.0 tals. Readings were repeated on fresh aliqots. For

samples in which associative or dissociative changes did not take

place, reproducibility was better than 1>| for samples such as

shellgland fluid, in which such changes did take place on exposure

to the atmosphere, determinations were made as rapidly as possible.

2.7 OF Trim -wh.hu k.J«djkAMe«

Membranes were obtained from four sources: (1) Soft-shelled

eggs occurring naturally throughout the r.R.0, flock were collected

and stored in sealed polythene bags under refrigeration, (2) soft-

shelled eggs laid by birds which had had a thread or Michel clip

inserted in the ahellglanii wall in order to produce premature expul¬

sion at the egg (Sytaea, 1953; hake and Gilbert, 1962, 1964: Gilbert,

Lake and Woodguah, 1966} Lykes, 1967) were also collected and stored.

(3) Normal infertile fresh eggs were decalcified in a solution of

ethylene diamine tetra-acetate (edta). (4) Fertile urdncrubated
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eggs were decalcified in EDTA solution. The decalcifying solution

was made up from the disodiua or t^trasodium salt af £D2A , of

about 15g/100ml. concentration when rapid decalcification was

required; when slower, more gentle decalcii'ic&ticti was possible,

a 4 - 5 g/100 ml. solution v/as used. There appeared to be no

difference in the behaviour of the resulting membrane, although

Simons and ivierta (19&3) have suggested that production of carbon

dioad.de by atrcng decalcifying solutions may affect the inner layer.

On the other hand, the possibility that the long immersion required

for completion of decalcification in the weaker solutions night

influence the behaviour of the membrane did not seem to be substan¬

tiated. The breed of bird laying the naturally occurring soft-

shelled eggs was recorded, but no difference between breeds was found.

.Eggs from all four sources were treated in the same way, as follows:

the membrane was punctured and the egg contents discarded. The mem¬

brane was then washed with distilled water, dried on filter paper, and

covered with damp filter paper to keep it from drying cut. Pieces

were then cut from the membrane, placed over the open end of small

test-tubes containing 1 ml. of one of the solutions, and held, there

by a tightly wound rubber band. The teat tube was then inverted

and the mouth immersed in a large test-tube or sample tube oontaining

10 mis. of the other solution, so that the two solutions were separated

by the piece of membrane (see Figure .j ). The tubes were left in
this way overnight; they wore then removed, the membrane inspected

to ensure that it had remained intact, and the solutions tested.

This was acne in several ways: tlie presence of protein in a solution

was detected by the Biuret test or by precipitation with trichloro¬

acetic acid (TCA). Appro.cUa.-ite exuantitative measurements were obtained

by centrifuging the solution after TCA precipitation (15 minutes at

3,000 r.p.m.) in a weigned centrifuge tube, and obtaining the weight

of the dried precipitate. It was not possible to isolate the precipi¬
tate try fil-fcrc+.ifwi „s < t ts cred a-H.-nnns
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KXSSfilMENT 1

(I) Solutions In small tube (a) Distilled water
(b) Saline solution (Avian equivalent D8;

see Section 2.9)
(c) Albumen solution (approximately

12g/l00ml.)
(d) Egg white

(II) Membrane (a) Fresh membrane
(b) Decalcified infertile membrane
(c) Decalcified fertile membrane

(ill) Solutions in large tube (a) Distilled water
(b) Saline solution (Avian equivalent)

Saline solution D8 is isoamotic with avian blood plasma - See

Section 2.9.

Egg white contains approximately I2g. dry matter per 100 ml. j

the albumen solution is of approximately 12g./100 ml. dried egg

albumen (B.D.H.). This does not form a gel, but a non-viscous

yellowish solution.

The egg white was thoroughly mixed before use, thus destroying

the coherence of the thick white and forming a solution of thick and

thin.

Each combination of solutions was set up in duplicate with each

of tie three types of membrane.
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PERMBABILITT OP ME MEMBRANE: EXFrlgMSNT 2

(i) Solutions in small tube (a) Thick white, as little stirred
as possible

(II) Membrane: Fresh membrane from naturally occurring soft-shelled
eggs

(ill) Solutions in large tube: as (i) above with the exception of (a)

The procedure was as for Experiment 1 • Samples of thick white

gel (l)(a) above were obtained from a soft-mhelled egg which was not

fully plumped by placing the egg contents on a watohglass, and drain¬

ing off the outer thin white* A slit wa.3 cut in the thick white

with a scalpel, and through this the inner thin white was drained off*

Care was taken to avoid puncturing the vitelline membrane* Samples

of thick white were then excised with a scalpel and transferred to

the small weighed tubes, so that there was the least possible distur¬

bance of the white mass* The tube was reweighed to obtain the weight

of thick white, which was usually about 1g»

b) Stirred mixed white

c) A lbumen solution (lOg./lOtal*)
d) Saline solution, isotonic to

oviduoal white
(e) Saline solution, isotonic to

oviposited white
(f) Distilled water
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2.8 SWELLING Off EGGS IN VITRO

Naturally soft-shelied or decalcified eggs (see previous section)

were placed in beakers containing 200 ml. of solution or distilled

water. The solutions used were of KaCl and XC1, isotonic to:

(a) plumping fluid - 8.0 g NaCl arid 1.2g KC1 per litre} (b) oviduoal

egg white - 6.8g NeCl and 0.75g KOI per litre} (c) oviposited egg

white - 4.0g. Nafitt, and 1.8g. KC1 per litre (see sections 4.5 and 4.6).

The egg was removed from the beaker at intervals of 10, 15 or

20 minutes, blotted with filter paper or tissue to remove excess

moisture, and weighed. This was continued for a period of four

hours, or until the egg burst} in a few cases, the procedure was

carried on for a longer period, with less frequent weighings. When

the experiment was over, or when the egg burst on removal from the

beaker, the egg components were oollected in weighed beakers and the

wet and dry weights of each were determined.

The contribution of the membrane to the swelling of the egg was

studied in several ways: firstly, membraneous eggs which were soaking

as above were allowed to swell normally for the period of five weighings

(1^- hours) to establish the rate of swelling. The membrane was then

punctured with a seeker, a hole of ^ to 1mm. being mads, end the

weighings continued for the rest of the four-hour period. Secondly,

the contents of membraneous eggs were carefully transferred to a sac

made from a piece of nylon, stocking material, knotted at each end, and

this was soaked and weighed in the same way as the soft-shelled eggs.

The behaviour of egg-white enclosed by dialysis tubing was also

studied. Since the dialysis tubing does not possess the elasticity

of the egg* s own membrane, a different procedure was adopted: one

or both ends of the section of dialysis tubing were attached to a ver¬

tical glass tube. At the beginning of the experiment, the tube was

clamped so that the level of the contents was the same as the level
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of the external distilled water. Ac water passed into the tube,

the level in the glass portion rose. The level attained, and the

rate of rise, are dependent an the osmotic pressure osf the eggwhite,

although they do not provide a strict measure of it because of the

length of time taken to reach equilibrium and the gravitational

effect of the column of fluid.

Two procedures were used} in the first, an approximately 10 cm.

length of nViskingn tubing of 6.3nua. radius when filled was held

between two L-ahapea pieoes of glass tubing of similar diameter}

egg-white (mixed white from normal oviposited eggs) was introduced

by pipette. The height attained by the egg-white solution in both

glass arms was recorded. As this preliminary experiment was diffi¬

cult to set up, and the small quantities contained by the tubing were

reflected in the small slow rises which occurred, the second procedure

was devised. This consisted of a sac of "Visking" tubing cf approxi¬

mately 5 cm. diameter, held to a 1 cm. diameter horizontal glass

tube. In this experiment, the thin white was drained from the

separated white of an oviposited egg, and the remaining thick white

was placed in the Visking sac, which was then fastened to the glass

upright.

tjyProstatic pressure of swollen eggs. Eggs which had been soaked

in water or saline for some time became turgid, and in some cases

burst. When they did so, or when the membrane was out to separate

the components, the outer thin white spurted out. It was clear that

considerable hydrostatic pressures must exist in such eggs, and attempts

were made to measure these. This was done both with a simple water-

filled manometer and with a pressure transducer calibrated by immer¬

sion in water. In both cases the reading was obtained by puncturing

the swollen membraneous egg with a hypodermic needle. If a small

bore needle was used, the pressure took some time to register an
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the manometer or transducer output, and "by the time it had reached

a maximum, the contents of the egg had begun to seep out round the

needle. If a larger needle was used, the pressure was transmitted

almost immediately, but the resulting puncture of the membrane

weakened it sufficiently for a split to occur, thus releasing the

internal pressure almost equally rapidly. True values far the

hydrostatic pressure developed inside the egg were thus unattainaole,

by this procedure.
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2.9 DKVj.:LOPfc1MT OF Ah AVIAN AQglVALKNT SObUTICff

The derivation of a practical avian physiological solution.

offers difficulties, and. must he arrived at by a series of compro¬

mises. A wide variety of physiological solutions have been devel¬

oped for many different species; but the different body temperatures,

end blood composition and pK of the bird suggested that none of these

would he entirely suitable. The composition of blood plasma from

hens and from other species is given in Table 3 J In Table 4 are the

compositions of the substances which are to be found on the mucosal

side of the oviduct at different stages of egg formation, and Table 5

gives the compositions of some physiological solutions. The coaly

solution which has been previously developed for avian tissues is

the 'Avian Ringer' of Benzinger and Krebs (1933), which is includea

in the table, but which differs in some respects more than some of

the other solutions frcsa the composition of the hen's blood.

In order to simulate conditions in the living animal, the

physiological solution should correspond to the natural milieu as

nearly as possible in ionic composition, ph, temperature, and

osmolality. The ionic composition and osmolality to be found on

the mucosal side of the oviducai wall, that is of the oviducal fluids

and the egg white, vary greatly (Table 4, and see 'ejections 4*5 and 4.6);

recent measurement of the ph of the oviduct in anaesthetised birds

(Ogasawara, Van Krey and. Lorenz, 1964; iViaget, Mepfoam and Averkin,

1065) show that this too has a vide range, 7.25 - 7.87, and varies

with time in any one bird; in fact, the variation follows a cycle

related to egg formation. According to Romanoff anu Romanoff (1949)>

freshly secreted albumen is slightly acidic, which implies that the

range of pK which the oviducal mucosa must be able to tolerate is

even wider. The natural environment of the serosal and deep layers



of the oviduct, that is the body fluids, is much less variable.

Hence, the composition of avian blood piasaa was taken as the stan¬

dard to be approached as nearly as possible.

For consideration of cellular function, it is the concentration

of ions in water which is relevant. Unfortunately, in the literature

the analyses are usually expressed in terms of plasma with no comment

on the protein content, or, in the case of laying hens, the lipid

content of the blood. Thus comparisons are difficult, and for this

reason, and because values in the literature may refer to different

breeds of bird, analytical figures obtained at the P.R.C. have been

used as a basis fox- the synthetic solution.

The jH of avian blood is 7.4c; (opector, 1956), and its osmolality

was found by measurement of the depression of the freezing point to

be 321 m-osaole/litre of plasma water. (F. £. Lake, personal

communication.)

Concentrations of calcium, magnesium, and potassium chlorides

and of sodium carbonate were chosen to give values of calcium, mag¬

nesium, potassium and carbonate corresponding to those of the avian

blood analyses; the two most common ions, sodium and chloride, were

used to adjust the osmolality to approximately that of the plasma.

The resulting solution -was buffered by the addition of MaHjjPOg.J

the quantity required was determined experimentally as follows.

A series of solutions with a range of phosphate concentrations was

made up. Each was warmed to if1°G and gassed with 95h oxygen,

carbon dioxide at a rate of about 40 ml./minute, and tire pH was

measured using a glass electrode. Readings were repeated until the

pfT had readied a constant value. The solution which had a pH of

7.45 under these conditions had the designation 'D81 in this experi¬

ment. The composition of this solution is given in Table 6.
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The solution had "been chosen to have the desired ionic composi¬

tion and the desired pH at the temperature of the avian body. The

sua of the ionic components, if they were completely dissociated,

would suggest an osmotic pressure of 3^4»1 a-osBOles, which is

undesirably high. However, it seems that dissociation is not

complete under these conditions, as measurement of the osmotic pres¬

sure by depression of the freezing point gave a value of 327 m-osmoles,

which is less than above the value obtained for blood plasma.

The development of this solution was highly empirical, and no

attempt has been made to describe the behaviour of the ions in it.

It seems likely that some degree of recombination takes place; in

particular, it is surprising that such a high concentration of

bicarbonate remains in solution. However, no precipitation was

observed as long as the salts were educed in solution and in the

order suggested in Table 6. Analysis of the solution during experi¬

ments, and measurement of the pH and osmolality, gave values closely

similar to those obtained for avian blood plasma. The purpose of

the solution is to maintain physiological function in isolated

tissues, ana in this, too, some degree of success was attained.
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TABLE 5

IONIC OOMPOSITICK OF BLOOD PLASMA EBCM
GALOIS DOMBSllCUS AMD OTHER SPECKS

SPECIES Na K Mg Ca CI CO2 SO4 PO4 m-moles
litre of:

Cock (1) 171.2 6.3 2.1 6.7 122.2 29.4 WW mm plasma
water

Non-laying
hen (2) - m 0.82 2.5 - - - -

plasma
water

Laying
hen (2) - - 1.35 7.5 2+

(l.8Ca)
- - - mm

plasma
water

Laying
hen (3) 158 5.7 2.0

assumed
6.1 117.8 10.5 - 2.1 serum

Chicken
(4) - 6.0 1.15 - - - - mm plasma

Chicken

(5) 154 6.0 - 5.0 122 - - mm plasma

Human (5) 140-
155

3.6 1.9 4.3-
5.2

93-
110

27 1.0-
1.5

2.4 plasma

Rabbit (5) 158 4.1 1.5 3.5 105 mm - 0.6 plasma

Turtle
(Terrapene
Caroling
(5) 140 4.6 1.7 2.7 122 - «■» 0.3 plasma

Fro* (liana •

Catesbiana)
(5) 105 4.3 3.3 1.6 70 - — 0.6 plasma

Turtle
(Testudo
Graeoo)
(5) m 7.3 mm - - - - mm plasma

(1) k. H. LI Jack, personal communica.ticai

(2) J. Pilahie, personal communication

(3) Morgan and Chichester, (1935)

(4) Biological Handbooks: Blood and other body fluids.
Federation of American Societies for Experimental
Biology, (1961)

(5) Spector (1956)



TABLE 4

IONIC COMPOSITION AND OSMOTIC Hd-LJUid; OF
OV1DUCAL [FLUIDS AHD ALBUMEN

Na K Ca CI C0P O.P.
(m-molea/litre of water) (m-

osmoles)

139.10 15.9 1.37 14.1 79.9 82.5

42.8 75.0 10.0 25.8 63.4 91.3

138 20.3 2.95 292.5

41.3 47.7 6.1 20.3 284.3

120 10 12 10

100 14 3-7 4-7 263

60 22 4 3

Plumping fluid
(El Jack & Lake,
(1967)

Ovipositlan
fluid (El Jack
& Lake, 1967)

Plumping fluid
(see Section
4.6)

Calcification
fluid

(Section. 4.6)

Egg albumen:
(see Section
4.6)

Magnum

Shellgland

Oviposited



TABIiS 5

icmc COMPOSITION. OSMOTIC PRESSURE AND xii OA i-IflCSlULOSlGAL SOLUTIONS

(Ianio concentratians in m-molee/1. , caiaotic pressure in m-ostoles,)

Solution Na K Mg Ga 01 002 SO4 P04 O.P. jH

Ringer 114 1.9 0.0 1.0 115 2.4 0.0 0.8 235 8.3

Locke 156 5.6 0.0 2.2 163.8 1.2
-3.6

0.0 0.0 329 -

Tyrode 149 2.68 1.05 1.8 145 11.9 0.0 0,42 312 mm

•Avian
Singer'

( Benzinger
& Arebs,
1933)

145.2 23.15 0.99 2.92 145.4 29.2 1.03 0.00 318 7.4

Avian

equivalent
solution
(•D8f)

171.2 6.3 0.87 1.84 153.3 29.4 0.0 1.2 327 7.45

(Avian
blood) 171.2 6.3 0.87 1.84

(Ca2+)
122 29.4 - 0.74 321 7.45
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COMPOSITION OF AVIAN E^UIVAteKT SOLUTION ('PS')

NaGl 8.28 g.

KD1 63 ml. of 0.1 U solution

MgGl£ 8.7 ml. of 0.1 M solution

NaEE03 2.4-7 &.

Nai^PO/j. ........ 12 ml. of 0.1 M solution

CaCl2 18,4- ml. of 0.1 M solution

per litre of solution

The NaCl was dissolved in 500 ml. of distilled waterj the

other salts were added in the above order. The NaJBOjj was dissolved
in distilled water and the CaCl2 solution was diluted to at least

100 ml. before being added. The Nah^PO^and Ca0l2 solutions were

added slowly while the solution was stirred continuously. Finally,

the solution was made up to 1 1. in a volumetric flask, and stored

under refrigeration.
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2.10 TRANSPORT OF MINERALS ACROSS THE OVIDUCT WALL Hi VITRO

Adult Brown Leghorn, hens were killed "by injection of 2 al. of

Nembutal j the oviduct was excised as previously described and.

immediately placed in ice-cold avian equivalent saline. The region

for study was cut off and thoroughly washed with the solution; the

lower end was tied off and the upper end pulled over the flanged end

of a glass tube (see Figure 4 ) and tied firmly in position. The sac

thus formed was placed in a flask of 500 ml. capacity containing the

external solution x^reviously warmed to 41 °C and the internal solution

introduced through the flanged tube. The assembly was maintained at

41^ in a constant temperature bath and continuously gassed with 92?^

oxygen, carbon dioxide by means of a fine polythene tube passed

into the lumen of the sao via the supporting tube.

Samples of the internal and external solutions were withdrawn

at intervals for analysis by Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy. Such

solutions were centrifuged far 15 minutes at 3>000 r.p.m. to remove

debris. Microscopical examination showed this to be mainly cellular

debris, together with some mineral debris, possibly precipitated

Ca£XA>, such as is frequently found in the lumen of the oviduct in

the living bird.

It was judged that the oviduct segment was in a condition

resembling the physiological as long as strong peristaltic contrac¬

tions could be observed. Slight contractions could still be ob¬

served after all night storage at i*-°G following an afternoon's

experimentation. Peristalsis seems to be a robust mechanism in

the isolated oviduct segment. It was also noted that the applica¬

tion of a drop of 3M KD1 solution after removal of the segment from

the apparatus at the end of even the longest experiment always

produced a vigorous contraction, indicating that the deeper placed

smooth muscle had at least some intact function. Since the majority



FIGURE L:
DIAGRAM OF APPARATUS FOR MAINTENANCE

OF OVIDUCT SEGMENT IN VITRO
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of the experiments lasted one hour, it is reasonable to assume that

results obtained under these conditions have some relevance to

ovidueal epithelial function.

The oviducts were classified by observation of their functional

condition at the time of death. The conditions considered were:

(a) Inactive or regressed, where the oviduct was small and the ovary

contained no follicles over about 1 cm. diameter, except in some

cases atretio ones.

(b) Oviducts with an egg in the sheHgland. These also usually

had several large follicles in the ovary.

(c) Large, well-developed oviducts, where the ovary contained large

follicles, but there was no egg present in the oviduct.
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2.11 PCQSNTlALS ACROSS THE OVIDUCT vvllLL IN VITRO

During the experiments on the transfer of minerals across the

oviduct, (see previous section), several attempts were made to record

electrical potentials across the wall# At first, two Agax/KGl

"bridges were used (2-3g. agar/100 ml. ; KCl) j in later experi¬

ments, these were replaced by bridges filled with Agar/D8 solution,

(2-3g./i00 ml. agar; for composition of D8 solution, see Section 2.9)

to avoid the necessity of applying a correction for leakage of

potassium from the open ends of the bridges to analyses of fluid

samples.

A KCl solution which approximated reasonably closely to }M was

obtained by adding 2,030 ml. of distil led water to the contents of a

500 g. bottle of Analar KCl. To make the bridges, 2 or 3 g. of

agar powder was dissolved in 100 mis of this solution or of D8

solution. The 2g./l00 ml. solution was easier to handle while the

bridge was being made, but if a bridge of large internal diameter was

required, or if the bridge was to be vised in a vertical position,

the greater rigidity of the 3g*/l00 ml. gel was preferred. While

it was hot, but not boiling or aerated by stirring, the agar solution

was drawn into a polythene or nylon cannula of the required diameter

by attaching a vacuum pump to the end of the cannula. It was found

advisable to include a length of translucent tubing as well as the

usual trap to prevent the agar solution from reaching the pump, where

contact with the cold water oaused solidification of the gel and

jambing of the valves. When the gel had set in the cannula, pieces

of the required length were cut off, and the ends constricted slightly

to keep the filling in place by heating gently and squeezing with

an artery clamp.
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The two bridges were attached to calomel electrodes and thence

to a Vlbron 33B electrometer. Any imbalance between, the electrodes

was backed off using a Mallory cell and a helipotj the output from

the Vlbron was taken to a pen recorder.

In all the experiments in which the potential was recorded,

regular fluctuations of 3 - if millivolts were observed. These

appeared to correspond to the peristaltic contractions of the oviduct

sac, and were possibly caused by changing flow potentials. Apart

from these, the potential did not depart significantly from zero.

Attempts to measure potentials in these experiments was thus aban¬

doned, as the adjustment of the electrodes detracted from the

efficiency of the sample-taking.

Instead, smaller excised pieces of oviduct were used, in an

apparatus similar to that used by Ussing for the measurement of

potentials across amphibian skin. (Ussing and Zerahn, 1951), This

consists of two Perspex half-cylinders between which the tissue is

clamped. One or more Agar/salt bridges enter each chamber. The

bridges were connected through calomel electrodes to the Vibron as

before. The chambers were filled with the D8 solution, circulated

by a peristaltic pump (Pison* s Kultifix) from reservoirs where it

was continually gassed with 95/ o^gen, 5/ carbon dioxide, ana

maintained at a constant temperature. The temperature was adjusted

so that a thermometer near the outflow from the chambers si .owed a

temperature of 41 °C, corresponding to the body temperature of the

bird, (SturidLe, 1965,)

The piece of oviducal tissue was removed from the bird as rapidly

as possible after death and transferred immediately to the apparatus.

Glucose was added to the solutions in a concentration of approximately

1g./litre, and in some experiments the glucose concentration was

doubled, and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) was added to give a final

concentration of approximately 10 g./litre.



2.12 POTENTIALS ACROSS TED;) OVIDUCT WALL W VJ.Y Q

Potentials across the oviduct in vitro were measurable, but

rapidly disappeared even although the solutions bathing the tissue

were oxygenated and energy sources (glucose, AIP) were available

(see Section 6.J), It seemed likely that the failure to maintain

the tissue was due to the difficulty of oxygenating such a thick

tissue. Clearly, if it were possible to make potential measure¬

ments in the living bird, this problem would be avoided, although

the conveniences of the isolated preparation would be lost.

Accordingly, a series of such measurements was carried out.

The experimental bird was anaesthetised with intravenous

Nembutal. As individual birds differ in their response to pento¬

barbital, the dose was administered slowly until anaesthesia was

established. It was maintained throughout the experiment by

administering ether whenever the bird* s increased rate of respira¬

tion or reflex response to stimuli indicated the need. The bird

was restrained on an operating table surrounded by a Faraday cage.

The abdominal area was plucked and an incision made to expose the

body cavity. The oviduct was located and the position of the egg,

if there was one in it, and the apparent physiological state of the

organ noted. A small puncture was made in the magnum or isthmus

of the oviduct, and a salt bridge was inserted. Xn some cases a

sleeve of polythene tubing of slightly greater diameter than the

bridge was first tied into the hole with a purse-string suture, but

this was found to be unnecessary and in later experiments was omitted.

The bridge was slid into the oviduct until it was found by feeling

through the oviducal wall that the end was in the desired position.

The neutral electrode bridge was placed in the body cavity near the

oviduct, and if necessary the region was moistened with warm D8

avian equivalent solution to improve contact. The incision was
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covered by a pad of cotton wool moistened with warm D8 except when

the bridges were being moved, and a (lot-water bottle on the operating

table and a powerful spotlight above it helped to maintain the bird's

body temperature.

When the potential had stabilised and a reading had been obtained,

the bridges wore reversed and the erstwhile reference bridge placed

in the same region of the oviducal lumen to obtain a duplicate

measurement; frequent checks for zero drift were made by placing

both bridges in the body cavity, and the ends of the bridges were

trimmed occasionally to remove contaminating deposits of oviducal

secretions get blood dots. Deposits of calcium were frequently

found when the bridge was in the shellgland region, and occasionally

when the bridge was in the isthmus some membrane-like fibres would

be found an it.

For most of these experiments, a Keithley 603 electrometer was

used in place of the Vibron, as the scale factors were found more

useful. The output of either electrometer was fed (that of the

Keithley through a voltage divider adjusted to matoh the input of

the recorder) to a Bausch and Lotah variable speed pen recorder,

which had been pre-calibrated for both speed and potential, thus

enabling the record to be analysed later.

When the experiment was completed, the bird was killed with a

further injection of intravenous Nembutal. This was visually after

about one hour. In one experiment, however, on a bird which had

an egg in the lower half ef the magnum initially, measurements were

continued for six hours. By this time the egg was in the shellgland

and partially plumped.
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SLCT1QN 3
RESULTS: TT, OVIDUCT

3.1 UvTRQDUGTIQW

The following observations an the oviduct were made with the

object of confirming the descriptions of the organ, in the litera¬

ture, resolving apparent contradictions wherever these occurred,

and determining the range of variation which exists in the modem

light hybrid as represented by the birds of the P.R.C. flock. It

was hoped to produce a aoherent and logical description of the oviduct.

To this end, information drawn from recant literature and other

sources than the experimental results of the present study have been

incorporated in this section wherever seemed most appropriate to the

description, rather than segregated as a separate section.

In embryological development, the oviducal fields, of thickened

peritoneal epithelium, become organised during the fourth day of

incubation. In both sexes the two ducts grow down alongside the

aesotiephric ducts until they approach the cloaca. This occurs

about the ninth day. Thereafter, the right duct in the female

and both ducts in the male regress; they are vestigial by the 16th

and 15th days respectively. (..itschl, 1561; Scheib-ffleger, 1955) •

The development of the oviduct during the growth of the young

hen is described by Kar (1947)* After a stage of some 20 weeks

during which the oviduct enlarges proportionately to the rest of the

body (isogany), there follows a brief period of hormonally-induced

hypertrophy of the oviduct, and of the other sexual apparatus, such

as the comb and wattles (heterogony). In the latter period, the

glandular structure of the oviducal walls develops to the mature

state.

The oviduct remains closed and only superficially attached to

the cloacal wall until the approach, of sexual maturity, when it
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develops its opening into the left medial aspect of the ventral

■wall of the cloaoa (Greenwood, 1935)* The right oviduct ordinarily

reusing infantile (Finlay, 1925) hut may be persistent (Greenwood,

1935; wuinn, Burrows and MdTally, 1939; Bryant, 1 344; Bradley &

Grahame, 1960), and even in ra±e cases functional (Chappelier, 1913)*

Cyst development is a frequent finding at this site; ..illiamsan

(19^5) has suggested that every hen is capable of developing a large

right cystic oviduct, and many do, to the detriment of their laying

performance.

The normal mature oviduct in a bird weighing from 1.5-2 kg,

and laying an egg of about 60 g, is a long intestine-like tube, which,

although much folded and convoluted, occupies a large part of the

left half of the abdominal cavity. In the inactive state, its length

is from 10 to 20 cm., and it3 diameter at its narrowest region (the

isthmus) is 0.5 cm. and at its widest (the shell glandj is 2.4- cm.;

it weighs only four or five grams. /lien the duct is fully functional,

these dimensions increase to a length of from 4-0 to 90 cm., and a

corresponding diameter of 0.6 to 3 cm. and weight of about 50g.

It is also extremely extensible. Figures for other types of bird

are given "by Romanoff and Romanoff (194-9), Bradley (i960), Hoover,

Smith and Abbott (1962).

The oviduct is held in position in the body cavity by two com¬

plex ligaments, which are membranous fan-shaped folds of the peri¬

toneum. The dorsal ligament has one border attached to the duct

and the other to the dorsal wall of the body extending from the fourth

thoracic rib to the cloaoa. The ventral ligament has its ventral

border free, but the two ends are thickened and attached, and both

contain muscular tissue; the anterior end is in the vicinity of the

ovary, while the caudal end terminates as a muscular cord which



divides round the vagina, holding it firmly in place and maintaining

its characteristic •S-bend*. This kink is responsible for keeping

the egg in the shellgland during calcification (Kar, 1947)* as

is evidenced by the fact that hens having a straight vagina, pro¬

duced by the injeotion of oestrin in early incubation, laid shell-

less eggs. (Greenwood and Blyth, 1958). Both ligaments support

the large numbers of blood vessels which supply the oviduct. The

muscles in the ligaments at each end of the oviduct are said to be

continuous with the outer longitudinal muscle coat of the oviduct

(Curtis, 1910; Kar, 1947).

The length of the oviduct can be divided into five regions on

the basis of its appearance (vide Romanoff, 1949). On functional

and histological grounds the divisions are essentially similar, but

there is some disagreement an the exact area covered by each term.

It is hoped that the evidence to be presented about the structure

and function of the different regions will clarify this situation.

The main regions are* (1) infundibulum or funnel; (2) magnum or

albumen-secreting region (this has been referred to by some authors

as the convoluted glandular portion; it is not however alone in

either of these attributes) j (5) the isthmus; (4) the shellgland

or uterus; and (5) the vagina.

Throughout its length, the oviduct wall varies in thickness, but

basically there are usually seven layers of tissue present. These

are (1) a serosal covering, continuous with the peritoneal lining

of the body cavity; (2, 5 and 4) two layers of smooth muscle,

separated by a thin layer of connective tissue, the outer longi¬

tudinal, but slightly spiral (hence the occasional mis-descripticn

of it in early literature as circular) and an inner circular layer;

(5) a submucosal layer of connective tissue, in which the oviduct's

plentiful supply of blood vessels ramifies and (6) the secretory
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mucosa, consisting of a dense layer of tubular glands, closely

packed and interspersed with capillaries, which reach to just below

the final layer (7) of ciliated columnar epithelium. Unlike the

intestine there does not appear to be a true ouscularis mucosae.

These layers are present in the main throughout the length of

the duct. However, the iaucosa varies in its histological appearance

and histochemical reactions in different parts. These differences

can be related to the different functions of the regions of the

oviduct and such considerations enable a more precise definition

of the various regions to be attempted.
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3.2 DIMENSIONS

During the preparation of everted oviducts for histology, it

was possible to measure the length of the entire organ and of the

various regions in a number of specimens. These results are recor¬

ded in Table 7 » Some difficulty was experienced in deciding

precisely where a region terminated in the case of oviducts which

had been fixed for some time, or where the junction of the regions

is irregular, as happens frequently with every junction except at

the nagrmo - isthmus. No great accuracy is thus claimed for the

values, which are in any case too few to be representative; however,

they serve to give same idea of the variation to be expected in the

organ, in a number of breeds and different functional states.

The longest oviducts are those from high intensity white egg

layers in full production (Shavers 1 -4). These liave a aean length

of 75.0 cm., and one reached more than 8C cm. Next in overall

length are the brown egg layers, also of modem high-density stock

(Thornber 404s), which have a mean length of 66.6 cm. Two Shaver

oviducts in a slightly regressed state, but by no means in full

moult, follow at 52.15 cm. The two remaining breeds represented

are the Poultry Research Centre* s Brown Leghorns, partially inbred

and of a line selected for high laying intensity, but not reaching

the production levels of commercially derived birds; both of these

were in pause, and the oviducts are the smallest in this group -

and two birds from a line of Cuckoo Leghorns which were remarkable

for their low laying rate, something of the order of one egg per two

weeks being not uncommon. Although both those birds were considered

to be in lay, the mean oviduct length is only about 7 cm. greater than

that of the Shavers out of lay. Photographs of three of the oviducts

are shown in Figure 7 • These comprise one of the active oviducts

from each of the two commercial breeds, and one from a Cuckoo Leghorn.
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The photograph also demonstrates the other interesting aspect

of the measurementa, which is the differences in the length of the

individual regions in oviducts which produce eggs of similar si ze

and composition. Differences in the two terminal regions, the

infundibulua and the vagina, are probably not of any relevance to

the formation of the egg. The length of the vagina in particular

is very prone to be changed by the precise method of dissection, and

the extent to which the ligaments have been removed. Complete

removal of the ligament and some of the serosal layer of this part

of the oviduct allows the vagina to extend to a length which is

possibly longer than the functional length in vivo. Removal of

most of this tissue is necessary before the vaginal segment can be

straightened for the introduction of the stretcher. The main

difference between brown and white egg producers in the specimens

examined appears to be a relative shortening of the lower isthmus

and shellgland regions. No distinction was attempted between the

upper and mid isthmus regions in these measurements, as the junction

can only be satisfactorily delineated by a histochemical examination

of the functioning oviduct. TableS shows that in the brown egg

producer the magnum percentage is greater, yet the absolute lengths

are almost identical. The lov/er regions contribute correspondingly

less.

The ability of the oviduct to grow in the 14 or so days before

lay, or to regress in a pause period, is striking. dost of the

decrease in the resting oviduct length and mass arises from shrinkage

of the magnum. The shellgland may be reduced to half its length,

but, in terms of tissue mass disappearance, the relative loss is far

greater in the magnum. There are other changes, particularly the

lessening in depth and complexity of the cells of the mucosa, which

demonstrate still further the remarkable capacity of the most active

parts of the oviduct to regress.
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Some measurements of the lengths (cm.) of segments in everted oviducts

Type of
bird and
state

Infundi-
bulum Magnum

Upper
and ">•$
isthmus

Lower
isthmus

Shell-
gland Vagina Total

Shaver
in lay 15.2 32.8 9.2 4.1 6,2 6,1 73*6

ft 15.8 32.8 8.3 5.6 7.2 5.6 75.3

It 11.2 32.5 6.2 6.3 7.4 7.4 71.0

H 13-6 37.6 8.2 5.7 8.4 6.7 80.2

Mean 14.0 33.9 8.0 5.4 7.3 6.5 75.0

Shaver
out of
lay 12.8 24.9 4.5 2.9 4.0 3.3 52.4

It 12,4 25.2 4.2 3.2 3.9 3.0 51.9

Mean 12.6 23.1 4.4 3.0 4.0 3.2 52.1

Thorriber
404
in lay 8.9 29.3 10.6 2.9 6.7 6,6 65.0

»! 8.3 35.7 11.3 3.5 5.1 4.1 68.0

ft 7.9 35.6 10.4 3.3 5.3 4.4 66.9

Mean 8.4 33.5 10.8 3.2 5.7 5.0 66,6

Cuckoo

Leghorn
in lay 7.5 25.8 9.1 4.0 7.3 7.5 61.2

11 7.0 26.0 8.7 3.9 5.2 6,6 57.4

Mean 7.3 25.9 8.9 4.0 6.3 7.1 59.3

Brown

Leghorn
out of
lay 5.7 12.6 5.0 2.3 5.2 2.1 32.9

ft 5.1 13.2 4.1 2.4 4.2 2.8 31.8

Mean 5.4 12.9 4.6 2.4 4.7 2.5 32.4
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The percentage represented by the regions

Type of
bird aiid
state

Infundi-
bulum Magnum

Upper
and aid
isthmus

Lower
isthmus

Shell-
gland M1ft

Shaver
In lay 21 45 12 6 8 8

« 21 44 11 7 10 7

n 16 46 9 9 10 10

n 17 47 10 7 11 8

Mean 19 45.5 10.5 7 10 8

Shaver
out of
lay 24 47 9 6 8 6

u 24 49 8 6 7 6

Mean 24 48 8.5 6 7.5 6

Thorriber
404
in lay 14 45 16 5 10 10

11 12 52 17 5 8 6

tt 12 53 15 5 8 7

Mean 13 50 16 5 9 8

Cuckoo
Leghorn
in lay 12 42 15 7 12 12

it 12 45 15 7 9 12

Mean 12 43.5 15 7 10.5 12

Erown
Leghorn
out of
lay 17 38 15 7 16 7

tl 16 41 13 8 13 9

M#aAT1 i6 5 *0 * it 7 «~i hj, t; 8
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3.3 SURFACE AREA OF THE OVIDUCT

It is clear from the appearance of the ridged mucosal surface

of the oviduct that the area of this secretory surface varies greatly

in different regions, whereas the diameter of the empty duct is com¬

paratively constant. On this area depends the number of cells of

a given size, and hence probably the secretory capacity, of the colum¬

nar epithelium. The relationship of surface area to secretory capacity

is of course only approximate because it tells little about the under¬

lying tubular glands. However, it seems to be as likely to give an

indication of this capacity as is cell height, which was a parameter

previously used (Cole, 1938). it is of some use in the consideration

of transport of substances across the oviducal wall, since all

material even from the duct of a tubular gland must cross this sheet

of cells, either through a duct or through the cells themselves, as

might happen with some ionic transport. Estimates of the total area

were made by the method of Fisher and Parsons - see Section 2.3.

They are most usefully expressed as the ratio of the mucosal to serosal

surface areas. They vary markedly with the region and functional

state of the organ - see Table 9. The ratios for the magnum ranged

from 2.0 for a nan-functional duct, to 4.1 for the fully functional

state. For the isthmus they were similar, 2.6 and 3.3 respectively,

rising to 7«1 in the lower isthmus of the bird in full lay. Both

regions demonstrated a capacity for hypertrophy, presumably due to

accumulated, undischarged secretions, in birds which had (a) recently

stopped ovulating} (b) been ovulating, but the yolk was consistently

lost in the body cavity rather than passing down the oviduct Cinternal

laying') j or (c) had the oviduct surgically interfered with by the

insertion of a thread in the shellgland wall for the purpose of

inducing the production of soft-shelled eggs. In these cases the

values were 5.4 - 6.2 for the magnum, and 9.2 - 11.3 for the isthmus.
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The ahellgland, as might be expected from its appearance, had a much

greater surface area than either, both relatively and absolutely.

The ratios ranged from 3.2 for the most immature oviduct studied,

increasing with increasing organ activity (as judged by length and

histological appearance, and the state of the bird's ovary) to almost

40 for a bird in full lay. In addition, the area of the serosal

surface is greater in the 'pouch' of the shellgland for a given longi¬

tudinal distance, than in the other regions.

When the area was fixed and sectioned with the forming egg in situ,

the ratio was not so high, since the villi are compacted by the egg.

The higher value in the empty pouch may however give a better idea of

the area potentially available for the processes of shell xn^oduction

and transport of ions and water into the egg. The ratio is of course

also affected by the stretching of the serosal surface due to the

distension of the oviduct by the egg.

Suitable sections of vagina were not available for measurementj

in the non-functional oviduct there is negligible folding of the

vaginal surface, and the ratio is probably close to unity. In the

secreting state, the appearance of the outline is similar to that of

the upper part of the isthmus, where a ratio of 2.3 - 3.0 is found.

The differences in the different regions seem to reflect the

kind and amount of underlying secretory activity. That they reflect

the proportional activities also may be deduced from the experiments

of Asmundson and colleagues (Asmundson and Jervls, 1933; Asmundson

and Burmester, 1936, 1938) in which it was demonstrated that the removal

of different parts of the oviduct altered the composition of the egg

in a way determined by the location of the part removed.

The shellgland in a laying hen has a large surface area whether

or not an egg actually passes down the oviduct. It does not become

engorged with secretions as do the magnum and the isthmus in anticipa¬

tion of a descending yolk. This engorgement persists and indeed
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Ratios of mucosal to serosal surface areas of the
regions of the oviduct in different

functional states

Functional state Magnum Isthmus: Shellgland
Upper Lower

Functionally immature 2.0 3.2

Regressed 2.4 3.4

Moult 8.5

Early redevelopment 3.1 5.9

Partial regression 2.6 10.5

Early regression 9.2 16.8

Early regression 15.4

Internal layer 5.4 11.3 17.2

Full lay 4.1 3.3 7.1 39.9

Full lay,
6.2clip in shellgland

Egg in isthmus 10.0

Egg in shellgland 8.5

Egg in shellgland 14.1



FIGURE 6 :

DIAGRAMATIC REPRESENTATION OF CROSS-SECTION OF

AN EGG IN THE SHELL-GLAND DURING SHELL FORMATION
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induces an hypertrophy of the epithelium if the bird becomes a

persistent internal layer. In fact, Burmester and Card (1941)

showed that birds with ligated oviducts could on occasion produce

yolkless eggs.
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3.4 HISTOLOGY: TIE KBGIOML; OF TIE OVTDUCT

IzdTaadibulum. The proximal end of the oviduct is thin-walled and

funnel-shaped! its opening, the ostium tubum abdominale. has a

delicate fimbriated edge. Near the time of ovulation, the peris¬

taltic action of the muscle of this region becomes vigorous, and the

mouth of the funnel, which is normally slit-like, embraces and engulfs

the ovum as it is released. This activity is pronounced only at the

time of ovulation, and is presumably under hormonal or nervous control.

The diameter of the funnel mouth is 8 or 9 cm. j the length of

the region is about the same. Some authors (Bradley, 1928}

Giersberg, 1922) consider the infundibulum to be only the first

2 to 3 cm., that is the thin-walled, tapered pent, and differentiate

the lower part as the " tube" or neck of the infundibulua. It is to

this part that Richardson gives the name of chalaziferous region.

The upper part of the infundibulum has comparatively little

muscle, and the two layers are not so clearly defined as elsewhere.

The connective tissue layer which surmounts the muscle is well-marked}

it is covered by a single-layer of epithelial cells, there being no

tubular glands at this point. The epithelial cells are columnar and

ciliated, and are similar to the ciliated cells found throughout the

length of the duct. The cells seem to be about 30 microns in height,

and stain only faintly with the jxrocedures U3ed in this study. The

nuclei of the cells are prominent and oval in shape, and usually

situated in the basal part of the oell.

As the lumen of the oviduct narrows and the neck of the infundi¬

bulum is approached, the muscle layers become more clearly separated,

and the surface of the duct becomes more deeply folded. Here, the

other two types of cell begin to make their appearance. First,

occasional goblet cells are found in the epithelium} these are mostly

near the top of the ridges. Then, in the grooves between ridges,



appear small collections of gland cells with no intervening ciliated

cells. These cells tend to be less markedly columnar than the

others, and stain more densely. Giersberg (1922) suggested that the

glandular grooves secreted a lubricating material, not unlike blood

plasma in composition, which could facilitate the descent of the

yolk. The apical cytoplasm of the goblet cells contains granules

which stain intensely with PAS, but not with Alcian Blue. The cells

have a characteristic waisted shape, reminiscent of a thistle or a

goblet. The cells of the glandular grooves have a prominent

granular basophilic cytoplasm in II & E stained section. The position

of the nucleus is irregular but frequently basal. The nucleus of

the tubular, unicellular glands is almost invariably basal.

In the lower, cylindrical part of the infundibulum, the ridges

are higher and the PAS-positive goblet cells alternate regularly with

the ciliated epithelial cells. Occasional glandular grooves are still

found, but these have mostly given way to fully invaginated tubular

glands of the same type of cell. These are fairly simple and short,

and undistorted by crowding. The cytoplasm of the cells is granular,

and some are faintly PAS-positive, as are the deposits of secretion

which may be found in the lumen of a tubular gland in the active duct,

particularly if the tissue is fixed shortly prior to the passage of

the yolk. It is this region of the duct which Richardson named the

chalasiferous region, and which is considered by most workers te fee

responsible for the secretion of the innermost rather opaque layer

of albumen, the chalaziferous layer, extensions of which at the poles

of the egg form the fibrous chalazae, anchor-chains of the yolk. The

name is derived from the Greek word far a hailstone.

Magnum. Inspection of the everted oviduct (Figure7 ) reveals that

the thin-walled infundibulum is gradually replaced by the thiok

glandular mucosa and the smooth, large folds and grooves typical of



Fig.8, Magnum of mature,active oviduct (Shaver). Stained with

Alcian blue, counterstained H & E. The secretion-swollen goblet

cells of the surface epithelium give the appearance of a

continuous blue border, x 160.



the albumen-secreting part of the oviduct. The region, which

extends for 25 - 40 cm. in the lading bird, approximately 6Q, of

the total oviduct length, is characterised by much evidence of

secretory activity, both in the epithelium and in the tubular gland

layer. The distinct layers of muscle and connective tissue are now

thicker} the sub-mucous layer is vascular, and there are occasional

islands of lymphoid tissue. The tubular glands in this area are

completely invaginated, and it is only rarely that glandular grooves

or patches are found, although examination of immature ducts at

various stages of development makes it quite clear that this is the

mode of their formation., and in the magnum of these oviducts such

patches and grooves are frequent. The cytoplasm of the tubular

gland cells is filled with acidophilic granules and secretory

globules; the glands are coiled and branched and packed together

so as to make the task of tracing the course of one gland almost

impossible (Surface, 1912). Even so, the ducts which open into the

lumen are surprisingly few for the rate of secretion which occurs

(Bradley, 1928). The epithelial cells increase in height along the

length of the magnum. In formalin-fixed paraffin sections they

range from as little as 10 microns in the upper magnum to 25 or JO

microns in the lower magnum. The goblet cells stain strongly with

both PAS, and, from the bottom of the infundibulura downwards, Alcian

blue, indicating the presence of both acidic and neutral mucopoly¬

saccharides.

Cole (1938) and Conrad and Scott (1942) related measurements of

cell heights to the albumen-scoreting activity of the magnum.

Conrad and Scott found that the height of the cells at a point 5 cm.

above the isthmus did not vary with the time of the egg-laying cyole.

Cole found a significant difference between the heights of cells

taken from the equivalent regions of oviducts which consistently



Fig.9. Magnum of immature oviduct. Alcian blue, counterstained

with eosin. Many of the goblet cells of the surface epithelium

show blue staining; this staining disappears at the bottom of the

invaginating glandular grooves. x 160.
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produced eggs with good or poor •score* for thick white condition,

the good egg producers having the taller cells. He also found that

sections of coagulated *good* whites contained a higher density of

fibres showing an affinity for the same mucopolysaccharide stains

as the goblet cells. He used mucicarmine and thionine blue, which

react to a very similar range of materials to the PAS method and

Alclan blue respectively.

Sturkie (19&5) states that *most observers believe that the

goblet cells of the epithelium secrete mucin, which forms the thick

albumen, while the tubular glands produce the thin albumen'. The

secretions of the two types of cell are in fact probably closely

intermingled, the more liquid tubular gland products being held by

a meshwork of fibres or sheets of gel-like but nan-thiccotropic

secretions mainly originating from the goblet cells. The inner

thin white is assumed to be formed by the twisting of threads of the

mucin into the chalazae, leaving a surplus of the liquid components j

the formation of the outer thin white seeias likely to be attributable

to the addition of a similarly fluid component during the process of

plumping.

Using the cell height as an index of secretory activity, the

results of Cole (1938) sore in accordance with the observations of

Asmundson et al on the secretory activity of the parts of the

oviduct. (Asmundson and Jervis, 1933J Asmundson and Burmester,

1936, 1938).

Although their height does not change;the precise appearance of
the cells of the magnum depends on the stage of the egg-laying cycle

at which it is examined, corresponding to the discharge of secretory

products during the formation of the egg. This is particularly

clear when an oviduct is examined with an egg in transit. Below the

descending yolk, the tissue is distended and the glands crowded.
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The goblet cells of the epithelium become so swollen that they almost

entirely obscure the ciliated cells; at low magnification, the ovi¬

duct walls seem to be edged with a continuous band of bright blue

(in Alcian Blue stained sections) or magenta (in the PAS ernes).

At higher power, the intervening counter-stained ciliated cells are

distinguishable and the "foajqy" appearance of the goblet cells is

resolved into large globules. These tend to be larger and to stain

more deeply near the luminal edge of the cell, which often bulges

outwards, but are present throughout the cytoplasm, and even seem

to compress the nucleus. In the immediate region of the egg, the

bulging edge of the cell is sometimes fotnd to be ruptured (although

this has been observed in parts of oviducts not adjacent to faming

eggs, and may be an artefact), and the discharge of the secretary

globules may be easily envisaged. In fixed sections, the discilarged

contents of such a cell may be seen as a slightly thready mass pro¬

truding from the epithelium. The tubular glands are also swollen

with secretory granules in the cells and masses of secretory subetanoe

in the lumen of the gland. This is most noticeable in glands

sectioned near to the surface of the oviduct; glands sectioned near

the connective tissue layer are rarely so swollen, and do not seem to

be strictly in phase with the egg-laying cycle. Bradley and Graham©

(1960) state that the tubular glands secrete their products during

the whole period of egg formation, while the goblet cells discharge

their contents on passage of the yolk. In any case the substances

collected in the lumen of the gland at this level may be assumed to

have a long passage before their release into the oviduct. It was

also noticed that secretary masses in sections of tubular glands near

the base of the mucosa were occasionally slightly PAS-positive;

this was very rarely so near the epithelium. The appearance of the

tubular glands in the immediate region of the egg is similar, but the
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slight indentations in the surface of the oviduct which mark the

openings of the tubular glands are more clearly visible. In general,

there seem to be more of these openings between the ridges than on

their upper surfaces. In some cases, considerable accumulations of

secretion are found in a hollow where a number of glands have their

termination. After the passage of the egg, the lumen near the

opening of a tubular gland is usually empty and patent, the cells are

undistorted and lightly stained, and the granules which they contain

are smaller than in the undischarged gland. These granules are always

smaller than those found in the epithelial cells, and more discrete.

They do not stain with PAS or Alcian Blue, but are strongly acidophilic;

during the preparation for the passage of the egg, the granules grow

in sise and density, and the cells swell slightly, while the nuclei

seem to shrink. The lumen of the gland becomes invisible, or filled

with a lightly-stained secretion, which often appears to have shrunk

slightly during fixation, and which has no observable structure.

Isthmus, In the lower reaches of the magnum, the cells of the epi¬

thelium are particularly tall; the goblet cells are distended by

large globules of secretory products which stain intensely with PAS

and Alcian blue. At that portion of the oviduct where the magnum

region appears to end in a clear ring of translucent tissue easily

visible to the unaided eye this stage of affairs ceases dramatically

(Figure10, Figure 11). Here the smooth curving folds of the magnum

above and the somewhat smaller ridges of "the isthmus below can be

distinguished. The tissue of this intermediate ring is less easily

extensible than the rest of the tube, and the wall, though thin, is

strong. This is seen during the eversion procedure, when the ring

appears as a constriction, noticeably narrower than any other part

of the duct, through which the stretcher may have to be forced. In



Fig. 10. The mucous-secreting region at the lower end of the

magnum and the junction of msgnum and isthmus, stained by the PAS

method,counterstained with light green and haemalum. Oviduct from

a Thornber 404 hen. The goblet cells of the mucous-secreting

region are swollen with PAS-positive granules. These cease

abruptly at the junction ring. x 80.



Fig.11. Mucous-secreting region and junction of magnum and isthmus

from a Shaver's oviduct,stained with alcian blue and counter-

stained with H & E. As in Fig.10, the large goblet cells filled

with globules of substances staining as mucopolysaccharides are

found only above the junction, which is very sharp. x 80.



section, the muscle layers of the oviduct wall in this region,

which extends for a miHiaetre or so, appear unchanged, but the

tubular gland layer is found to be absent. Its place is taken

by a thickening of the submucosal layer of connective tissue to

form a ridge, of about the sane height as those in the isthmus

but with a more crinkled surface epithelium. Within the same dis¬

tance, the 3tailing characteristics of the epithelium change abruptly,

usually within a dozen or so cells. lie vivid blue of the Alciart

blue positive goblet cells, here at their tallest, disappears almost

entirely. Only the faintest traces are present, and since they

extend for only a few millimetres, these may be due to contamination

by secretions from the magnum. Similarly, the strong PAS-positive

reaction vanished; below this magnum-isthmus junction the goblet

cells retain a degree of weaker staining of the rather vacuolar-

looking oytoplasm, particularly at the free edge of the cell, but in

contrast with the intensity of their counterparts above the junction

they present & washed-out appearance.

This appearance of the epithelium continue3 for the whole of

the upper isthmus region. The general outline of the oviducalmH

has changed from the broad smooth curves of the magnum to the lower,

narrower, slightly spiral ridges of the isthmus (Figure 7). The

tubular glands, which rapidly become re-established, are similar in

appearance to those of the magnum, but their secretions ^v/here these
are visible in the lumen, tend to fore long threads rather than the

amorphous masses which are found in the magnum. Some workers have

held that the secretions are in the fore of granules, which later

coalesce into threads, from which it is generally agreed that the

shell membranes are formed; the present study throws no light an

this possibility. Homanoff states that the surface of the isthmus



Fig.12. Junction of the mid-isthmus region,which like the upper

isthmus has acidophilic granules in the tubular gland cell

cytoplasm, with the lower isthmus region,which does not. The

transition is more gradual than that of magnum to upper isthmus,

but is quite clear. Epithelial goblet cells show some staining

with PAS. Stained by PAS method,counterstained light green and

haemalum. x 160.



is darker than that of the rest of the oviduct? this does not

appear to he true of all specimens, and may be a variable of the

state of activity and thus of vascular engorgement. Alternatively,

he may have been referring to the lower isthmus, v/hich has a dark

reddish colour similar to that of the shellgland. It is not clear

from Richardson1 s paper whether this is the region to which he

applied the name of mucous-secreting region, and described as being

the lowest part of the magnum? it is so labelled on his photograph,

but the text leaves the matter in doubt, particularly as he does not

mention the magnum-isthmus junction ring, although it is visible in

the illustration and had been remarked on by earlier workers

(Surface, 1912).

After a length of about 6 to 7 cm., the ridges of the surface

become rather higher. This is accompanied by a marked increase in

the opacity of the tissue, whether fixed or untreated. The transi¬

tion is fairly gradual, and there is no striking change in the

histology of the surface epithelium, which continues to consist of

an alternation of lightly stained ciliated cells and tall goblets

in which the secretory granules take a light PAS-positive stain near

the apical cell surface, or of the tubular gland layer, the cells of

which still contain acidophilic granules.

In most of the breeds from which oviducts were examined, Hie

mid-isthmus region is rather longer than the upper isthmus, usually

about 9 cm. The transition to the lower isthmus is also fairly

gradual? the tissue takes on a reddish tinge possible indicative of

increased vascularity, the diameter of the oviduct lumen begins to

increase preparatory to the expansion into the pouch of the shellglond,

and the surface of the ridges becomes more elaborate, with increased

secondary folding. Microscopically, the increased surface area of

the epithelium is striking? the goblet cells, some of which had
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continued to contain PAS-positive material at least in the outer

part, now almost all show this reaction, though they are still Alcian

blue-negative, and the intensity of the staining is much less than

in the magnum. The most obvious difference, however, is in the

cytoplasm of the tubular gland cell3, where the acidophilic granules

disappear abruptly; the appearance of the mucosa is pale and vacuo¬

lated in H & E stained sections and no part of the cells seems to

bind any at the stains used to a notioeable extent.

Shfti1The lower isthmus merges into the shell gland pouch,

where the egg is held during plumping and, shell deposition. The

term "uterus" is frequently used for this region, on the analogy

of the mammalian uterus where the foetus is held during embryonic

development. The comparison is of limited usefulness due to the al¬

most complete difference in function; most authors over the last

forty years - or more - have agreed on the unsuitability of the term,

while continuing to use it; there seems to be no need to use it

again here. The tissue of the shellgland is a very deep pink colour

probably due to the ample blood supply, particularly during the

period of active shell formation, when it has been estimated that

the amount of blood in the region increases by an average of 42 per

cent. (Hodges, 1966). The conneotive tissue and outer muscle layers

are possibly slightly thinner than elsewhere in the oviduct, although

there are more capillaries in all layers. The inner muscle layer

is not essentially thicker, but the fibres continue into the cores

of the large spiral ridges, or rugae, usually five in number, which

are one of the most immediately obvious features of the region.

Secondary and tertiary folding on and between these ridges increases

the surface area of the epithelium considerably, and the epithelial

cells, which are taller than in any previously described region

(their height has been steadily increasing with successive regions),



now fail to stain with PAS as well as Alcian blue, and the cytoplasm

does not stain with eosin or other acidophilic stains.

Hoover, Smith and Abbott (19&2), studying the mechanical proper¬

ties of the shellgland, concluded that the volume which could be

contained in the pouch is limited by the size of the body cavity rather

than the mechanical properties of the tissue. When the body cavity

had been surgically opened, a distension of 300 mis., i.e. x5 times

the volume of an average egg, was easily obtainable; the increase

in pressure and decrease in wall thickness were less than predicted

from geometric calculations. Clearly, the organ is well able to

contain an egg for long periods; with distensions comparable to normal

eggs, the authors concluded that the pressure changes were small,

although functionally significant, and that after the initial disten¬

sion the muscle and glandular layers did not change appreciably in

thickness.

The mucosal layer is thick and the tubular glands are tightly

massed together. They are both mare complicated individually and

greater in number and density than in any other region of the oviduct.

Some traces of secretory accumulations appeared in occasional sec¬

tions, but it is not certain that these are not a result of artefact.

The cytoplasm of the tubular gland cells did not take up any of the

stains used, throughout the shellgland and in the lower isthmus and

vaginal glands. This is in contrast with the description by Bradley

and G-rahame (19&0) of basophilic granules, and by Fujii (1963) of

acidophilic granules.

Recessus Uteri and Transitional Region. Towards the caudal end of

the shellgland, both the folding of the surface and the complexity

of -tie tubular gland layer decrease. The boundary is marked by a

thick sphincter-like ring of circular muscle. Immediately distal



Fig.13. Transitional region between the shellgland and the vagina,

showing tuhular glands of the sperm-host type with patent lumen,

and alcian blue staining reappearing in occasional goblet cells

in the vaginal surface epithelium. Oviduct from a Thornber 404,

stained with alcian blue, counterstained H & E. x 80.
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to this is the region, about G.5 to 1.0cm. long, which i>\yii (1963)

has named the Reocssus Uteri. It is characterised by the colour

of the epithelium, which is greyish-white, except just after the

passage of the egg, when it appears faint pink. The ciliated cells

of this region were found to contain lipid granules, the substance

of which was identified as cholesterin ester. Immediately caudal

to the sphincter, in the first kink of the * S-bend*, is Fujli's

Vaginal Gland region, which corresponds to the Transitional Region

of Gilbert, Reynolds, and Lorens (1968). Here, the tubular glands

are simple, large, usually blind-ended ducts. The cytoplasm surroun¬

ding and apical to the nucleus of the cells (which are columnar,

and about 25 microns tall) contains lipid droplets. The patent

lumen (according to Fujii about 14 microns in diameter), in the

basal part of which are many microvilli, acts as a reservoir for

sperm. These are the 'sperm host glands*, * sperm nests' , or

'vaginal glands* which are responsible for the prolonged fertility

of the hen. Such a function has also been attributed to similar

groups of ceLls in the infundibulum (vide Lake, 1968).

Vagina. The vagina is usually about 12 cm. long, but it is bent

into an S-shape and embedded in the muscle and connective tissue

of the ventral ligament and the wall of the cloaca, into which it

opens. The predominance of the tubular gland layer gives way to

a region in which the thickness of the connective tissue and muscle

layers is considerably increased - the muscle layers in particular

are massive in comparison to all other regions - and the columnar cells

of the epithelium are yet taller. The goblet cells react positively

once again with both PAS and Alcian blue, although not so strongly

as those in the magnum. The density of colour and distribution of
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the stained globules is mainly in the apical part of the cells, as

was seen in the upper isthmus region. After the packed complexity

of the shell gland tubular gland layer, the appearance here is akin

to the simplicity of the infundibulum. In the vagina proper, no

tubular glands are found, although the surface is still folded and

there is a thin layer of undifferentiated epithelial cells below

the ciliated and goblet cell layer. Thus the statements of

Richardson (1955) and Bradley (i 260) that no tubular glands are

found in the vagina, and the contradictory finding of Cole (1938)»
that such glands were present, may be explained, either an the basis

of different positioning of the boundary between shellgland and vagina,

so that the transitional region with the sperm glands was included

by the former authors with the shellgland, and by the latter with

the vagina, or as a misinterpretation of the degree of organisation

of the sub-surface layer.



HISTOLOGY OP THE OVIDUCT WITH AN EGG IN SITU: Til: FUNCTION

Off TIE :5i&I0MS

The differentiation of function of the regions has been broadly

understood since the work of Asraundsan and Buraester (1936, 1938).

They readied their conclusions by removing parts of the oviduct and

observing the effect on eggs laid after operation. ,<ith the redefini¬

tion of the regions as above, and the improvements in histological

technique, it is possible to be more precise.

Infundibulum. The mature follicle is released from the ovazy.

This usually happens about half an hour after the previous egg is

laid, although the precise timing varies between breeds and

individual hens. Coincidentally, the muscles of the infundibular

region are at their most active, and the yolk is rapidly engulfed

by the funnel. The yolk has been growing by the addition of

material through the vitelline membrane, and after the egg has been

laid a degree of exchange of materials between white and yolk will

take place through this membrane, but during the passage of the

oviduct no change can be detected, with the exception of a water

gain of about of doubtful significance. (Draper, 1966). Thus,

the oviduct plays no part in the formation of the yolk.

In the neck of the infundibulum, the yolk receives the first

layer of its wrappings. This is a rather fibrous mucous secretion,

translucent ana whitish in the completed egg. It may however be

somewfliat thinner when originally secreted, as it is continuous with

the chalaaae of the egg, from which it takes its name of chalasi-

ferous layer. The ch&lazae are believed to be formed .mechanically

from the white by condensation of ovomucin fibres caused by the

rotation of the egg by the spiral ridges of the oviduct wall and

by the mus8yl&¥ contractions of the ahellgland, (Hansen, 1933;

almquist, 1936; Conrad and Phillips, 1938; Burmester and Card,



1939; Scott and Huang, 194-1; Sharma, 1950; Baker and Stadelman,

1958*) The rotation in the magnum and isthmus are sufficient to

cause only a slight separation of the mucin from the rest of the

albumen; the chalazae as such are only observed in uterine eggs.

They are fully condensed after about five hours in the shellgland,

but continue to twist until the egg is laid, and will do so thereafter

if the egg is rotated, to the extent of rupturing the yolk if the

ch&lazae are overtwisted, e.g. by too frequent turning during incuba¬

tion. (Olsen and Byerly, 1936). The earlier formation and greater

size of the chalaza at the narrow end of the egg is attributed to the

fact that this end is caudal in the oviduct during egg formation.

It is not clear whether the secretion of the chalaziferous region

ia different from that cf the magnum; it may be, as the surface

epithelial cells show little staining with Alcian blue, ancl the

tubular glands are fewer proportionately than in the lower region.

This would suggest that the secretion should have a greater density

of fibrous mucin than the majority of the albumen, and that the mucin

should consist mainly of neutral mucopolysaccharides,

kagnum. Throughout the length of the magnum, albumen is added to

the egg in a series of concentric layers. Histological staining

shows that these aire determined by fibrous sheets of a substance

which stains as an acidic jx>lysaccharide (Cole, 193&)> in the same

way as the contents of the goblet cells of the surface epithelium*

These sheets appear to be formed of a loose network, and there are

numerous anastomoses between them. Scott and Huang (194-1) observed

these layers in eggs fixed in the magnum by boiling; they may also be

observed, though less clearly due to fixation shrinkage and the long

coagulation time of albumen in formalin, in the sections of magnum-

plus-egg obtained as described in Section 2.2. The nan-staining

portions of the albumen appear similar to secretions observed in the
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crypts between grooves, that is to say near the orifices of the

tubular glands. Cole (1938) remarked the apparent formation of

fibres by the goblet cell3. Although such effects were observed in

several sections during the present study, it was not considered

certain that they might not be due to artefact, as the albumen had

a tendency to coagulate into shrunken layers with vacuoles between,

which could have presented the same appearance. Chemical studies

of the protein fractions of egg-white show that approximately 1.5$

of the solids is ovomucin, which is insoluble, fibrous, and contains

a higher concentration of the mucopolysaccharide sialic acid than

other egg-white proteins. (Parkinson, 1966). Robinson & Monsey

(1966) suggest that it may be regarded an a glycoprotein cross-

linked by bisulphide bonds and possibly also by non-eovalent links

sucn as hydrogen bends. It may be assumed, than, that this substance

plays some pari; in the structuring of the white; it has been suggested

that the stability is due to an ovoaucin-lysosyae cross-linked network

(Brooks and Hale, 1959# 1961.)

The composition of the thick white does not appear to vary-

greatly throughout the layers, with the exception of this insoluble

and indiffusible fraction. The correlation of white quality, which

is to say rigidity, or fraction of ovomucin present, with goblet cell

size, particularly in the more active mucous-seoreting region, the

lowest part of the magnum, has already been mentioned. It seems that

this may also involve closer packing of the ovomucin layers, which

could be of significance in the phenomenon of plumping.

Isthmus. This region has generally been supposed to have the

function of adding the inner and outer shell membranes to the egg.

Samples taken from the oviduct above the magnum-isthmus junction

are uncovered, while those obtained caudad of this point are usually
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fully enclosed in both membranes. On several occasions a half-

membraned egg has been reported. (Conrad and Phillips, 1938).

The earliest of these was the account of Coste (l847)« According

to Surface (1912), this egg was in the upper part of the isthmus.

Unfortunately, no such egg was found during this study; however,

eggs with one end or the other very close to the junction ring were

obtained, and in all cases were either completely with or completely

without both membranes. It is impossible to be certain that the

position in which an egg is found on post mortem examination of the

oviduct corresponds exactly to its stage of formation. However,

the accounts of such eggs as Coste* s, coupled with the above observa¬

tions, suggest that the membranes are formed by quite a small area

of the upper isthmus. Membraneous eggs have been reported in upper

regions of the oviduct. (For example, Robinson, King and Bowen,

1968.) It is possible that these are a result of reverse peristal¬

sis, vdiich is known to occur if the hen is unduly alarmed, or during

the struggles frequently caused if the bird is killed by cervical

dislocation. These can be so severe that rupture of the oviduct

has been observed. The formation of fibres similar to those con¬

stituting the membranes has beai observed during experiments on

isolated portions of the oviduct (see Section 6.2), where the segment

under study extended from just above the magnum-isthmus junction to

approximately the middle of the lower isthmus.

If, then, the function of membrane formation is attributed to

the upper isthmus, there remain the questions; is this formation,

of membrane fibres confined to the surface epithelium, or the tubular

glands of the region, or a combination of both? - and, what is the

function of the mid and lower Isthmus regions?
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It is reported by Walken (1951) Masshoff end ftolpmann

(1961) that the shell membranes are a network of branched fibres

about 1 micron in diameter; the X-ray diffraction and infra-red

absorption spectra are compatible with the view that the main

constituent is keratin, although this evidence has been criticised

as unconvincing. (Terftpka, 1963a). Closer examination however

reveals that there are two components, a core and a mantle, with

different characteristics. The core is of keratin, and the mantle,

which is less electrcn-dense end about 0.2 - 0.5 microns thick

(Simcns and Wierta, 1963) is continuous, and similar to the organic

material of the mammillae and shell matrix. It is probably a

mucopolysaccharide. Richardson (1935) observed and photographed

a rod-like mass of apparently about -g- jMk. diameter in the duct of a
tubular gland in the isthmus region, clearly in the granular part

(Richardson, 1935, plate 16, figures 13 and 16). The mantle of the

membrane fibres is presumably responsible for the histological

staining which they show; both in the present study and in the work

of Robinson, King and Bowen, (1966) and Robinson and King, (1968),

the membrane fibres and the goblet cells of the surface epithelium

of the upper isthmus stain with the PAS method. It is thus suggested

that the membranes are farmed an the stimulus of the presence of the

egg (or any foreign body) by the extrusion of material by the tubular

glands of the upper isthmus, this being in the form of granules

of ovokeratin which coalesce into threads in the glandular lumen,

and are coated with a mucopolysaccharide which probably contains

disulphide bonds; it is feasible that these bonds may be responsible

for the cross-linking of the membrane fibres to each other, as well

as to the mamaillary cores, as Robinson and King (1968) suggest.

All samples of eggs fixed in the isthmus had a full complement

of membranes. In addition, most of them had some degree of forna-



Fig.14. Lower isthmus,fixed in contact with a membrane in the

early stages of calcification, showing ' cup and ball* formation

of epithelial cells around mammillary cores,and material staining

black by the von Kossa method (calcium) in these cells.

Counter-stained with neutral red. x 160.



Fig.15. Radial section of a decalcified eggshell, showing the

mammillary cores between the membranes and the shell matrix.

The size and spacing of these cores are comparable to those

in fig.14. x 160.
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tion of the iaammillaxy layer. The earliest cases of this, where

the egg was in the granular part of the isthmus (i.e. upper or

mid-isthmus regions) showed "blots of eosinophilic, PAS-positive

material at intervals of about 60 microns along the membrane surface,

each having a diameter of some 15 aiorons. In more fully developed

oases, still usually in the upper parts of the isthmus, this

material (which appears similar to that of the membrane fibre mant¬

les) has itself acquired a mantle of haematoaylon-staining material;

yet later, in samples which, were most frequently found in the lower

isthmus, the circular-section cores have begun to accumulate small,

highly refractive crystals which stain black with the von Kossa

method. (Figure 14) • Examination of similarly fixed and stained

samples of membranes, soft shells, and decalcified shells of oviposi¬

ted eggs shows that these blobs compare in size, shape, staining pro¬

perties and spacing with the mamillary cores, which are a spherical

central core of about 10 microns diameter, which stains with eosin,

and basic fuchsin in the PAS method; a slightly flattened mantle which

stains with haeiaatoxylon, and which gives a size of 20 by 25 microns;

and a spacing most frequently of around 60 microns centre to centre,

or a multiple thereof. It is also noticeable in near-tangential

sections of shells and membranes that the original accumulation of

aaaaillaxy core material tends to occur at a point where a number

of thick membrane fibres appear to cross or join. (Figure 16).

This is interesting in view of the suggestion of Robinson and King

(1968a) that the core represents a specialised form of membrane

fibre material, with bisulphide bonds occurring predominately

within the molecular chain rather than between chains. It has

been reported before that membrane fibres pass into the cores

(Tyler and Simkiss, 1959; Simons and Wiertz, 1963; Simkiss, 1961) -

Simkiss also suggested that the bisulphide links were important,



Fig.16a. Near-tangential section of decalcified eggshell,showing the

mammillary cores at membrane fibre intersections. Stained by the

van Gieson method. x 160.



Fig.16b. Higher magnification of the same decalcified shell as

fig.16a, showing the membrane fibres entering the mammillary

cores. Stained by the van Gieson method. x 640.
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but it is not clear whether the fibres are brought together by the

core, or the core forms at a region of high fibre density. It may

be that the fibres are secreted in a more regular pattern than

has been, assumed, and that this pattern induces the grouping of

epithelial cells for core formation.

The appearance of the epithelial surface in contact ?rlth the

membranes during this period of maromillary formation and crystalline

seeding may also be relevant. (See figures Iwand «), The ridges

of the oviduct wall are flattened by the egg, and the membrane surface

is closely in ccntact with the epithelial cells. These arrange

themselves in groups to present the appearance of a series of *peaks'

and 1 cups'. In each 'cup* a core forms. The goblet cells round

the edge of the cup appear elongated, and their contents stain deeply

with fuchsin and by the von Kossa method, and are rather basophilic.

The shorter cells in the centre of the cup are particularly fragile,

although all the epithelial cell3 of the isthmus in contact with the

membrane show a marked tendency to rupture. It may be that this

represents a genuine shedding and regeneration process, which has been

suggested in the formation of the shellj indeed, early observers

(Merkel and Hemsbach, 1851 J Landois, 1865J quoted by hurface, 1912)

believed the membrane to be formed by a transformation of' the tissue

of the isthmus - a view which seemed to be supported by certain

similarities of behaviour in alfeline and acid solution between the

membrane fibres and fibres of smooth muscle. Landois also believed

the mammillae to be similarly formed from the glands of the shellgland.

The history and refution of these ideas is recounted by Surface (1912).

It is quite feasible that the epithelium is shed and regenerated,

in the same way as that of the intestine; what is clear is that the

cells arc both closely attached to the membrane and liable to rupture.
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The epithelial cells of the mid and lower isthmus fixed in

contact with a membrane 011 which the maramillary cores are beginning

to calcify stain by vcai Kossa's technique# The cells of the upper

isthmus do not, nor do cells not in contact with the membrane, with

however, some exceptions. Surprisingly, those parts of the surface

from which the egg had been detached before treatment likewise do not

develop silver granules in the cytoplasm when the von Kossa method

is applied# This method is generally accepted as an indication of

the presence of calcium; but it in fact shows inorganic phosphate

or carbonate (which commonly occur in biological tissues only as

calcium salts), and the staining could conceivably be produced by

any substance, organic or inorganic, with a comparable affinity for

the silver of the silver nitrate solution used. (Casselman, 1959;

Pearse, 1 9^0; Section 2.2; Section 7)# It is known that a slight

accumulation of calcium does take place in the isthmus region, and that

this is discharged an passage of the egg, contrary to earlier reports

that none is accumulated (Schraer and Schraer, 19&5; Section 3*6);

the fact that previous workers have been unable to demonstrate its

presence histologically, either by the von Kossa technique or by any

other (Richardson, 1935J Godfrey, 1948; McCallien, 1953.) is

explained by the occurrence of a positive reaction only when the

forming egg is present during the entire process of fixation and

staining.

The cells which do show staining by the von Kossa method are

those forming the * cup and peak* shapes described. The entire

cytoplasm is filled with small black granules, which appear to be

quite clearly resolved under oil immersion, although their diameter

was estimated at 0.1 to 0.2 mu, which is about the theoretical resolu¬

tion of the microscope and lenses used. Almost all goblet cells in

contact ttatth the calcifying membrane had this appearance, and also
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a few isolated goblet cells in the rest of the epithelium. These

were usually located on the opposite side of a villus which was

touchin the membrane.

Thus it seems that the mid-isthmus region may be predominately

instrumental in the secretion of the maxamillary cores, although some

of the organic material could be produced by the upper isthmus.

Staining indicative of calcium deposition has been observed in the

mid and lower isthmus, but not the upper region, and appears at the

same time as the first signs of calcification on the membrane. This

is also the stage of shell formation at which Robinson and King (1963)

reported in the mammillae the presence of carbonic anhydrase, v»hich

has long been suspected to be implicated in shell calcification

(Gutowska and Mitchell, 1945J Common, 1941; Mueller, 1962).

Other functions may be performed, in the isthmus region. Pearl

and Curtis (1912), and Moilally (1954) held that some albumen is

added to the egg, but other workers (Ccnrad and Phillips, 1938)
believe the egg contents to be virtually unchanged. The time which

the egg spends in the isthmus is usually given as about an hour and

a quarter (Romanoff, 1949; Sturkie, 1965) and the membrane is

permeable to the soluble proteins of the albumen (Beadle, Conrad

and Scott, 1938; McNaUy, 1934) - (see also Section 5.2), so the

addition of a solution which may contain protein as well as salts is

not impossible; it is usually considered however that most of such

addition takes place in the shellgland, where the egg makes a longer

sojourn. Sufficient analyses of eggs at the relevant stages were

not obtained in this study for any oonclusions to be dravai. iio

function has been ascribed to the tubular glands of the mid-isthmus,

which contain granules, or those of the lower isthmus, which do not,

but which present an appearance in electranmicrographs similar to

that of known ion transport regions (G. M. Wyburn and EL S. Johnston,
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personal communication). It is possible that secretions of this

region could act on the egg in the shellgland, as there is no

obstruction of the oviduct lumen between these regions.

Shell -land. When the egg enters the shellgland, the mammi 13 ary

cores are complete and each is surrounded by a nucleus of calcium

carbonate crystals, which are already taking the form observable

in the completed shell (see Section 4.1 )• During the period which

the egg spends in the shellgland, the egg is plumped, a process wiiich

involves the addition of a solution through the membrane. Analyses

of eggs indicate that the main component added is water, about

15 g . J the other constituent of greatest importance is potassium.

The process is discussed in more detail in Sections 4 and 5« It

seems that the plumping medxanism may to a great extent depend on

the osmotic force exerted by the outer layers of the thick white,

and that the entry of water and salts from fluid present in the

oviducal lumen continues until the calcification of the shell has

formed a rigid layer which precludes further expansion of the contents.

Until the fusion of the crystalline masses surrounding the

mammillary cores takes place, the egg fixed in the shell gland

presents an appearance similar to that in the isthmus. (Figurel7).

The sane peaking of the epithelium is observed, the same flattening

of the ridges of the mucosa so that the egg is closely surrounded

by the epithelium, and the same staining of contact cells by the

von Kossa method. The peaking effect was described in the shell

gland by Frob&se (1928), who appears to have been the only worker

to fix the egg jm situ; apart from Richardson, who failed to

confirm this observation, or, more probably, to recognise it as the

same phenomenon which Richardson described as the mammillae being

'secreted from pits* in the epithelium. Richardson's photomicro¬

graphs, indeed, do not show this effect, which however in tiie present



Fig.17 . Shellgland, near the junction with the lower isthmus,

fixed in contact with a forming shell. Small particles stained

by the von Kossa method may be seen among the cilia.

Counter-stained with neutral red. x 640.
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study was readily observed, This could possibly be explained

by the fact that in a high intensity laying bird it is easier to

catch the forming egg in the critical pre heavy calcification stage

where • peaking* is clearly observable.

When the aaamlllaxy crystals are almost fused, the von Kossa

staining is very marked, and silver grains may be present in the

mucosal layer for a depth of about 1 m,m, from the epithelium,

scattered apparently at random, (Figure 17)* At high power, grains

are visible apparently arranged along the tips of the cilia from the

grooves of the mucosa to the surfaces in contact with the shell,

(Figurel7)« Later stages of the process are more difficult to

examine, as specimens containing hard-shelled eggs are almost impos¬

sible to section without prior decalcification, however, from the

structure of the 3hell and a knowledge of rates of calcification,

the probable course of events may be reconstructed. Calcification,

and the simultaneous secretion of the organic matrix, which may act

as chelating agent for the inorganic crystals continues at a steady

rate, normally until the shell nears full thickness. The possible

significance of the matrix is indicated by the observations of Simkias

(19<51) who has demonstrated that metal ions can displace the cationic

stain toluidine blue from the acid mucopolysaccharides of the matrix,

(See also Simkiss and Tyler, 1958)* The whole calcification process

is usually estimated to take 16 - 18 hours in most birds, although

some high-density light hybrids (Shavers) can lay fully calcified eggs

12 hours apart (P. h. Lake and A# B, Gilbert, personal communication),
and so must be able to speed up the process. In the final two hours

or so thereafter, the rate of calcification tails off (Burmester,

Scott and Card, 1939 J Eradfield, 1951). Possibly that of matrix

secretion does not, as Simons and Wiertz, 1963, report a higher

density of matrix fibrils in the outermost layer of shell. If -the



sliell is coloured, the pigment is usually only present in the

superficial layer; fluorescent studies of the oviduct (wells,

personal communication) show that the porphyrins from which the

pigments are derived are found in the region of the shellgland-

vagina junction in the hen's oviduct. Porphyrin pigmentation is

also present in the final layer of the egg, the cuticle. (Simons

and Wiertz, 1966; Grind, 1939; Schoorl, 1965). This is a vesicu¬

lar coating of organic material, generally described as being

composed of mucin. It probably has a high proportion of muco¬

polysaccharides, but also contains proteins with many diaulphide

bonds and free sulphydryl groups (Oinkisa, 1958; ^imons and Wierts,

1966) and keratin (Schmidt, 19*>1). It may be secreted by the

transitional and vaginal regions. As the passage of the egg

through the vagina is quite rapid, and accompanied by a bearing down

reflex (Sykea, 1955) it has not proved possible to obtain a sample

of this stage for histological examination.
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3.6 CHEMICAL CCMHB1TIGN OF OVIDUCT TISSUE

The compositian of the tissue af the oviduct is not dissimilar

to that of Othersoft tissues. Common (1938)i (quoted by Romanoff

and Romanoff, 1949) gives the general composition as:

Water ...... l&/->

Protein •••• 18.6^>

Pat 4.3$

Ash 1.1>

The results of the present study are comparable. In the same terms

they are (approximately):

Water •••••• 80/-

Pat &

Dry matter
(protein).. 16$

Marked variation of the water, dry matter and fat content with

functional, state of the organ and between regions occurs. Variation

in the fat values may reflect nothing more significant than the

general state of the animal, as some hens kept in battery cages have

large abdominal deposits of adipose tissue, or the inclusion in the

sample of small quantities of fat attached to the organ. Although

the dissection was performed carefully, it was not always possible to

remove all such attachments. A store of fat as a metabolic reserve

is not unlikely in an organ which has periods of intense synthetic

and muscular activity, howeverj there is no pattern observable in the

few results obtained here.

It may be seen from Table10 that the water content af the regions

becomes progressively greater in the isthmus and shellgland, with

the exception of the inactive oviducts. The few oviducts which were

analysed for chloride content, although the method was subject to

considerable lack of reproducibility and the errors are rather large,

could be interpreted as showing a parallel increase (Table14). The



differences are not statistically significant ; such a finding would

if substantiated by further results imply that the increased water

content is mainly extra-cellular, as the intra-ceHular content of

this ion is negligible* Assuming the extra-cellular fluid to be

isotonic with blood plasma, the volume of sucn fluid must have

increased, thus accounting for an increased water content of the

tissue. This in turn could arise from increased blood flow, or

increased permeability of capillaries such as may be produced by a

rise in oestrogen level. An increase in extra-cellular fluid could

be part of the mechanism whereby the watery solution which is

ultimately added to the egg in the plumping process is mobilised.

The mineral composition of the tissue has been studied by Taylor

and llertelendy, (1961), and by Schraer and Schraer (1965)« in relation

to the reproductive oycle. The general pattern of their findings is

similar to that of the present study, although an exact comparison

is difficult, as the results of these authors are expressed in terms

of the ashed weight of the samples, and the water contents are not

given. Preliminary studies showed that good results could be obtained

without ashing the samples, so this time-consuming step was omitted.

Assuming a water content of 8($>, the agreement is quite close.

The results of the mineral analyses of the three main regions

of the oviduct are given in Table 10, together with the water contents.

The overall values are within the ranges to be expected in other avian

tissues (see Table 16). Analysis of variance shows highly significant

differences in all minerals measured when the region ("Site") is

considered, this being least marked for potassium, and quite signifi¬

cant (at the 3% level) difference with reproductive state ("Activity")

for water content and sodium and potassium concentration. The

slightly lower concentration of potassium in the sliellgland region is

perhaps not important; Schraer and Schraer (op. cit.) found this



ion to be constant throughout the length of the organ. The iiigher

sodium in isthmus and shellgland is in agreement with thexr findings.

It is interesting to note that in studies of developing uusdLea of

chicks of various ages, a high sodium :potassium ratio was found to

be a characteristic of tissue which probably had a high rate of

protein synthesis j this is also found in the liver, (Tabic 16;

Draper, 1968), Although sodium ana potassium both rise signifi¬

cantly in all regions of the inactive oviduct save the sheiigland,

this may well be a reflection of a reduction of other tiscue components

It has recently been suggested that the electrolyte content

of the pregnant mammalian uterus reflects the motility of the

muscular layer (Hawkins & Dixon, 1958j Daniel, Hunt and Allan,

1960J Prasad, Gambhir and fanyal, 1967). In the avian oviduct

also there is a higher sodium:potassium ratio than in oorrespunding

skeletal muscle. This suggests that changes in these minei-ais were

due to the smooth muscle layers of the oviduct. These axe so

intimately connected to the other layers that separation is probably

not feasible, and the possibility must remain in the realm of

speculation. The effect in the human has been related to the action

of ovarian hormones.

The calcium level in the avian oviduct tissues, in spite of the

possibility of some degree of accumulation or of the presence of

calcium-rich blood, is in all cases except the pre-secretory isthmus

at or below the levels found in non-pregnant or inert mammalian

tissues (see Tables^o and-jy). If the systems were comparable, such

levels of calcium would, according to Prasad _£t jJ,, be expected in

circumstances of uterine malfunction only.

The calcium distribution is of more specific interest in

relation to the process of shell formation. The level is highest

in the isthmus, and the highest value is found in the oviuuot taken



■while an egg was in the magnum, that is when the isthmus would be

expected to be preparing to receive it. This result is in agree¬

ment with the findings of ochraer and Schraer. Indeed these

authors found an even greater increase at this time, to a level

almost double that of the isthmus at other stages, and up to four

times that of the magnum or shellgland. The accumulation of calcium

by the isthmus and its discharge on the passage of the egg involves

quantities which are not very great in absolute terms. 6g. of

isthmus tissue (this was about the weight of the active isthmuses

analysed), in which a drop of 3 awaQle^kg. of oaloium is observed,

represents only 18 miaromoles of calcium. This could be enough to

initiate the seeding of calcium crystals on the mammillae which was

observed histologically. It is surprising that at no stage of the

egg-laying cycle does the shellgland show even this small rise in

calcium content, in spite of the comparatively huge quantities of

calcium deposited on the egg while there.

The observation of an increased calcium concentration in the

isthmus is not in agreement with the studies of Richardson (1935)
and LicGallion (1953), which indicated that if a concentration of

calcium occurred anywhere, it was in the shellgland. In particular,

the micro-incineration technique used by Richardson suggested a

concentration in the surface epithelium. These results were not

conclusive, and the quantities involved were small; in addition,

the technique is not specific far calcium, but simply shows ash.

The results of Schraer and Schraer indicate an increase in the ash

content of the shellgland which is unconnected with the calcium

level.

The fourth cation to be measured was magnesium. The concentra¬

tions of this ion are higher in the magnum than in isthmus or shell¬

gland, and do not vary significantly with the functional state of
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the organ, although there may "be some indication of a fall in level

when the <-viduot is inactive. This result is also confirmed "by

Schraer and Schraer, who attribute it to the importance of the

metal in protein synthesis; it is also possible that the ion is

bound to or in some way associated with albumen, in which it is

present at a concentration about ten times that of blood plasma

while potassium and calcium are at about the same concentration

in both. (Draper, 1967). Although the calciumsmagnesium ratio

in the initial seeding of the shell crystals is exceptionally low,

less than 3 when the calcium deposited is less than 100 microraoles

(see Section 4.7)# no accumulation and discharge of magnesium is

found in the isthmus to parallel that of calcium.

The composition of the three regions of the isthmus, upper,

mid and lower, was further studied in a series of ten oviducts,

all of which were in the active state. The results are shown in

Table"55. These show that the increased water content of the whole

isthmus is due almost entirely to the lower section. The dry weight

of oviduct tissue is to a large extent due to protein; a higher

water content therefore implies a lower percentage of protein in the

tissue. On the basis of the functions ascribed to the various regions

on mainly histological grounds (Section 3.5)» this would be expected

in the lower isthmus and shellgland. It is interesting that the

sodium concentration does not vary significantly, between the

sections, although the potassium variation is marked, being highest

in the lower Isthmus. This lack of significance in sodium levels

may in part be due to the high variation of the individual results;

for each section the coefficient of variation is more than twice

that for potassium.

The high potassium in the lower region, in spite of the lack

of overall significant variation, may possibly be related to the
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transport of potassium by the lower reaches of the oviduct

(Section 6.2). It is however to some extent in conflict with

the high water* content, which would suggest a high extra-cellular

space, whereas the high potassium would, assuming the cellular

composition to be approximately constant, imply a lower ratio of

extra-cellular to intra-cellular space.

The lowered content uf magnesium in the 'C' section (lower

isthmus) may be related to the lowered protein content and the

presumable comparative lack of protein synthesis in this region.

The markedly higher calcium in the aid-isthmus, on the other hand,

suggests the location of abell crystal seeding in this region.

This is in agreement with the histological findings. (Section 3.5).

The level of significance of this difference is fairly low (see

Table 15), but the coefficient of variation within each group is

higher than for any other component. The variation may be due to

the difficulty in locating the upper-isthmuVmid-isthmus junction

in particular, and the ttL^lower junction to a lesser degree, under

the conditions of dissection for analysis, where it is desirable

to weigh the samples with a minimum lapse of tine in which evaporation

may occur. If the calcium-storage region is sharply defined, a

slight error in the selection of the division line could give rise

to a comparatively large departure from the true composition of the

regions. On the other hand, the variability of the results may

reflect the precise functional state of the organ (which was not

recorded), or a functional overlap between the regions.

Other metals studied by Schraer and Schraer (1965), but not

examined in the present work, were iron, copper, zinc and manganese.

Iron was found in highest concentration in isthmus and sheilgland

tissue when the egg was in the isthmus, and was also high in immature



specimens, but did not fluctuate coinoidentally v&th other ions.

Schraer and Schraer considered it to be an indication of residual

blood, and took the results to imply that contributions to measure¬

ments from this source were not important. Zinc content was not

found to vary greatly, which is interesting as carbonic anhydrase

is a zinc-containing enayme; copper and manganese are present in

greatest concentrations in isthmus and shellgland respectively, and

decreases in these concentrations with the process of egg formation

caused the authors to suggest that these metals are transferred to

the egg in these regions.

In a later study, (1966), Hohman and Schraer attempted to localise

intra-cellularly the calcium of the shellgland tissue. They found

that Ca^5 activity was greatest in the mitochondrial fraction, and,

during the period of calcification, in the microsomal fraction of

shellgland mucosal scrapings. However, no comment is made by the

authors on the possibility of calcium exchange during the procedures

of homogenisation and differential centrifugation.
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CCMP0G1TIQH OF OVIDUCT TISSUE;
wATER ^ l..IrL«&dj caig^jT 0? WE REGIONS

(water as percentage of wet weight; minerals in m-uioIeV'kg. wet
weight. Means iS,E,'s)

REGION
Functional state n

Magnum Isthmus Shellgland

Egg in magnum 1 77.00 73.15 -

Egg in shellgland 11 73.77-0.84 78.6010.55 81.71±0.35
£

Active 1 72.99 78.41 81.75

Inactive 3 80.0610.36 80.2010.31 81.0710.59

Egg in magnum 1 64.6 67.1 mm

% Egg in shellgland 11 53.4*2.4 71.1*2.2 73.4*2.4 (1)

0
00

Active 1 58.1 66.4 81.9

Inactive 3 75.712.0 92.416.6 77.810.2 (2)

>

Egg in magnum 1 72.6 71.5 -

1 Egg in shellgland 11 67.0+1.8 69.111.9 64.112.0 (1)

1 Active 1 68.0 69.3 56.3

Inactive 3 71.412.2 80.411.2 61.110.6 (2)

st
Egg in magnum 1 12.0 6.9 -

S
H Egg in ahellgland 11 14.610.7 8.610.6 (3) 6.910.4 (1)

l Active 1 15.6 7.1 5.6

Inactive 3 8.210.5 9.410.5 6.210.4 (2)

Egg in magnum 1 3.7 12.0 -

g
H

Egg in ahellgland 11 2.810.2 8.910.8 4.610.3 (1)

s Active 1 2.4 9.1 3.8

Inactive 3
•

5.611.6 9.012.6 6.411.8 (2)

(1) n c 9; (2) n = 2; (3) n = 10



TABLE 11

COMPOSITION OF OVIDUCT TISSUE x

SIGNIFICANCE OF DPTOENCES IN .,ATSE AND
MII^ERAL CGtUIKlITS OF THE REGIONS

(By analysis of variance)

Water Na K Mg Ca

Activity- # ** * N.S. N.S.

Site ♦

Activity x Site ♦ N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S.

* Significant at 5$ level

*• Significant at i% level

*♦* Significant at 0.1$ level or "better

N.S. Not significantly different



OVIDUCT CCMCGITIQN: LIPID OGMm'T
(g/lOOg. dry weight: Individual results)

Functional state

Region:

Magnum Isthmus Shellgland

Egg in shellgland

Active

Inactive

9. 06

6.16

6.32

11.07

8.02

8.62

10.86

10.92

12.51

TAB^S 13

OVIDUCT COIPCSIUQN: PHOSHJAIE GOKAi.T

(a-molee7itig wet weight: Individual results)

Region:
i? uHO uXQTtclJ» S w&v6

Magnum Isthmus Shellgland

Egg In magnum;
above egg 0.12 - •

Egg in magnum:
below egg 0.14

Egg in shellgland 0.17 0.14 0.06

Inactive 0.27 0.40 0.30

Inactive 0.40 0.63 0.34



TABLE 14

COMPOSITION OF TIE: OVIDUCT: CHLORIDE CQHGiEimTXCNS

(m-iaole^/kg wet weight. Individual results)

Functional state Magnum Isthmus Shellgland

Egg in magnum 220.6 84.7 175.3

Egg in shellgland 129.6 251.6 148.5

Egg in shellgland 139.7 148.2 173.8

Egg in shellgland 132.7 119.4 166.5

Egg in shellgland 133.9 132.4 154.9

MEAN i S.E. 151.3417.4 147.3*56.2 163.8+10.5

(Means not significantly different)



TABLE 15

GQLirCLlTICiK Uf UvTI/UGT TISSUES

..ater and mineral content of upper, mid and lower isthmus

(Water as percentage; minerals in m-raoles/kg wet weight.
Means 1 S.E.'s. as 10 throughout)

Segment Water Ha K kg 0a

Upper 77.4012.11 64.O ajj.3 64.7 ±1.7 8.1 ±1.3 8.7 *1.2

kid 76.89*0.60 53.9 13.2 64.7 ±1.9 7.4 *0.3 12.1 *1.3
Lower 81.3710.31 67.7 *2.9 70.0 ±1.4 6.6 10.2 7.9 *0.7

Mean 77.9810.57 61.32l3.06 65.36H.61 7.39*0.24 9.57*0.87

Coefficient of variation

Upper 2.88 26.14 8.36 17.24 44.75

Mid 2.46 18.87 9.50 12.56 33.93

Lower 1.21 13.35 6.27 7.18 27.82
All 2.29 16.57 8.16 11.49 30.02

Compari seal of means for each setaacnt
I'student1 s t-testJ

Upper &
mid N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. %

Mid &
lower N.S. * * IK

Upper &
lower *** N.S. ♦ ** N.S.

N.S. Not significantly different

Significantly different at:

1Q/o X % * $ii
1* ** 0.1^ ,Vjf



taell 16

coipositick op om:z. tissues op gallus dqmesticus

sjater is given as a percentage, protein (= N x 6.25) is expressed as
g/kg wet vreight, fat as g/ lOOg dry weight, minerals as m-moles/kg wet
weight, and age of the chicken in days.

BREAST MUSCitu

AGE

0 9 i ^ 24 , 37 , 59 , 70 450

Water 84.8 81.7 74.9 74.6 74.8 71.0 72.6 71.7

Protein 92 140 214 223 221 239 234 238

Pat 28.9 21.9 10.4 6.7 4.0 4.5 4.4 7.9

Na 81 104 49 34 32 28 36 30

K 36 73 101 112 109 119 115 98

Mg 4.6 9.6 13.5 13.4 12.4 13.5 13.3 -

Ca mm 10 9.3 5.7 5.4 10.0 - -

THIGH MlJSCLB

Water 76.0 71.5 69.6 72.5 73.8 72.6 74.6 69.0

Protein 120 158 170 183 191 192 191 195

Pat 39.2 37.9 37.5 29.5 23.3 17.9 18.9 26.5

Na 66, 80 65 45 45 36 45 46

K 47 71 84 100 96 106 103 85

Mg 7.1 9.7 10.5 10.9 10.3 9.7 10.6 mm

Ca - 8.4 7.2 12.0 5.3 6.0 - mm

LIVER

Water 67.3 - - 75.8 72.8 69.7 69.0

Protein 142 - m - 182 191 198 157

Pat 49.2 mm - 14.9 14.0 14.5 22.6

Na 73 - - - 71 60 67 62

K 67 mm mm - 67 75 89 72

Mg - - - - 8.0 8.9 9.6 -

Ca • - • mm 6.2 10.2 .. •



tabu:17

ga..toaitioha?„,qla;.au,j\liai.aiaauil
Waterisexpressedasg/AQQg,,andmineralsasm-moles/kg.wetweight

ThefiguresforhumanuterusandskeletalmusclearerecalculatedfromthedataofHawkinsandNixon (1958),andthoseforratuterusfromthedataofPrasad,GambhirandLanyal(1967). Tissue

Humanuterus non-pregnant
Loweruterus atterm

Loweruterus ininertia.
(Late1ststage)

Loweruterus inpremature labour

okeletal muscle

Albino rat uterus

Water

79.5

82.8

84.1

82.8

72.5

-

Na

87.1

89.6

109.9

85.3

31.6

161.8

K

60.7

69.3

42.9

50.1

128.15

45.9

Ca

6.3

11.4

3.0

5.3

-

6.2

Mg

4.8

8.9

4.4

5.1

10.7

-

CI

71.8

60.7

82.2

63.8

19.0

mm
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4.1 INTRODUCTION: STRUCTURE Off THE EGG

The experimental procedures used in this study were directed

almost entirely towards the investigation of the mineral and water

contents of the components of the egg. In order that the results

obtained be seen in context, the structure of the egg is described.

This is a slightly flattened sphere of diameter some 30 -

35 cm., and weight about 18 - 20 g. in an egg weighing 60 g. - about

one third of the total, according to Romanoff and Romanoff (1949),

31.94 It is built up by deposition of material from the centre

outwards j if hens are fed at specified times rather than ad lib..

a aeries of concentric spheres may be observed, deeply pigmented

ones with large lipid globules representing the period after feeding,

and narrow, pale ones of fat content representing the reduced

deposition of the period when no food is available. The centre of

the yolk is occupied by a particularly fluid layer, the latebra,

from which a channel of the fluid material, the neck of the latebra,

extends to the surface of the yolk, where it forms the nucleus of

Pander, in which is situated the blastodisc of the egg. The material

of the layers is a suspension of globules, of size from 0.025 to

0.150 mm. diameter; these in turn, contain granules. The globules

In the white yolk fractions are usually somewhat smaller, about 0.004

to 0.0J5 nua. diameter. About half of the mass of the yolk is water;

the dry matter is composed mainly of fat and protein, according to

Romanoff, about twice as much of the former as of the latter.

The whole highly structured mass is enclosed by the vitelline

membrane. This is a thin, pliable, non-cellular envelope which

arises during the last stage of follicular development. ,<olken (1951)
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was unable to determine its structure by electron microscopy; he

assumed it to be composed of keratin, but the presence of mucin has

also been suggested, and a variety of layered structures, dependent

on technique of fixation. This probably also affects the thickness;

Needham (193*1) believed this to be about 2J+ microns in the natural

state. In isolation, it is permeable to substances of low molecular

weight, such as sugars, to water and ions, and to lipids, but not

to proteins such as ovovitellin. Its permeability to water is

influenced by the ions present and by the pH, and is lowest around

the iso.-clectric point of ovalbumin (pH 4.6 - 5.0). It is not

dissolved by organic solvents which do dissolve the yolk material

(Osborne, 1951)• In spite of its behaviour in vitro, it plays a

part in inhibiting osmotic equilibration of the yolk and albumen.

More recently, Bellairs, Harkness and Ilarkness (1963) found

a composition suggesting that the inner part of the vitelline membrane

is of non-coilagenous connective tissue protein, secreted in the

ovary, and the outer (the chalaziferous layer) has a composition

similar to egg-white proteins. In particular the analyses would

fit a mixture of lysozyme and conalbumin. (Shenstone, 1968).

-bite. When the egg is laid, the albumen consists of three main

layers: the inner thin white, the thick white, and the outer thin

white. In addition to these there is the thin fibrous chalaziferous

layer, and the ohalazae themselves. It has bem suggested

Oiection 3*5) that these are formed mechanically, as a result of the

rotation of the egg in the oviduct, particularly in the shellgland,

by the condensation of the insoluble ovomucin component of eggwhite.

The albumen from which they are formed is probably initially similar

to the thick white; the residue is the inner thin white. The outer

thin white is probably formed during the plumping process, due to



the dilution, of the outer layers of the thiok white by "the watery

fluid passing through the membrane.

The thiok white, and to a lesser degree the two thin white com¬

ponents, also display a structure of concentric layers, which are

successively laid down during the passage of the egg through the

magnum, and which owe their stability to the fibres of ovomucin,

or possibly to the cross-linking of an ovomucin-lysozyme complex,

(Brooks and Hale, 1959* 1961), Their formation is discussed in

the previous section; they may be demonstrated histochemically

(Cole, 1938).

Schaible, Moore and Davidson (1935) considered these fibres

to be an artefact of the fixation procedure, but demonstrated the

existence of layers, and possibly of membraneous sheets in the albumen

by coagulation in distilled water. Forsythe and Bergquist (1951)

explained the fibres as being portions of such a membraneous sheet,

broken and curled up to give the appearance of a tubular-section

fibre.

The chalaziferous layer, which surrounds the yolk, and may

reinforce the osmotic resistance of the vitelline membrane, is

continuous with the chalazae, the cloudy, twisted ropes of which

spiral to the poles of the egg where the fibres disperse and become

scarcely distinguishable from those in the body of the albumen. There

is a tendency far the albumen around the poles to be thicker and this

may be the diffuse termination of the chalazae. The chalaza at

the narrow end of the egg is the larger; this end is caudal during

egg formation. (Besoh and Sluka, 1966).

Membranes. Two shell membranes are clearly distinguishable;

various workers have described the existence of several layers in

each. Most recently, Simons and V.iertz (1963) studied a section

through all layers in one egg by electron microscopy. They confirmed
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the description of the fibres from which the membranes are formed

given by hasshoff and Stolpmann (1961). This is of an electron-

dense core and a lighter mantle. The inner membrane complex was

about 20 microns thick. Its constituent fibres were up to 1.5

microns in diameter and 23 microns long, and ran parallel to each

other in three layers, each of which was parallel to the shell; the

direction of the fibres in the middle layer was at right angles

across that of the fibres in the other layers.

The fibres of this membrane interneshed to some extent with

those of the outer membrane. The fibres of the outer membrane

complex were up to twioe as thick as the inner membrane ones, but

shorter, being around 15 microns long. All these fibre lengths

apply to the core materials the mantle covering appears to be a

continuous overlay. The outer membrane in the egg studied load six

layers totalling some 50 microns in thickness, these again running

at right angles to each other, alternately 'warp' and 'weft',

approximately diagonal to the main axis of the egg. The total

membrane thickness was 70 microns, and the mesh dimensions varied

from about 1 micron in the most dense part of the inner membrane

to about 10 microns in the coarser outer membrane. vrolken (1951)»

using a less critical technique, reported mesh holes of 1 - 2

microns.

The two membranes separate around the air oell, which is formed

as a result of the contraction of the egg contents on cooling to

the ambient temperature after oviposition. It usually occurs at

the blunt end of the egg, where the porosity of the shell is great¬

est (Romanoff and Romanoff, 194-9). The occasional formation of

multiple air cells, the so-called "frogspawn egg", may be attributed

to excessive porosity arising from faults in the shell or cuticle.

(Hinton, 1968).

The fibres of the outermost layer of the membrane extend into
hv mr- i5"11 car 1 nteus of ±h& ehftl"1 \aaaaei3Anrr to SAmoms and ..* .\r.-ka
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(1963) $ the mantle material of the membrane fibres is continous

with that of the first protrusions of the organic material of the

mammillae, and the core substance branches and fuses with the material

of the mammilla ry matrix, forming a ring of loose meshwork in the

lower part of the mammilla. Terepka (1963a) demonstrated just such

a ring-like structure in fully decalcified shells.

kammillae. 'The mammillary layer is usually considered to be the

inner layer of the shell (see figure 19), and here indeed calcification

begins to occur. It is however more firmly attached to the membranes,

and during incubation of the fertile egg, when, at about the sixteenth

day, the membrane splits off from the shell, the mammii1ary tip© and

some of the calcium crystals attached to them remain with the membrane.

(Terepka, 1963b). Structurally, the mammillae are composed of an

organic core which is approximately spherical. A detailed descrip¬

tion. of the appearance of this in decalcified shells under electron

microscopy is given by Simons and wiertz (19&3). A little higher

than the level at which the membrane fibres enmesh with the mammil¬

lary core matrix, they described a region where the fibrils of this

matrix take up the orientation which would be expected of the primary

crystalline units of the shell in the model of Schmidt (1937). They

also describe a layer of vesicular, irregular material at the upper

limit of the mammillae, -which they interpret as a weak sane at which

the separation of the mammillary layer from the rest of the sliell

could be facilitated.

According to Terepka (1963a), the mineral mammillary core does

not coincide exactly with the organic cores, but forms a ring round

them. This they believe to be coincident with, or at least attached

to, the ring of membrane fibre attachment, which they observed in

decalcified preparations. Prom the evidence of dimcms and xiertz,

it seems more likely that mineralisation occurs initially in the
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region of matrix alignment slightly above this, but that crystal

growth towards the centre of the egg continues until impeded by the

membranes.

Shell. The calcified shell is usually divided into mammillaiy and

spongy layers. Figure 19 is a diagramatic representation of the

structure. The crystal planes imply growth radially from tlie mammil-

lary cores until the crystalline masses from adjacent cores meet,

and thereafter growth upwards in columns towards the surface of the

egg. The orientation of crystalline elements as observed by X-rays

and by polarised light is in agreement with this scheme (Terepka,

1963a) and growth lines, possibly due to gaseous inclusions, have

been observed. (Schmidt, 1957» 1962). The evidence is reviewed

by Simkiss, (1968). Simons and Wiertz (1963) describe an abrupt

change in the appearance of the decalcified shell under electron

microscopy. The irregular, vesicular matrix of the upper part of

the mammilla gives way to a matrix of fibrils of up to 0.01 microns

thick and 10 microns long, with attached vesides about 0.4- microns

wide. The fibrils anastomose, and this type of matrix continues

until the outer zone of the shell is reached. In this region, the

fibrils are thicker and more branched, and the zone culminates in a

thin membraneous layer. This zone of denser matrix would seem to

correspond to the translucent bend found by Terepka (1963a).

The deposition of the crystalline and organic fractions of the

shell takes place as has been stated, in the form of columns which

meet and interlock with each other. In some oases, adjacent

columns fail to meet, and the resulting channel remains as a pore.

(See Figure 19 )• There are between 7»000 and 17,000 of these

funnel-shaped openings in a single shell. (Stewart, 1935; Romanoff

and Romanoff, 194-9; Tyler, 1953)» and each is from 15 — 63 microns

wide at the mouth, tapering to 6 - 23 microns at the inner end.
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(Tyler, 1956). It has been suggested that the pores remain open

due to the passage of fluid, through the shell during its formation

(Tyler, 1956)} Simkiss (1961) reports that sections of an egg taken

two hours before it was due to be laid had pores filled with a

sulphur-ccartaining protein, which pcesibly represented albumen passing

into the egg. In the incubating egg, they are responsible for

gaseous exchange between the developing embryo and the environment.

According to various workers, the strength of the eggshell may

be correlated with the quantity or density of organic matrix present.

(Simons and Wiertz, 1963} Brcnsch and Diamantstein, 19&5} Mather,

Spiling and Thornton, 1962). None of these studies have been

entirely satisfactory. Simons and wiertz drew their conclusions

from the study of only four shells; Bronsch and Diamantetein made

no apparent allowance for the presence of membranes and cuticle and

their contribution to the organic content. Mather, ISjxLing and

Thornton attributed different structures to the matrix in portions

of decalcified shells, with no reference to the orientation of the

sections} furthermore they estimated the quantity of matrix present

by a thickness measurement in a section i&hich had been decalcified,

dried, and otherwise treated without regard for the effects of such

treatment. Recent measurements suggest that the percentage of matrix

present in the shell proper, that is in the spongy or palisade layer,

is remarkably constant and bears no relationship to shell strength

(T. C. Carter, personal communication).

Cuticle. The thickness of this final layer of the shell is usually

stated to be about 10 miorons (Romanoff and Romanoff, 1949} Simkiss,

1961, 1968). More recently, it has been recognised that this can

vary considerably. Simons and Wiertz (19^3) report variations from

1.7 to 12.8 yoz in the cuticles of four eggs, with lesser variations
between different areas of the same egg. Est! mates of cuticle
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thickness aade during a study of the organic content or aljclis suggest

that the cuticle cay range fro© alaoet non-existent to some 100

microns thick ("X. C. Carter', perseanal oaunuaication)• Its structure

ia vesicular, with the smallest vesicles in Utc outer layer. Between

the vesicles are eir-spaoea, which shrink as the egg ages. In sane

cases, there appear to be two layers, but this my be produced by

alicnges initiated at the surface and progressing inwards. ( .ocanaff

and Uomaaattf I9k9j Siaons and ..iertz, 1963# 1966).

The cuticle is continuous over the openings of the pores, and may

form a plug in the pare mouth (Figure 19). The mshbsr of pores which

have this type of plug nay determine the overall permeability of the

shell | it is generally accepted that they play a part in protecting

the egg against bacterial spoilage.
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4.2 TIE. COMPOSITION Off -TKB RGG

The Yolk. In a 35 to 60 g. egg, the yolk may "be expected to

weigh about 18 gms., of which about half will be water. According

to Romanoff and Romanoff (1949), the solids usually form rather the

larger part; this is seen to be so in the Brown Leghorn eggs, see

Table 21 , but the Shaver eggs of Table 19 have a water content slightly

over 50/.. Almost all of the solids are organic, mainly proteins

and lipids in a ratio of approximately 1:2, with about %■> carbohydrate

and 2}o inorganic constituents. The individual constituents are

discussed by Parkinson (1966), and the composition, is also reviewed

by Shenstone (1968).

That some 31/2 of the lipids are phospho-llpids is reflected in

the relatively high phosphorus content of the yolk. Typical yolk

mineral concentrations are given in Table 18 • Of the other minerals,

calcium and sulphur may be to a large extent present in a bound form.

It is apparent that sodium and potassium are present in approximately

equal concentrations, the potassium being if anything slightly greater.

In comparison with blood plasma, the sodium concentration is decreased

by a factor of at least six, while that of potassium may be increased

by tiie same factor. The considerable difference from blood, and

also, as will be seen, from the concentrations found in egg albumen,

imply that a barrier must exist to the free diffusion of ions, either

due to the properties of the vitelline membrane, or to a considerable

degree of organisation of the yolk materials, sufficient to effectively

prevent the diffusion of ions, at least to a significant degree

during passage of the egg through the oviduct. The available

evidence has been reviewed by Shenstome (1968), who concludes that

the structural properties of the yolk are of major importance in the

control of diffusion, both of ions and of water. It is possible



TABLE 18

ISDLJRAL G0NG£i:TEL\Tiai3 IE 1EE YOLK

(Expressed as m-moles/kg. of water, means ± S.E. ' s)

SOURCE

(1) (2) I , n , III V
Avian
blood

plasma
n mm 10 8 8 13 9

Ha 21 25-3.1 3011.9 2612.3 2712.9 2513.0 170

K 21 2813.3 3514.4 3012.7 4216.9 3316.0 6

Ca 30 42i3.8 3715.5 5715.3 5517.2 59HO 6.7
(1.2 6a++)

Kg 47 5I0.6 6±0.7 610.4 710.8 611.0 1.2

Fe 1.27 mm - - - mm -

S 43.3 - mm - - mm ■mm

01 32.5 mm - - - 155' -

P 148.0
1

- mm - - -

Sourcest

(1) Recalculated from the data of Shenstane (1968)

(2) Draper, (1966)

I - V Analyses of eggs from Bird 5284, P.R.C, Brown
Leghorn J-line, from January 1964 to
January 1965. (See Table 21)

Blood plasma. See Section 2.9
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that an uptake of water from the white of the order of 1>a does take

place during the period between ovulation am oviposition, (draper,

1966), and a greater uptake is known to occur during storage of the

egg.

The .ihite. In the completed egg, the albumen contains a high

proportion of water. Romanoff and Romanoff (194-9) give this as

Q&/j in a 33 g. white, while Shenatone (1968) quotes 88.3/-J the eggs

shown in the accompanying tables have albumen water content of from

Q%o to 90/o. The solids are almost entirely protein; according to

Shenstone, 92ye. There is also about of free carbohydrate,

more than 9d/o of which is glucose, and about the same quantity of

inorganic constituents.

The composition and properties of the protein constituents

have been recently reviewed by r'arkinaan (1966). More than half

of contribution is due to ovalbumin, which was the first of the egg

proteins to be isolated. This protein in the pure form contains

all the essential amino acids, a single oligosaccharide group, and

either one or two disulphide groups and four or five sulphydryl

groups. The crystalline protein may be resolved eleotrophoreti-

oally into three components with differing phosphorus contents.

The next most abundant protein is conalbumin, which forms 13> of

the dry weight, followed closely by ovomucoid with 11>sj 3.5/-> is

lysozyme, and 1.5S& the fibrous protein, ovomucin - a total of °ftly

5% fete those proteins believed responsible for the gel properties of

the thick white. Of the minor proteins, seme d/o are unidentified,

but believed to be mainly globulins. gome of the components which

make up less than of the total have been identified through their

biological properties; these are flavoprotein and apoprotein forms

of riboflavin, in approximately equal amounts, ovoinhibitor, and

avidln. (Parkinson, 1966).
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The membranes and shell, Approximately 95/* of the shell is

formed of inorganic crystalline material, and almost all of this

is calcium carbonate as calcite. There are small quantities of

magnesium and phosphate present together with a smaller residue

consisting mainly of sodium, potassium and sulphur, which are

present either as impurities in the crystal lattice, or in association

with the organic matrix. The membranes are almost entirely organic.

They contain about 2<$> water, while the shell usually contains only

1 - #o. This is probably mostly in the pores and cuticle, and is

to some extent dependent on the time and conditions of temperature

and humidity under which the egg has been stored.

The evidence on the nature of the three organic components,

membranes, shell matrix and cuticle^ and on the ways in which the

raammillary core differs from the shell matrix proper, is mainly

histochemical and electron microscopical. There have been compara¬

tively few chemical analytical studies carried out on the membranes

and shell (vide Simkiss, 1963). Amino acid analyses have been

reported by Baker and Balch (1962) and Prank, Burger and Bwanson,

(1965). The electron-dense core of the membrane fibres is believed

to be a keratin-like protein and the less dense mantle material is

believed to be a mucopolysaccharide. (Masshoff and Stolpmann, 1961;

Bimons and. Wiertz, 1963). The cores of the outer fibres are embedded

in the mammillae, and the mantle material is continuous with the

lower part at the mammiliary matrix, and may be formed from the same

precursor (Robinson and King, 1968a), Bisulphide bonds being formed

within the molecule in the case of the mammilla and between mole¬

cules in the case of the membrane fibre. This mammillaxy core is

covered by a layer of soluble aloianophilio nrucopolysaccJiaride,

which merges into the matrix proper. This is homogenous throughout
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the shell, and consists of acidic mucopolysaccharides, mainly

chondroitin sulphates A and C. The matrix fibrils are more closely

spaced in the outer layer of the shell, possibly corresponding to

the slower rate of calcification in this stage of formation. There

is a thin, irregular membrane probably of matrix material at the

junction with the cuticle. (Simons and Wiertz, 1963). The cuticle

is a mucin secretion containing proteins with many disulphide and

sulpbydryl groups (Simkisa, 1 9jo), perhaps in the form of keratin

(Schmidt, 1961), which would contribute to its stability and

insolubility.
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4.3 THE VARIABILITY Off THE Cdr-a 111 ON OP HE EGG

Table1? shows the wet and dry weights and water content of the

different components of a series of 20 consecutive eggs from a mature

hen, a high-intensity light hybrid (Shaver). The relative constancy

of the overall composition of the egg is obviousj quantitatively,

this is examined in Tabled0, which shows the coefficients of variation

of all components for this bird and five others of the same strain

and age. Prom this it is seen that, apart frcau the shell water

content, which may be expected to vary most with time of collection,

atmospheric conditions, and other external factors of which no account

has been taken, the most variable part is the white dry weight. Thus

in tills complex system it is the cost complicated process, synthesis

of protein by the magnum, which is most variable. The overall egg

weight, the weight of the shell, of the ovulated yolk, and perhaps

most surprising of all, that ocf the water of the white, are compara¬

tively constant in most of these birds - rather more so than would

be expected for a biological system.

It is also apparent from the table that this statement is

mere true for some birds than for others, that is to say, that some

birds seem capable of consistency in all stages of the production

process, while others show considerable variability in all. This

series of eggs was collected over a comparatively short period of

time. The intention was to collect twenty eggs from each bird.

In most cases, the birds were laying well, and the group was complete

in less than a month. In the case of bird 682, collection was

continued for two months, by which time only thirteen eggs had been

laid. The largest variations in overall egg weight, yolk weights,

and water content of the white were found within the eggs from this

bird. The shell dry weight and the white dry weight were remarkably



TABLE 19

VARIABILITI OF TIE COL*. CKLNTS OF gE EGG

Weights (g) of the components of 20 consecutive eggs from Bird 560,
(Shaver). September and October 1967

No. Date -egg
wt.

SHELL WHITE YOLK

wet dry water wet dry water wet dry water

1 16. 9 55.1 6.9 5.5 1.4 30.9 4.2 26.7 16.9 8.1 8.8

2 17. 9 59.5 6.9 5.4 1.5 33.3 4.9 28.4 18.4 8.5 9.9

#3 20. 9 56.2 6.6 5.1 1.5 31.0 3.8 27.2 18.5 8.4 10.1

4 21. 9 63.9 8.2 5.1 3.1 35.9 3.4 32.5 19.7 9.2 10.5

5 22. 9 56.9 6.5 5.0 1.5 31.1 3.3 27.8 18.6 9.3 9.3
6 23. 9 56.2 7.2 5.0 2.2 30.9 3.5 27.4 18.1 8.7 9.4

7 24. 9 57.7 6.8 5.2 1.6 32.7 3.5 29.2 18.2 9.1 9.1

8 25. 9 57.2 6.5 5.0 1.5 31.8 3.9 27.9 18.5 8.8 9.7

9 28. 9 56.9 6.7 5.1 1.6 31.7 2.6 29.1 17.8 7.6 10.2

10 29. 9 56.2 7.5 4.9 2.6 30.1 3.1 27.0 17.9 9.0 8.9
11 o. VO 54.1 6.5 4.6 1.9 29.9 3.1 26.8 17.2 8.4 8.8

12 1.10 52.4 6.1 4.7 1.4 28.5 2.3 26.2 17.4 7.1 10.3

13 2.10 58.0 6.6 5.1 1.5 31.6 3.9 27.7 19.2 8.2 11.0

14 3.10 55.6 6.1 4.9 1.2 31.5 4.0 27.5 18.0 7.9 10.1

15 4.10 56.6 6.4 4.9 1.5 31.1 4.0 27.1 18.1 8.7 9.4
16 5.10 55.7 6.3 5.0 1.3 31.7 3.8 27.9 17.5 7.7 9.8

17 7.10 54.1 6.2 4.8 1.4 30.6 3.7 26.9 17.3 7.6 9.7
18 8.10 53.3 6.5 4.7 1.8 28.1 3.0 25.1 17.3 8.1 9.2

19 9.10 54.1 6.1 4.7 1.4 29.9 2.8 27.1 17.5 8.3 9.2
20 10.10 53.3 6.0 4.8 1.2 29.6 2.8 26.8 17.0 8.0 9.0

MEAN: 56.15 6.63 4.98 1.66 31.10 3.48 27.62 17.96 8.34 9.62

±S.E. ±0.57 *>.12 *>.05 *>.11 ±0.38 *>.14 ±0.33 10.16 -0.13 10.14

8.E
:

. 2.56 0.53 0.23 0.48 1.69 0.62 1.48 0.73 0.59 0.61
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constant. It has been shown that the ovary and the oviduct, although

both under the control of the sex hormones, are comparatively indepen¬

dent in function. For example, ligation or complete removal of

the oviduct, or the congenital absence of part of the oviduct, does

not affect ovulation. (Pearl and Curtis, 1914; Curtis, 1915).

This suggests the possibility that the main source of malfunction

in this bird was in the ovary# Both the deposition of yolk

material, as evidenced by the variability of yolk size, and the con¬

trol of ovulation, as evideiiced by the low rate of lay are affected.

The protein-secreting function of the oviduct seems to have been

normal, as the white dry weight varies no more than in other birds.

Here, however, the wide spacing of eggs could be a factor in that

the resources of the magnum and other systems were not overworked.

This oould also apply to shell secretion. The variability of the

white water may reflect a disturbance of timing during the plumping

process, or an inadequacy of the outermost layer of the thick white:

see Sections 5 and 7*



TABLE 20

CQEffaCSENT OP VA^Tia? OF TKK nn^i^gOTTa OF THci EGG
Consecutive eggs from six 'birds, September to November 1967

Bird 507 563 662 560 617 557

No, of eggs 19 20 13 20 20 19

Egg Y/eight 5.74 2.20 12.23 4.56 2.98 3.4$

Shell weight 7.66 4.92 2.18 7.99 5.79 6.75

Shell dry 7.06 5.73 2.80 4.62 4.69 7.43

Water 17.42 19.84 26.19 29.00 15.74 28.18

White: wet 7.47 3.08 15.50 5.43 3.05 4.23

dry 16.67 20.57 17.05 17.82 18.74 13.53

water 7.69 3.94 16.50 5.36 3.73 4.88

Talk: wet 5.59 3.49 10.51 4. 06 5.60 4.77

dry 9.55 4.63 13.55 7.08 9.73 4.69

water 6.91 6.71 10.23 6.34 10.47 7.30
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4.4 'THE LEKfcCT OP Thd AGE OF TIE BIRD CB EGG CQMPGS1HCB

freight aM water content of components. Aa well as the

fluctuations over short periods in the different components of

the egg, certain changes take place over long periods. To study

these, eggs were collected from a group of Brown Leghorn pullets

when they first came into lay, and at thius-monthly intervals there¬

after, the last group being collected when the birds had been

laying for a year, and were about eighteen ncnths old. The results

are shown in Tables 21 and 22, for one of these birds. These are

typical of the results obtained from animals which remained healthy.

From Table21, it may be seen that the overall weight of the

eggs laid increased steadily during the year, the mean vfeight having

increased by over 25$ in tlie final group, compared with the first

eggs. Most of this increase took place in the second three-month

period, there being comparatively little increase in the first three

months of lay, and even less in the last six months of the year

studied. The increase is not equally spread over the different

parts of the egg, however. The dry weight of the white actually

declines slightly, although this is probably not significant. A

small initial decline in the water content of the shell also occurs;

tiiis too is unlikely to be significant, and indeed may merely reflect

atmospheric conditions and the length of storage before analysis

rather than a true variation. The greatest increase is in the yolk,

which is almost half as heavy again after six months, and at the

end of the year has increased by nearly 60/o. Two-thirds of this

increase is accounted for by the dry matter, in contrast to the

white, in which the "weight increase is entirely due to Yvater, and

indeed to the shell, where the contributions are in the opposite

ratio.



TAHL:; 21

WEIGHTS OF THK COM^OiTS OF EGGS M&Li 3X133 '3284
Pro? Jfanu-gF'i^ to Janujuy ~9%>

(Weights in g, means + ft.E.'sj Increments as JS of Series I)

Series I II III V* In
I-II

cremerrts
I-III

i

I-V

Date Jan. '64 liar. *&i June '64 Dec. *64
&

Jan. *65

n 8 8 13 9

Egg wt. 42.32
10.41

45.65
10.40

52.68
11.34

53.72
±0.62

7.9 24.5 26.9

WHITE:
Vet weight 23.69

10.33
25.38
10.32

27.86
+1.01

27.51
10.45

7.1 17.6 17.1

Dry weight

Water

3.28
10.08
20.42
*0. 29

3.18
10.02
22.19
10.30

3.23
10.13
24.62
±0.86

3.18
±0.15
24.34
10.35

-3.0

8.7

- 1.5

20.6

—4.0

20.1

ZiM:
.<et weight 11.51

±0.24
13.68
±0.20

16.97
±0.28

18.37
±0.25

18.9 47.4 59.5

Dry weight 5.87
±0.15

7.21
±0.14

9.38
±0.31

10.79
±0.39

22.8 59.8 89.6

Water 5.63
+10.28

6.46
10.11

7.59
10.27

7.59
+0.46

14.7 34.8 29.3

SHELL:
Wet weight m m -2.3 15.0 17.7

Dry weight 4.57
10.05

4.64
10.08

4.93
10.12

4.99
10.07

1.5 7.9 11.8

Water 1.82
10.12

1.60
10.Q5

2.42
10.14

2.44
10.11

-12.1 33.0 32.4

(* Series IV, September 1964» was used for specific
gravity measurement3, and no weights are available)
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Prom these results, same deductions may be made about the

efficiency of the different meohanisras involved in egg formation.

Firstly, it is clear that the ovary, initially capable of producing

only yolks, almost half of which are composed of water,

improves steadily and dramatically throughout the year, producing

yolks of greater size and with a higher proportion of solids in

each series. The protein-secreting capacity Of the magnum, on the

other hand, is close to its maximum level immediately egg production

begins, and indeed in some birds it may decrease slightly as the bird

grows older. The small decreases found may not be significant

because as mentioned previously the dry matter of the white has the

greatest coefficient of variation. From Table 20, it can be seen

that the coefficient of variation is several times greater in the

twenty-egg groups than the decrease of the smaller groups of this

experiment. The increase in addition of water to the white is

significant; this could be partly accounted for by the increased

surface area presented by the larger yolk surrounded by thick y?hite.

This will be discussed in relation to the phenomenon of plumping,

see Section 5.if.

The increase in the shell dry weight may not necessarily be

inoicative of an increase in thickness. Using the formula:

an increase in surface area between the first series of eggs, wet

contents weight * 35*20 g. and series V, wet contents weight =

corresponding increase of shell wet weight is 17*7>-» and of shell

dry weight 11.3/u, so that in fact the shell thickness would cn. tliis

basis have decreased, although a greater amount of calcium was being

transported and. deposited on the shell. The actual decrease would

(see Section 3*3)

would be expected; the
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Mineral content and concentrations in egg •shite iron
Bird 5284, from January 1964- to January 1965

(Minerals expressed as mg., micronoles, and m-moleey'l. of water
Means i S.E.'s)

SERIES

Element
I II III V

tfo. of samples 8 8 13 9

Na (mg) 18.01 23.61 29.24 38.29
10.26 12,44 11.94 11.72

K 14.46 20.60 25.09 29.93
11.93 12.63 12.19 11.33

Ca 0.54 3.12 7.23 3.80
10.20 H.Q5 11.26 10.69

Mg 1,42 1.85 1.99 2.20
±0.15 10.14 ±0.13 ±0.07

N& I

(aicraaales) 782.9 1026.7 1271.3 166/.6
1100.3 -105.9 184.3 ±74.6

K 369.9 526.7 641.6 765.3
150.5 167.3 ±56.1 134.1

Ca 13.4 77.7 131.7 94.8
15.0 126.3 131.5 117.2

Mg 58.4 76.0 81.8 90.5
16.2 ±5.6 ±5.3 ±2.7

Na

(m-moleb/litre) 38.4 46.3 52.6 68.7
15.1 ±4.9 ±4.1 ±3.8

K 18.2 23.8 26.5 31.5
12.5 ±3.1 ±2.6 ±1.4

Ca 0.66 3.5 7.6 3.9
10.25 ±1.2 ±1.4 ±0.7

Mg 2.87 3.4 3.3 3.7
±0.32 ±0.3 ±0.2 ±0.1

Shell Ca
(n-moles) 35.59 34.48 40.23 40.51

±2.83 ±2.35 ±3.60 ±1.80
i

f a 1 L__ ,
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be of the order of
^ ~ ciu., that is from a

density of deposition of 0,1260 g./sq.cm. to one of 0,1239 £./sq.cm.

If the density of eggshell is taken to be 2,3, which would seem

reasonable on the basis of the range of values quoted by Romanoff

and Icoiaanoff (1949) from the findings of several investigators, this

corresponds to a decrease in thickness of approximately 9 microns,

from 0,546 mm. to 0,539 mm. This decrease of about 2^ is unlikely

to make any practical difference, although the occurence of noticeably

weak shells within the scatter of values to be expected would

undoubtedly increase. The general tendency of the hen as it grows

older to lay larger eggs with weaker shells, and to lay less of

them, is of course well known? tlx.- fact that this increase is

almost entirely due to an increase of yolk size, with a secondary

and perhaps related effect of white water content, does not seen

to have been commented upon previously.

Mineral content of White. The increased water content of

the white is probably essential for the developing embryo; it is

not improbable that an increase in white mineral content is equally

necessary. The mineral content and concentrations of the 3ame four

series of eggs are shown in Table 22. The increases found in the

quantities of sodium and potassium present are even greater than that

of water. Both of these minerals double in the year. The sodium

content increases by an approximately equal amount in each tijree

months, while the greater part of the potassium content increase

takes place in the first half of the year. Since the total volume

of water in the albumen increases also, the behaviour of the concen¬

tration, expressed as willAmoles per litre of water, is slightly

different. However, a marked increase occurs in these also.

Again, the sodium concentration continues to rise throughout the



TABLE 23

Mineral content oi' egg whites from Bird 5288
from January 1964 to June 1964*

(Weight in g. ininerala in nicromolea)

Series Egg wt. Shell dry
wt.

Vi'hite dry
wt.

White
water

Na K Ca Mg

I 40.58 4.00 3.03 20.69 918.8 385.1 13.5 65.7

II 50.58 4.58 3.34 25.07 1189.3 548.9 114.7 75.5

III -1 64.21 5.90 5.78 30.94 246.5 283.5 492.0 58.0

2 43.44 3.81 2.24 19.74 1113.9 786.2 346.6 69.9

3 53.67 4.89 3.28 25.25 1176.1 661.6 368.5 81.8

4 45.28 4.20 2.30 20.24 164.3 184.0 343.3 38.2

5 48.64 4.25 2.50 22.00 282.6 454.3 246.8 88.4

6 45.08 3.67 2.41 20.41 1339.8 887.7 43.9 51.4

7 45.45 3.38 2.36 21.32 1116.1 639.4 78.1 92.1

8 44.30 4.06 2.32 20.44 783.9 466.6 113.5 55.9

9 44.59 3.06 2.34 20.81 1487.4 745.8 229.0 110.2

Mean
(III)

48.32 4.19 2.84 20.31 859.0 567.7 251.3 71.8

* Died three days after ninth egg in series III
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yearj the potassium concentration, however, does not show any

further increase after the first six months.

It has been shown by Draper (1966) that the newly hatched

Brown Leghorn chick contains some 960 microaoles of potassium, and

1620 micromoies of sodium. On this basis, even the eggs of series V

would be unlikely to be able to supply the minerals necessary far

the development of the viable chick. quantities in eggs from

other breeds, and from breeding stock, are usually higher. The

concentrations of the minerals found in the white by other workers

are not however greatly dissimilar. Recalculation of the values

quoted by Dhenstone (1968) on the basis of 88.g?o white water gives

the sodium concentration as 96.6 m-raoles/litre, and that of potas¬

sium as 31.7 m-mole^litre; these fall between the mean values of

series III and series V for bird 5284.

The idea that the quantities of sodium and potassium which

are desirable in the white are rather difficult for the hen, at

least the P.K.C. Brown Leghorn, to produce, is borne out by the

data of Table 23. This shows the weights and analyses for a bird

of the same group as 3284, over the first three series. A few

days after laying the ninth egg of the third series, the bird died.

The reproductive tract was apparently normal. During the first

two series, mean sodium and potassium levels were if anything slightly

better than those of 5284. In the final series, wide oscillations

occur in the values, particularly in the sodium content, and the

overall mean of -this drops below those of both the previous series

and of 5284. Lgg weight, shell dry weight and white protein

also drop appreciably.

There is a comparatively high variation in the calcium content

of the white, which may be a result of the contamination of some
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samples with fragments of shell during the breaking out of the

eggs. It may, on the other hand, be inherent| there is an

appreciable quantity of calcium in the white of eggs taken from

the magnum (see Section 4»5)» where there is no such question of

contamination. The increase in content and concentration of

calcium is in any case significant, although at no time is there

mere than a fraction of the quantity present in the newly hatched

chick. Most of the embryo's calcium requirements are supplied not

by the white but by the yolk together with the mamillary layer

af the shell, which is partially dissolved during incubation.

hven if all the calcium in the white were derived from chips

of shell, there is still too little magnesium associated with tliis

shell calcium to alter significantly the quantity of magnesium

present. (The mean molecular ratio of calcium to magnesium in

the shell is about $0:1, although variation occurs throughout the

depth of the shell: see Section 4.7») Kie magnesium content also

increases as the bird develops, but not as markedly as the calcium.

The magnesium present in the egg whites of series V, in combination

with the 50 microooles to be expected in the yolk, is only marginally

adequate for embryonic development j this mineral too is available

from the shell.

The concentration values for both divalent cations obtained

in this study are comparable to those quoted by Shenstone (1968),
which after recalculation are 3.6 (Mg) and 2.9 (Ca) m-moles/litre.
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4.5 CHAMGSS IN TIE MINERAL CCMPCBITICW OF THE EGG- DURING
FOmiATIOII g THE OVXDUGT

During the course of the present study, more than fifty eggs

in different stages of formation have been obtained and analysed.

The results of these analyses are shown in Table 24. These

oviducal eggs are from several breeds and ages of birds, and for

purposes of comparison, the composition of 26 oviposited eggs col¬

lected from a similarly mixed group of birds is included.

Unfortunately, the equivalence of this group, which may be con¬

sidered as a control, to all of the groups into which the oviducal

eggs are divided, is not equally good, as variations between the

groups are considerable. This is evidenced by the differences

in mean yolk weight, and to some extent also the differences in

white dry weight.

The division of the eggs into six groups was made caa the basis

of the presence or absence of a membrane and the quantity of calcium

in the membrane. This gives a reasonable index of the stage of

formation of the egg. While the quantity of calcium present will

reflect the overall surface area of the individual egg in addition

to the thickness of deposition, and while the rate of deposition,

follows a sigmoid curve, which can be considered to be essentially

linear for most but not all of the time which the egg spends in the

shellgland (Burmester, Scott and Card, 1959} Bradfield, 1951), it

seemed to form a reasonable basis for making an initial classification.

The groups chosen were as follows: first, those eggs which were

found in the magnum region, and which had no membrane present (i.e.

no membrane calcium): and groups (2) to (5), in which the ranges

of membrane calcium were respectively: (2) 0 - 200 micromoles,

(3) 200 - 2,300 micromoles, (4) 2,500 - 10,000 micromoles, and

(5) 10,000 mioromoles upwards, with oviposited eggs forming the



CCMTGOITIQN Qj' TIL- X2G AT ajfrVaSCT ST^ji PU31H& l-g^miN

(Weights in g, Membrane Oa in n-aoles, white alneralsirx micro-coles
and a-mole^l. of water. Means ± *s)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
(No

membranes)
(i eai

prt
wanes

ssent)
(Ovi¬
posited
eggs)

No* of samples 7 9 17 6 13 26

Egg weight 29.2
±2.16

(n s 6)

32.73
11.83

39.46
11.50

58.26
12.42

54.01
11.37

57.53
11.58

Yolk weight 17.5
10.78

16.5
±1.20

17.12
±0.58

20.23
10.8c

17.22
10.53

16.58
±<>.58

white dry wt. 2.06
10.22

2.68
*0.27

3.21
±0.16

4.34
±0.14

3.37
±0.14

3.45
±0.16

White water 3.62
11.28

11.21
±1.00

16.70
*1.22

27.90
*0.79

25.76
±0.33

27.74
±1.15

hecbrane

cixy wt.
(including
calcification) - 0.34

10.09
0.36

10.04
0.87

10.03
4.77

±0.24
5.13

10.14

Membrane Oa - 88.
116

1230
*133

5522
±744

41613
12403

•

BicroitoleB
Na 1080

118^
1398
±136

2301
±257

3778
±304

2078
±250

2599
±120

K 85
±15

153
-28

377
±82

561
±150

1094
±166

1415
±50

Ca 71
119

133
±18

140
±12.5

163
±8.9

142
±15.1

95
±13.8

kg 107
±13

143
±11

157
±16

198
±23.7

129
±13.9

202
±9.3

m-Bolei/l
Na

(n a 8)
127
±14.5

127
±10.0

134
±0.5

134
±11.8

78
±8.0

93
±1.5

K 10
±1.2

14.3
±4.0

20,5
±3.6

20.0
±5.7

40.7
±5.2

52.2
±1.3

Ca 8
±3.3

12.0
±1.6

8.6
±0.72

6.0
10.3

5.5
10.6

3.4
±0.4

kg 13
±1.2

13.2
±0.9

9.5
±0.9

7.1
10.7

4.9
±0.4

7.5
±0.3
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final group (6). In terms of appearance, group (2) eggs are

soft and unplumped, with little or no visual evidence of calcifica¬

tion, although microscopically crystals are visible around the

martiniHilary cores. They are probably isthmal eggs rather than being

found in the shellgland proper. Group (3) eggs have an average of

1.23amoles of calcium on the membrane. This is approximately

50 tag., which would be visible as a light powdering of crystals

over the whaLe surface of the membrane. In the eggs of group (4),

the adjacent crystalline columns of the shell are either just fused

or just about to fuse to form a rigid but very fragile shell; the

egg is fully plumped. Group (5) includes all stages and thichnessea

of hard shelled eggs, many of which would in fact be indistinguish¬

able from oviposited eggs except perhaps by microscopical examination

of the shell cross-section, and some of which were probably within

an hour or less of being laid at the time of their removal from the

oviduct.

In a genetically homogenous group of birds of the same age,

the mean weight of the yolk would hot be expected to vary greatly,

as may be seen from Table 20. The variations in yolk weight

between the groups of oviducal eggs may be taken as An indication

of the overall variation which may be expected; that highly

significant changes may nonetheless be demonstrated in the other

components is indicative of the large scale of "these changes, and

of their independence of the effects of breed or age.

The major components of the white, that is the dry matter,

mainly protein, and the water, are augmented between the first

two stages, as would be expected as the yolk collects more albumen

in its passage to the shellgland. There is a suggestion of a

further upward trend in the dry weights during the period in the

shellgland, which is more surprising. It may simply be due to
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the variations in egg size, and indeed the increases seem to "be

related to increases in yolk weight; a small increase in albumen

nitrogen in the shellgland has been suggested by some workers,

(Medially, 1934; Hughes and Scott, 1936; Scott, Hughes and Y/arren,

1937j Beadle, Conrad and Scott, 1933)* This has been denied by

others (Conrad and Phillips, 1933). The results of Medially indicate

a possible increase of 1Qh in the nitrogen content; this has been

criticised on the grounds that such a difference could easily arise,

and might in fact be expected, between the first egg of a clutch

and the second, whether this was examined during formation or when

complete. (Burmester, 1940), and Beadle, Conrad and ocott (1938)
found a nitrogen concentration of only 0.06h in their analyses of

shellgland secretion.

The white water content continues to increase rapidly as the

egg plumps, but becomes effectively constant as soon as shell calci¬

fication has readied the stage at which the shell becomes rigid;

until this point has been reached, calcification and the addition

of water to the white proceed simultaneously. The membrane dry

weight reflects the degree of calcification, and is included in

order to express this in readily visual isable terms.

The mineral contents and concentrations at the different stages

of Table 24 are displayed graphically in figures 20 and 21 respective¬

ly. The water content is included in Figure 21, as the inorganic

ions are usually considered to be added to the white during plumping

as an aqueous solution. (Hansen, 1933# Beadle, Conrad and Scott,

1938; Burmester, 1940; Hoover and Smith, 1953.)
In the plumping stage (up to and including group (4) of Table

24), it does indeed seem that all four of the ions determined are

added to the white with the water, although the relationship is not

linear, as may be seen from the concentrations graph. In parti-
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cular, there is a noticeable influx of sodium and potassium, while

the calcium and magnesium levels rise only slightly, so that their

concentrations decrease. After the rigidity of the shell prevents

the addition of more water, the concentrations of these two minerals

remain fairly constant. The sodium concentration of the white,

however, having reached a peak at the stage represented by group (it-),

decreases considerably during the rest of the period spent in the

oviduct. The potassium content and concentration, on the other

hand, continue to increase. Changes in the concentration of both

ions taken together are comparatively small, and the plot of sodium

plus potassium compared with that of the water content of Hie groups,

(Figure 22), shows that the two curves are strikingly parallel.

This suggests the possibility that an exchange mechanism may operate

across the oviduct epithelium during this phase of egg formation.

Regression of the mean values of (Ha + K) for the six stages represen¬

ted in the table gives a correlation of r • 0.97# which corresponds

to a probability of P 0.001, and a regression equation of s

y = -49.15 + 145.526 x

where y is the sum of the quantities of sodium and potassium in

micromoles, and x is the water of the white in grams.
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4.6 TIE IirVTfiQNMI-HT OF THE rOHElHG I3SG: GuiixOGITION
OP dldilLLAKD l'LUH)

The egg in the shellgland during formation is surrounded by

a fluid secretion. It is from this fluid that the water, minerals,

and protein (if any) oust enter the egg. (Burmester, 19W).

Attempts to determine the composition of this fluid produced rather

varying results. (Beadle, Conrad, and Scott, 1936J Hoover and Smith,

1958). In spite of the assertion of Hoover and Smith that the fluid

is of the approximate composition of a plasma filtrate, their

figures show a sodium to potassium ratio of about 1.6, whereas

that of plasma is 27.3. Their statement that the fluid is not

of the same composition as that of the addition to the forming white

is supported by the finding that the minerals, and the water, are

not added in a constant ratio. These contradictions are to some

extent resolved by the finding of El Jack and Lake (1967), that

the composition of the fluid varies greatly at different times of

the egg-laying cycle; in the stage shortly after the egg has entered

the shellgland, the sodium concentration was little lower than that

of plasma, and the potassium about two-and-a-half times higher;

within two hours of ovipoaitioa, the sodium had dropped and the

potassium risen, together with the calcium and magnesium concentra¬

tions.

Thirteen of the oviducal eggs analysed were removed from the

shellgland immediately before the fluid was collected by the method

of El Jack and Lake. The analyses and osmotic pressures of these

fluid samples, together with the corresponding oviducal eggs, are

presented in Tables 25, and 26. Table 27 shows a corresponding

analysis for an oviposited egg far each case. Each of these

represents the mean of at least two eggs collected during the few-

weeks immediately preceding the operation, unusually small or large

eggs and double-yolked eggs being excluded. Where analyses of
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eggs from the individual "bird were unavailable, those of eggs

from a bird of the same breed and as nearly as possible the name

age were substituted in order to maintain equivalence.

The results fall into two groups, approximating to the two

stage3 of ill Jack and Lake. The larger, comprising ten fluids

and thirteen eggs, (it was not always possible to collect sufficient

fluid for analyses), represent the early stages of calcification,

with membrane weights of less than 1.2 g. j the smaller, of three

fluids and corresponding eggs, represents the stage shortly before

oviposition, with shell weights of greater than 4.4 g. Application

of the Student's t-test shows the fluids fire® the two groups to be

very significantly different in every respect measured save that of

osmolality. The most marked difference is the lowering of the

sodium concentration from a mean of 138 jM. to a mean of 41 mM.

with a corresponding rise in potassium level from 20 to 48 iaM., in

calcium from 3 to 20 mM., and in magnesium from 0.3 to 6.1 mM. The

total cations have dropped from 161.4 to 115.3mM., but the osmola¬

lity as measured by depression of the freezing point has not

changed significantly, although most of the calcium in the late-

period fluid is present in a suspended or precipitated form, which

soon settles out unless the fluid is acidified with HJl. It thus

seems likely that some of the cations are present in complex or

undissolved form, and that the osmolality is maintained at a value

slightly below the mean value of the egg white.

Comparison of the concentrations of individual minerals in

the egg-white and the corresponding shell-gland fluid shows that

the sodium is higher in the fluid in a few of the early-stage cases,

but very much lower in the three late-stage specimens; on average,

the potassium is slightly lower in the fluid initially, and becomes

slightly higher, although this stage of affairs is reversed in some



TASLL 25

icaac coicjaim .iaGi?.; and agaric ho.ssuhl
01 S HELL GLAH D FL-U ID

(Age in months, membrane weight in g, minerals in a-noles/l,
osmotic* pressure in m-osiaoles)

Bird
Breed
& age

membrane
dry wt.

Pludd;
Ha K. Ca Mg

Osmotic

pressure

1556 J 20 0.23 136 19 0.50 - 313.5

912 Sh 20 - - - - - -

41 St 18 - mm - - -

S44 St 18 1.19 118 21 0.75 mm 285

w

3EH

P53 St 18 0.71 114 19 1.00 298
P2 St 18 0.18 81 22 6.00 - 303.5

CO
1555 3 19 0.29 94 15 2.00 - 3®
P26 St 18 0.76 156 24 1.5 - 299

7737 J 6 0.34 192 24 1.7 - 281.5
P33 St 18 0.81 192 19 1.5 - 270

1385 J 19 0.34 159 23 1.5 - 294

B2269 J 20 1.02 97 17 13.0 0.3 275
5352 3 13 0.33 me - - - -

-.eon 138 20 2.9 (0.3) 292.5
2s.ll. i14 4.1 11.2 ±4.5

7724 B 9 4.46 42 44 19.8 6.8 273

as
1346

621

J 10

Sh 16

4.82

5.43

36
45

57

42

19.8

21.2

7.3

3.9

282

298

kean 41 48 20.3 6.1 284
!$* F -3 ^5 ±0.5 -1.1 17.>

Comparing early and
late stages,
P (t - test) leas than 0.01 0.001 0.001 0.001 If.s.

Breeds: J, Brown Leghorn line Jj
B, Brown Leghorn line B (see Blyth and Sang, 1960) j

Sh, Shaverj

St, Sterling.
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ookPQsiTici; 0? iso ..inrj or cviducal LGGA gc^CL^
WITT! SliLhL GLAHD FJJJXD SiMHLiS

(Age in months, weights in g, minerals as in-aole^/l* °f water
and osmotic pressure as milliosmoles)

Bird
Breed
& age

Membrane

dry wt.
White:

dry wt. Water
Ionic concentrations Osmotic

Na K Ca Mg
pressure

1556 J 20 0.23 3.23 14.97 155 26 15.03 17.57 -

912 Sh 20 - 3.26 10.68 191 44 8.38 25.00 -

41 St 18 0.50 2.53 7.17 176 45 20.50 18,41 mm

144 St 18 1.19 4.53 29.41 148 14 5.05 5.75 276

P53 st 18 0.71 3.88 25.63 152 47 6.91 6.91 268

P2 St 18 0.18 2.65 13.28 166 18 13.33 15.81 260

1555 J 19 0.29 3.06 15.60 161 28 12.24 13.46 264
P26 st 18 0.76 4.61 29.00 157 17 6.84 9.21 246

7737 J 6 0.34 4.05 20.45 147 17 7.92 12.66 250.5

P33 St 18 0.81 4.63 30.34 137 18 5.67 8.73 250.5

1385 J 19 0.34 3.90 23.16 160 15 9.50 11.36 286.5
B2269 J 20 1.02 3.92 26.32 134 18 6.53 7.22 -

3332 J 13 0.33 2.88 17.60 166 20 9.77 9.09 -

n 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 6

Mean 0.375 3.63 20.28 158 25 9.82 12.40 262.7

±S.E. ±0.094 ±0.20 ±2.12 ±4.3 ±3.4 ±1.22 ±1.56 ±4.9

7724 B 9 4.4-6 3.49 26.00 97 36 6.00 6.31 -

1546 J 10 4.82 3.18 25.42 99 43 6.73 6.06 -

621 Sh 16 5.43 3.44 28.15 83 55 6.00 5.13 -

n = 3

Mean 4.90 3.37 26.52 93 44 6.24 5.85 -

±s.:;. ±0.28 ±0.10 ±0.83 *5 ±5.4 ±0.31 ±0.43



TABU: 27

CQUPXITION OF GG ■/HIE OF OVIPOSITED EGGS.
EQUIYAU-2jT TO OVIDUCAL EGGS OP TABLE 26

(Age in months, weights in g, minerals as m-moles/l. of water.
Numbers in brackets refer to the equivalent bird in Tables 25 ami 26;
where none is given the bird is the same.

Bird Breed shell white water

Ionic Concentrations

& Age dry.wt. dry wt. Na K Ca Ug

2269 J 20 4.72 3.96 32.32 88 43 6.25 9.03
(1556) 4.81 3.05 24.52 96 67 8.91 9.71
992 Sh 19 5.94 4.20 28.99 96 54 8.67 9.57
(912) (20) 5,90 3.95 28.57 93 51 1.92 9.20
F12 St 18 6.31 4.28 37.19 94 45 4.40 6.13
(4-1) 6.38 4.65 40.15 104 48 2.49 6.13
PI 2 St 18 6.31 4.28 37.19 94 45 4«40 6.13
(P44) 6.38 4.65 40.15 104 48 2.49 6.13
P12 St 18 6.31 4.28 37.19 94 45 4.40 6.13
(P55) 6.38 4.65 40.15 104 48 2.49 6.13
PI2 St 18 6.31 4.28 37.19 94 45 4.40 6.13
(P2) 6.38 4.65 40.15 104 48 2.49 6.13
4425 J 19 5.19 3.53 30.15 91 52 1.06 6.90
(1555) 4.74 3.47 30.00 96 50 1.83 7.00
P12 at 18 6.31 4.23 37.19 94 45 4.40 6.13
(P26) 6.38 4.65 40.15 104 48 2.49 6.13
5352 J 13 4.67 3.40 23.61 97 50 1.74 7.83
(7737) (6) 4.70 3.38 24.20 98 43 1.49 7.40
P12 St 18 6.31 4.28 37.19 94 45 4.40 6.13
(P33) 6.38 4.65 40.15 104 48 2.49 6.13
1385 J 19 5.19 3.53 30.15 91 52 1.06 6.90

4.74 3.47 30.00 96 50 1.83 7.00
132269 J 20 4.72 3.96 32.32 88 43 6.25 9.03

4.81 3.05 24.52 96 67 5.91 9.71
5352 J 13 4.67 3.40 23.61 97 50 1.74 7.83

4.70 3.38 24.20 98 48 1.49 7.40

7724- B 9 5.24 3.47 24.17 107 49 1.63 7.16
5.20 3.61 26.43 105 44 1.49 7.06

5352 J 13 4.67 3.40 23.61 97 50 1.74 7.83
(154-6) (10) 4.70 3.38 24.20 98 48 1.49 7.40
621 Sh 16 5.29 3.83 32.00 80 52 6.37 5.34

5.30 3.68 30.33 85 50 2.97 5.21

n = 32
&ean 5.50 3.90 31.62 96 49 3.26 7.13

te.E. 10.13 ±0.09 i1.10 -+1.1 ±1.0 ±1.10 ±0.23
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of the individual samples# Those cases in -which the fluid sodium

is higher than car very close to that of the white (126,7737, 133#

"1335)# all have a high white water, almost as high as that of the

oviposited eggs, but a low membrane weight. They thus correspond

approximately to Group (4) of Table 24, where the sodium concentra¬

tion was maximal. Again, Hie values for albumen calcium are

difficult to interpret as there is a possibility ox' contamination

-with shell fragments, or, in the oase of the membraneous eggs, with

loose crystals of ealcite; it was not possible to analyse all fluid

samples for magnesium, owing to the small volumes obtained. Those

determinations which could be made suggest that the level in the

fluid is never very great, but increases in the later stages to a

concentration comparable to that of the white, possibly as a result

of diffusion through the membrane.

The pattern of higher potassium concentration and lower sodium

arid magnesium concentrations, in the mature egg in comparison with

the plumping stage egg, which was seen in the figures of Table 24#

is confirmed in Hie individual birds of this group.

Three samples of shellglana fluid, collected without accompanying

eggs and without regard to the stage Of egg formation, were used

for determination of nitrogen content by micro-Kjeldahl analysis.

In all cases, the results obtained corresponded to a protein con¬

tent of less than 1/o. This confirms the findings of Beadle,

Conrad and Gcott (1938) # of 0.06;- nitrogen (0.375/" protein).



TABLE 28

C0MPARI3CN OF QOriGEINTRATICHG OF ilHSft-dS TW Sfircrfiajmp FLUID
AMD IK EGG ,/HLTSS. EI APPLICATION OP STUDENT'S t-TEST

(P is the probability that the compared groups
are essentially the same)

Degrees of
Comparing: , Mineral t freedom

Early stage fluid Na 1.51 21 > 0.1
with early stage
eggwhite K 1.18 21 > 0.1

Ca 3.90 21 < 0.001

Mg 5.49 2 0.02 <P<0.05

O.P. 4.48 16 < 0.001

Late stage fluid Na 9.40 4 < 0.001
with late stage
eggwhite K 0.45 4 > 0.1

Ca 26.65 4 < 0.001

Mg 0.19 4 > 0.1

Early stage egg- Na 19.35 43 < 0.001
white with eggwhite
from oviposited ^gs K 9.29 43 < 0.001

Ca 6.91 43 < 0.001

Mg 5.07 43 < 0.001

Late stage egg- Na 0.81 33 > 0.1
white with eggwhite
from oviposited K 1.40 33 > 0.1
eggs

Ca 2.59 33 0.01 <P< 0.02

Mg 1.68 33 >0.1

Early stage egg- Na 6.93 14 < 0.001
white with late
stage eggwhite K 2.56 14 0.02<P <.0,05

Ca 1.37 14 >0.1

Mg 1.98 14 0.05<P<;0.1



IEABLS 29

Protein content of shell gland fluid

(Nitrogen expressed as micro g/al. of fluid,
protein ( = N x 6,25) as mg/al. and g/100 ml.)

Sample Bird Nitrogen Protein
(mg/ml^

Protein
(^100 ml.)

1 4217 350 2.19 0.22

2 4196 515 3.22 0.52

3 3824 226 1.41 0.14

Mean 384 2.27 0.23
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4.7 TEL- RATIO OF CA401UK TO ^.G£L,U1U4 DUHIM& oilnLL EOHKATICW

The relationship between magnesium content and shell strength

was investigated by Brooks and ll&le (1955)* when they had found a

significant difference in the quantities of this ion between groups

of strong and weak shells. In the course of this work, they

dissolved the shell in layers with a mixture of perchloric acid

and alcohol, and reported a gradient of magnesium concentration,

the level being highest in the outermost layer. During the present

analyses of oviduoal eggs, it appeared that the opposite was the

case, as the very early membranes, containing little calcium, had

a disproportionately high magnesium content. Measurements on a

total of 45 partly-formed shells were obtained; again* total calcium

was taken as the measure of maturity. The results are shown in

Table 30, and displayed graphically in Figure 24* The results of

Brooks and Hale, recalculated in terms of molar ratios, are also

given. (Table 31)* As they were quoted in teres of shell thickness,

a direct comparison is not possible. An approximate comparison

may be made by replacing the thickness fraction by a calcium

fraction, assuming the calcium of a complete shell to be about

50 m-moles. The points obtained by this method are also shown on

the graph.

The overall Ca/Mg ratio in m-moles for the shells of Brooks and

Hale would be about 64; tills is similar to the values found for

nearly complete and complete shells in this study. Although there

is a lack of measurements far the range from 10,000 to 40,000

micromoles of calcium, values for shells with more than 38*000

micromoles do show a tendency to decrease, supporting the proposal

that magnesium is more abundant in the outermost layer. In the

inner layer of the shell, however, there is a much greater concentra¬

tion of magnesium than would be expected; according to Brooks and



TABLE 50

RATIO OF CALCIUL TO MAGHLSIUM IK TIE SIEXL DUHUftl FORMATION

(Calcium and magnesium expressed as m-moles)

Egg Ca Ca/Hg Egg Ca

39 0.012 1.46 P26 4.117 28

41 0.022 1.4 10 4.366 46.24
1 0.065 6.57 P33 5.364 36

3 0.082 7.96 2269 6.861 47.65
P2 0.087 4.2 P44 8.508 57

11 0.097 2.36 24 21.507 50.30

38 0.137 8.35 5 34.306 54.89

40 0.140 8.54 672 39.421 75.21

7 0.147 13.74 1546 40.544 48.67
9 0.362 22.07 541 41.167 49.75

4921 0.499 6.93 834 41.168 61.61

1556 0.524 20 7724 41.667 66.99
558 0.749 9.10 27 44.286 62.61

17 0.848 22.92 621 49.151 53.72

1555 0.923 25 745 50.150 53.61
8 0.998 22.08 769 52.146 54.85

25 1.015 9.49 26 52.395 55.89
18 1.330 64.56

2 1.342 25.71 Laid eKKs:

7737 1.397 22 621 47.156 55.94

21 1.435 18.86 621 45.658 56.93
19 1.527 61.82 5288

Series I 28.69 73.75
22 1.647 19.06 Series II 38.192 78.63

832 2.046 30.63 Series III 39.92 63.47
5352 2.083 25.40 5049 46.16 51.23

1385 2.121 24

4 3.044 48.70

P53 3.917 40
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Hale, this layer should have very little magnesium indeed. It

seems that this magnesium may be in some way implicated in the

seeding of crystallisation round the mammillae. The discrepancy

in the findings could be explained if it is present in a form which

is at least partly soluble. In this case, it could either be

dispersed and lost before analysis of the complete shell is carried

out, or it could be leached out through the pores of the shell, and

would thus appear in the first dissolved fraction predominately,

regardless of the location of this fraction.

The more gradual decrease in the calcium:magnesium ratio at

the outer limit of the shell may reflect a reduced deposition of

calcium without a corresponding fall in the magnesium; tills would

parallel the increased quantity of matrix in this part of the shell.

bnetsinger, Paul, and iiraz (1966) found an increase in magnesium

concentration in the outer layers of the shell. They used the

sequential dissolution method of Itoh and Iiatano (1964), whose

findings were similar, and in general not dependent on the direction

in which the shell was dissolved; when the solvent "was applied first

to the inside of shells from which the membrane had been stripped,

the highest concentrations of magnesium were still found in the

outermost layer. Results of both directions of solutions showed

also that the magnesium concentration was higher in the mammillary

layer than in the intermediate layers; however, Itoh and Iiatano

did not consider this to be significant.



31

RATIO OF CALCIU11 TO MAffilUmi IN THE OHL-ILLt
DATA OF BROGlli ~AItD HALO (1955)

(Distance is expressed as % of shell thickness, calcium as m-moles;
Ng/Ca ratio is by weight, Ce/Ug is molar ratio)

Distance
from inside

Estimated
corresponding

Calcium
Mg/Ca Ca/lig

14 5.0 0.00605 100.3

38 17.0 0.00683 88.8

56 26.0 0.0103 58.9

73 34.5 0.0146 41.6

91 43.5 0.0196 31.0

t
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SUCTION 5

assuugst TCr: FLUiiPiNG- of m as&

5.1 INTRODUCTION

There are four main steps in the formation of the tertiary

membranes of the egg. The first of these is the secretion of the

protein of the albumen; the second is the production of the fibrous

shell membrane, also involving protein secretion. The fourth is

the deposition of the calcified shell. During the initial stages

of shell deposition, the third process, the phenomenon of 'plumping*,

occurs.

The unplumped egg is flaccid, and the membrane surrounds the

egg contents loosely} by the time the membrane has acquired a

coating of calcite thick enough to become rigid, the egg contents

have filled out the membrane, or even slightly stretched it. The

nature of the additions to the egg white may be deduced by reference

to groups (2) and (4) of Table 2W. The differences in mineral

content between the various stages have been commented upon in

Section The most striking difference between these stages,

representing the changes occurring in the course of plumping, is

not the increase in sodium or potassium, proportionally large

though these are, but the increase in water content. In this

sample, it is 16.6S&; this is perhaps exaggerated, as a result of

inherent differences between the eggs of the two groups, but sub¬

traction of the combined differences in the yolk weights and white

dry weights from this value yields a residual 11.3 £• , which may

be considered a conservative estimate of the water gained. The

time taken for this part of the process is probably about six

hours (Warren and Scott, 1935, Burmester, Scott and Card, 1939}



Bradfield, 1951*) During this time, large quantities of water

and ions oust be transported, first into the lumen of the oviduct

and then through the membrane, as it calcifies, into the egg

white. In this section, some of the properties of the membrane

and of the white which may be of relevance are examined.



5.2 P---mnv./mTT.TTY gg TIL AGG SHELL MKMBRAKE

It has long been accepted that the eggshell membrane is

permeable to water and ions (Burmester, 1940), and that unplumped

eggs obtained from the oviduct could be •plumped' by immersion

in a saline solution (Burmester, Scott and Sard, 1940). Opinion

was however divided on the subject otf the permeability of the mem¬

brane, at least in the process of egg formation, to substances

of high molecular weight, especially the proteins of the albumen.

Mcflally (19314) and Scott, Hughes and warren (1937) held that a

protein moiety is added to the white after the membrane is formed,

and Beadle, Conrad and Scott (1938) believed the membrane to be

protein-permeable, whereas Asraundsan (1939) stated that all the

protein had been added before the egg entered the isthmus. In

order to test the permeability of the membrane, pieces of fresh

membrane from soft-shelled or freshly decalcified eggs were inter¬

posed between samples of egg-white or solutions of albumen, and an

aqueous, protein-free solution. When the system had been allowed

to stand overnight, the aqueous solution was tested for the presence

of protein. In all oases, regardless of the precise nature of the

two components or the origin of the membrane, a positive result was

obtained, showing the membrane to be permeable to the proteins

of egg-white under these conditions.

The permeability of the membrane as demonstrated by the movement

of protein across it overnight is shown in Tables 32, 33 and 34.

The first of these, Table 32, gives the dried weight of TCA-

precipitated protein found in the solution which was originally

protein-free, for membranes from three sources and various combina¬

tions of solutions. The two right-hand columns, which should of

course be zero, may be taken to indicate the size of the errors



TABLE 52

EERMMBIL1TI OF MEMBRANE*. EXPERIMENT 1

Precipitate weights (g) of protein crossing membrane

Outer
Solution

Membrane
Source

Inner Solution

Egg white Albumen
Solution

D8
Solution

Distilled
water

Distilled Natural
water soft-shelled

egg

Decalcified
egg

Decalcified
fertile egg

0.007 gms.

0.016

< Samples lost >

0.016

0.014 0.017

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

D8 Natural
solution soft-shelled

egg

Decalcified
egg

Decalcified
fertile egg

0.019

0.019

0.026

0.013

0.015

0.023

0.002

0.002

0.002

0.002

0.002

0.002
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which arise during weighing, or as a result of albumen adhering

to the membrane. There is no obvious difference between the

membranes from naturally occurring soft-shelled eggs, and those

obtained by decalcification, either from fertile or infertile eggs.

In all cases, a significant amount of protein is seen to have

crossed the membrane.

The second experiment attempts to evaluate the extent of the

protein transfer. Table 33 shows the results when the protein-

containing phase, whether thick white (a), mixed white (b), or

redissolved albumen solution (c), was in the small inner tubej

for the results of Table 34, the outer tube contained the protein

and the inner one distilled water (f) or saline solution, (d) or

(e). Again in all cases protein crossed through the membrane.

The dried weight of the precipitated protein which has moved across

the membrane is in this table expressed as a percentage of the

total dried weight of protein in the system.

If equilibrium were reached solely by the passage of protein,

there being a volume of 1 ml. in the inner tube and 10 ml. in the

outer, 90.9/; of the protein for the results of Table 33 and 9.09/

for those of Table 34 should have been transferred. In practice

of course water and ions also cross the membrane, so that a lower

result is expected. In fact, the results range from 20.to

84.6^ (Table 33), and 1.23 to 2.7%, (Table 34).

For the first seven results of Table 33, the volume in the

small tube was not precisely 1 ml., as the substance in the tubes

was thick white, which had been cut from the egg and weighed rather

than pipetted as were the other samples. As a consequence, the

total amount of protein present might be expected to differ more

between individual tubes than in the other samples. This does

not appear to be so, and should not in any case greatly affect the



gABLS 33

PERi^IABILITI OF LhifflRAME. EXBIilfcENT 2

irrecipitate weights (g), protein moving outwards

Tube
No.

Inner
soln.

Outer
soln.

Inside
weight

Outside
weight

%
Change-

Total
weight

v/t.
thick
white

1 a d +0.0751 +0.0195 20.6 0.0946 0.97lS~"
1a 0.0299 0.0171 36.4 0.C470 0.8382
2 0.0373 0.0240 21.6 0.1113 1.4692

3 a e 0.0439 0.0243 35.6 0.0682 1.1218

4 0.0351 0.0277 44.1 0.0628 1.0433

5 a f 0.0375 0.0707 65.3 0.1082 1.0845
6 0.0381 0.0598 61.1 0.0979 1.1876
7 b d 0.0087 0.0195 69.1 0.0282

8 0.0357 0.0183 33.9 0.Q540

9 b e 0.0165 0.0149 47.4 0.0314

9a 0.0084 0.0213 71.7 0.0297
10 0.0155 0.0095 38.0 0.0250

11 b f 0.0397 0.0148 27.2 0.0545

12 0.0330 0.0191 36.7 0.Q521 '

• „ •

13 o d 0.0060 0.0330 84.6 0.0390

13a 0.0175 0.0328 65.2 O.Q503

14 0.0163 0.0169 50.9 0.0332

15 o e 0.0149 0.0124 45.4 0.0273

15a 0.0180 0.0187 50.9 0.0367
16 0.0191 0.0208 52.1 0.0399

17 0 f 0.0117 0.0443 79.3 0.0565
18 0.0102 0.Q526 83.8 0.0628

* Theoretical change (see text) 90.95&

>olutiaas: a, thick white;
b, stirred mixed white
c, lOOg-'l albumen solution
d, saline solution, NaCl + KC1 isotonic with

oviducal egg white
e, saline solution, NaCl + KC1 isotonic with

oviposited egg white
f, distilled water



TABLh 54

i^imA3iLi?i or TiT:?, i::::3RSuc:. 2

ireoipitate weights (g), protein moving inwards

Tube
No.

Inner
soln.

Outer
soln.

Inside
weight

Outside
weight

Change* Total
weight

21 d b 0.0089 0.4936 1.77 0.5025

22 0.0134 0.4795 2.72 0.4929

23 d o 0.0043 0.2594 1.63 0.2637

24 0.0037 0.2959 1.23 0.2996

27 e b 0.0068 0.4750 1.82 O.4838

28 0.0100 0.4180 2.34 0.4280

29 e c 0.0075 0.2836 2.58 0.2911

30 0.0075 0.3447 2.13 0.3522

33 f b 0.0092 0.4884 1.85 0.4976

34 0.0074 0.4284 1.70 0.4358

35 f o 0.0058 0.2936 1.94 0.2994

36 0.0061 0.2759 2.16 0.2820

* Theoretical change (see text) 9.09/*

Solutions: a, Thick white;

b, stirred mixed white;
c, 100g/l albumen solution;
d, saline solution, NaCl + KC1 isotonic with

oviducal eggwhite;
e, saline solution, NaCl + KC1 isotonic with

oviposited eggwhite;

f, distilled water.
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percentage change. The weights of fresh thick white used are

shown in the final column of the table.

The small number of experiments ehd the wide variation of the

results do not permit the application of statistical procedures;

however, certain differences seem to emerge. Protein seems to

cross the membrane from the albumen solution most easily, but there

is little difference between unstirred thick white and mixed white.

This is surprising in view of the findings of section 5.4, and may

be attributed to the fact that the thick white has been cut and

inner layers exposed. More protein is transferred into the dis¬

tilled water, which contains no osmotically active particles

initially, than into either saline solution. There is little

difference between the two concentrations of saline in the cases

where the protein is in the smaller tube. Differences between

results when the protein was in the larger tube were probably not

significant.

In any case, the demonstration that the eggshell membrane is

capable of permitting the passage of proteins of the type found in

the egg white seems conclusive. Moreover, it does not matter in

which direction the protein molecules cross the membrane. At

first glance, it might seem that the differences between the

results obtained when the protein was in the inner tube and when

it was in the outer do suggest a directional difference in flow.

This is almost certainly accounted for by the greater effect on

the osmotic pressure of the movement of water when the protein

is initially in the large tube. Whether any such movement of

protein through the membrane takes place during egg formation is

however a completely different question.
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5.3 PHJMHNG OF EGGS III VITRO

The weight gained over a period of four hours by soft-shelled

eggs immersed in distilled water or saline solutions is shown in

Table 35. The behaviour of some typical individual eggs is shown

in Figure 25. Generally, the egg is slightly shrunken as a result

of evaporation at the beginning of the experimerit. After an

initial period of a few minutes in which the membrane takes up

water and expands to allow free passage of the water to the white,

the egg swells rapidly. When the water uptake is suffioient to

fully extend the membrane (denoted by P, in Figure 25), the rate

of this uptake is reduced, Thi3 is not unexpected, as -work must

now be done against the natural elasticity of the membrane to

produce further swelling and weight gain. If the procedure is

continued, the egg will continue to swell, increase in weight,

and become more turgid, until eventually the internal pressure is

so great that the membrane ruptures, and the contents flow out.

That this should happen vfoen the egg is soaked in water is quite

surprising, in view of the finding that the membrane is permeable

not only to ions but also to the proteins of the white. Testing

of the water or saline solution in which these eggs had been soaked

using Biuret reagent produced negative results in every case, how¬

ever. This indicates that there was less than 0.05g./100ml.

of protein present, as in trials this concentration gave a clear

positive reaction. This finding would suggest that the gel

linkage of the white protein molecules is sufficiently strong to

be undisturbed by the considerable osmotic forces which will act

under these conditions. There is no significant difference

between the swelling of eggs soaked in water and those immersed

in saline solutions isotonic to early-stage shellgland fluid (a),

early-stage egg-white (b), or late-stage egg-white (c). The
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Fig.25.Weightgain(g)withtimeofsoft-shelledeggsimmersedindistilledwater.Prepresentsthepointatwhich theeggwasjudgedtobefullyplumpedwithoutthemembranebeingstretched.Theexperimentsare: A2/1;•3/9;■3/1.



TABLE 35

PUJMKEKG OF EGGS PI VITRO

(Surface area calculated from S.A. = 4.722 Vfl, where »V = weight when
juat plumped)

Solution

Initial
Egg
wt.

White
dry
wt.

Surface
Area

Mem¬
brane
dry wt.

Mem¬
brane

dry wV

4-hr.
wt.

gain
Gair/
S.A.

Gairv/g
dry-

white

Distil¬
led
water 53.650 7.0897 72.996 1.0448 14.31 14.332 0.1963 2.0215

Water 64.271 4.8557 81.257 1.1564 14.23 13.776 0.1695 2.8371
"Water 34.446 2.9001 52.803 0.4926 9.33 8.076 0.1529 2.7847
Water 55.406 3.3153 73.093 1.0284 14.07 13.745 0.1880 4.1457

Saline (a ) 54.359 4.0680 71.63 0.6682 9.33 14.497 0.2024 3.5637

(a) 58.879 4.0367 79.32 1.0288 12.97 11.532 0.1454 2.8568

(a) 55.130 4.1762 75.69 0.7097 9.38 11.489 0.1518 2.7511

(b) 54.363 3.0607 74.46 1.1276 15.14 11.034 0.1482 3.6051
00 48.651 3.2427 69.04 1.1689 16.93 9.737 0.1410 3.0027

(b) 41.720 2.7707 65.44 1.0021 15.31 10.769 0.1646 3.8867
(c) 57.426

(ay.)
6.6840 80.17 1.5488 19.32 7.244 0.0904 1.0838

(o) 32.927 2.9515 58.79 0.8616 14.66 11.440 0.1946 3.8760
Co) 48.645 3.7659 73.99 0.9276 12.54 15.668 0.2118 4.1605
Water 50.053 2.809 69.46 0.839 12.08 11.319 0.1630 4.0295

Water 52.626 3.485 74.18 O.619 8.34 15.318 0.2065 4.3954

Water 31.152 0.802 53.31 C.570 10.69 (6.183
(2 hrs

)
)

Water 49.258 3.012 71.54 1.196 16.72 17.968 0.2512 5.9655
Water 50.948 3.008 71.82 0.586 8.16 19.277 0.2684 6.4086
Water 46.036 3.439 70.74 1.284 18.15 11.887 0.1680 3.4565
Water 36.201 3.786 57.09 0.538 9.42 12.463 0.2183 3.2919

Water 49.315 1.425 64.55 1.250 19.36 (1.155,
(3 hrs. I

Water 52.387 3.5 72.86 1.046 14.36 14.012 0.1923 4.003
Water 53.716 3.082 77.77 0.624 8.02 22.993 0.2957 7.4604
Water 28.493 0.553 50.34 0.523 10.39 9.220 0.1832 16.6727
Water 36.094 2.037 57.33 0.541 9.44 10.762 0.1877 5.2833

Mean
1 5,E. 48.103

*1.98 •

3.406
O.25

69.165
±1.82

O.8641
±•0.05

12.42
±0.67

13.241
±0.07

0.1909
±0.0085

4.5664
43.64

Estimate. White and yolk mixed
():- Membrane ruptured after indicated time

D.Y.:- Double yollced egg
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experiments of Buriaester, Scott and Card (1940), in wiiich the

solution used corresponded to tiie composition given by Beadle,

Conrad and Scsott (193&) for shellgland fluid, also showed swelling

of the egg. It would be reasonable to suppose that the ionic

concentrations of the solution and of the egg-white would reach

equilibrium rapidly. This was demonstrated by immersing soft-

shelled eggs in hypertonic saline solutions. Eggs were soaked

for up to two days in £ M. solutions of a wide range of salts,

including NaCl, EDI, NaBr, Nal, NaNO}, Na 304, KBr, KE, KNO3, CaCl2,
and choline chloride. In all cases the eggs swelled continuously}

the same effect was observed if the solution used was of molar

sucrose, after an initial period of shrinkage of about half an hour,

and even a 15 or 20/j solution of dried egg albumen caused an

initial swelling, although this effect was later reversed (Figures

26, 27). The osmotio pressure of egg-white as measured by depres¬

sion of the freezing point is only about 260 (m-osmoles), so the

least concentrated of these solutions should have been almost double

this.

The data of Burmester, bcott and Card showed that the rate

at which the soft-shelled egg absorbed water from the immersing

solution depended an the time whioh the egg had already spent in

the shellgland - that is, on how much water it had already absorbed.

Since no observations on this were possible in this study, the eggs

being obtained when they happened to be laid rather than being

removed from the shellgland of a bird which was under observation,

this has been represented by the weight of the membrane per square

cm. of surface area of the egg. The surface area was calculated

by the formula quoted by Romanoff and Romanoff (1949)> with the

constant adjusted to compensate for the difference in specific

gravity between a fully shelled egg, for which the formula was
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intended, and the almost completely shell-less eggs of this experi¬

ment. No allowance can "be made for differences in the membrane

proper, but gross differences in the degree of calcification

would be expected to be obvious.

Coefficients of correlation were calculated for four hour

wight gain with: surface area of the egg at plumping, dry weight

of the egg white, and stage of formation as represented by membrane

dry weight/sq. cm. There is no correlation between weight gain

and white dry weight or membrane dry weight/sq. cm., even at the

1Qo level of significance. The coefficients are 0.22 and -0.24

respectively, all results being considered regardless of the nature

of the external solution. The coefficient of correlation for

surface area, however, is 0.54» which is significant at the 1/

level. Calculation of correlation for eggs soaked in distilled

water only gave the same results, the coefficients being 0.22 for

white dry weight, -0.11 for membrane dry weight/sq. cm., and

0.69 for surface area.

It is not entirely surprising that no correlation is found

with membrane weight, as this is a most inaccurate measure of the

stage of formation of the egg. It is at first sight more sur¬

prising that there is no apparent relationship of weight gain and

the dry weight of the egg white; a simple osmotic pressure effect

would be expected to depend on the quantity of osmotically active

substance present. In this case, the osmotically active substance

is egg white protein, whioh is closely equivalent to the dry

matter. The implication is that it is only one part of the protein

which is important; this may be a chemically distinct part, or

it may be physically, in tliis case spatially, distinct. The



TABLE 36

IffDROSTATIC mgJSURES IN PLUMPED BGG-S

Weights in g, pressure in cm. of water

2s& 1 Weight Pressure ' Method Weight gained
(after plumping)

2/1 69.865 10 T 10.758

2/K 65.4 1.5 M 2.816

2J(> 52.835 0.2 U 1.239

2/6 4U712 0.1 H 0.815

2/11 65.887 0.1 M 0.494

2/9 68.780 > 3.0
J

M 6.761

A 78.305 9.2 T 9.189 *

B 56.193 34.6 T 9.839 *

C 69.276 11.4 T 19.005 *

M b readings taken by manometer

T = readings taken by pressure transducer

* Total weight gain.
Weight at plumping not noted.
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i

existence of the surface area correlation suggests that the primary

effect is of the latter type# The cross-linking of the layers of

egg white (see section 4.1) , which is, indeed., dependent on the

chemical constituents, may "be sufficiently strong to prevent all

but the outermost layer of the thick white from being osmotically

active; the area presented by this layer to the outside solution

would then determine the 'pulling power* of the white. The lack

of passage of protein from the white to the outside solution also

suggests a considerable degree of binding.

The strength of the binding of the egg white proteins, and

of the forces which are drawing water into the white, are indicated

by the hydrostatic pressures which may be built up inside the egg,

and which seem to be limited only by the mechanical strength of

the membrane. The results of a few measurements of hydrostatic

pressure which were made on swollen eggs are shown in Table 3&.

Most of the more turgid eggs burst before measurements could be

obtained, and in others the contents were already leaking out by

the time a reading of pressure was made. Three values of about

10 cm. water were obtained from eggs which did not feel excep¬

tionally turgid, and the one egg with a pressure of 34.6 cm. water

(Egg E, Table 36) seemed swollen, but not yet ready to burst.

It is probable that higher pressures would be measured under

suitable circumstances.
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5.4 OSMOTIC BEHAYIOUH 05' jGG ..HITS: KXSBF.IIjANEQUd NESULTS

In order to examine the contribution of the membrane to the

behaviour of the white during the process of plumping, it was first

replaced by dialysis tubing, which was permeable to ions and small

molecules, but not to tlas large px-otein molecules# The results

obtained when samples of egg white enclosed by lengths of tubing

were soaked in distilled water are shown in Table 57# and displayed

graphically in Figures 28 and 29. in these experiments, since the

tubing did not permit any great degree of expansion, the water taken

up by the white was allowed to rise in an open-ended vertical tube.

The uptake is thus opposed by gravity, and the rate of uptake decrea¬

ses with time as a result. Nevertheless, a considerable column

of water could be supported by the white; it is intex-esting that in

the second experiment (Table 37)# the greatest heights attained by

the column of water exerted a pressure about the same as the highest

hydrostatic pressure measured in a soft-shelled egg which had been

soaked in watex'. The length of time involved was however much

greater. The quantity of egg white protein present is only

slightly less than that in an eggs indeed, the samples each represen¬

ted almost the entire white of an egg.

This behaviour of a substance containing osmotioally active

molecules and enclosed by a semi-permeable membrane is not sur¬

prising. Much more interesting are the results shown in Table 38.

These show the behaviour of soft-shelled eggs in which swelling was

established, and then the membrane was punctured; and eggs which

were removed from their membranes and transferred to a •membrane'

made of nylon stocking material. This has considerable extensi¬

bility, and the knitted mesh will permit the passage not only of

$aaXL particles but of bulk substances.
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Ui^TiuL, OF WATER :.i EGG WHITE SABELS^ PI

DIALuKalS TUE3HS

Weights are in g, time in hrs, heights in cm, and surface area in
sq. oa.

1. Harrow tubing. O.63 cm. diameter. Lengths: (1) 10.1 cm.,
(2) 11.2 cm., (3) 9.4 cm.

Height of water column

Experiment11 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
Time L R 1 L R L R

,0 0 0 0 0 0 0

18 4.2 4.3 4.9 4.9 4.4 4.3

21.5 5.3 5.3 6.6 6.4 5.4 5.4

25.5 5.8 5.7 6.7 6.7 5.9 5.9

90 12.2 12.0 15.9 16.1 12.1 12.0

98 12.5 12.4 16.7 17.0 12.5 12.4

114 13.3 13.6 17.9 18.7 13.5 13.4

2. Wide tubing, diameter 2.5 cm.

Experiment 4 5 6 7 8 9

Approximate
surface area 57 46 54 48 57 53

Wt. of white
(wet) 32.31 25.60 30.54 26.90 32.32 29.65

Dry wt. of
white 2.73 2.23 1.54 0.22 2.54 2.38

Time Height of water column

16 8.3 6.5 11.8 9.3 3.9 6.5
23* 13.2 7.6 17.0 13.9 9.1 7.5

40 19.3 13.7 24.5 21.5 15.3 11.0

48 21.8 15.4 26.4 23.6 17.0 12.7
64 27.4 19.8 29.2 28.3 21.1 17.0
72 29.1 21.1 31.3 30.0 22.5 18.7
88 33.4 24.1 34.4 34.2 24.8 21.6
96 35.1 24.7 34.8 34.3 25.6 22.7



TABLS 38

uptake: of water m .wa^aip soft-shelled eggs.
ai;d egg ccktekts in nylon

v.eights in g, time in hrs. minutes.
PggB 2/10 and 2j11 punctured at 01.30 hours

Experiment no.

Time

2/10
(punctured)

2/11
(punctured)

2/12
(pylon)

2/13
(nylon)

00.00 41.401 49.794 - -

00.13 43.442 51.901 m -

00.30 - - 44.120 37.955

00.32 44.775 53.275 - -

00.45 - • 46.934 38.022

01.00 46.581 55.128 49.284 37.933

01.30 48.308 56.833 51.041 37.594

02.00 49.844 58.502 51.520 35.826

02.30 49.505 60.201 49.752 36.152

03.00 49.427 61.910 48.195 35.635

03.30 50.102 63.358 46.878 35.968

04.00 49.364 64.419 46.209 34.718

C4.30 50.062 65.393 -
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One of the punctured eggs (3/10) had almost reached full

* plumping', at the time of puncture. That is to say, the membrane

wa.8 completely extended, but not stretched. This egg gained a

further 1 - 1-g- g. of water, and then maintained a constant weight

for the rest of the experiment. The small variations which did

occur were probably the result of the manner of handling and drying

the egg before weighing. The membrane of the other egg, (2/11),

was still wrinkled at the time of puncture j it continued to gain

weight at a rate comparable to that of eggs with intact membranes

until the end of the experiment (Figure 30), in spite of several

hoiss of about 0,5 mm. diameter in the membrane.

The eggs transferred to nylon also gained weight initially

(Figure 31), although weighings were much more difficult and leas

accurate due to the difficulty of handling the 'egg'. At the end

of the experiment, the egg vjhite was partly coagulated, and the vitel¬

line membrane had ruptured, releasing the yolk which was mixed with

the white. It is possible that the breakdown was initiated when

the sacs were removed from the water for weighing, when handling

may have caused mechanical damage to the unsupported white gel.

In later weighings, some of the albumen was lost in drying off

excess water.

From these experiments the somewhat surprising conclusion

seems to emerge that, although the membrane helps to preserve the

integrity of the egg white as well as giving the egg its shape

end being the foundation of the shell, it plays no primary part

in the process of plumping.
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SUCTION 6

TRMJSPQRT OF AND KLSCTRICAh POENS1ALS
ACROSS THE OVIDUCT WALL

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The results presented in the last two sections have centred

on the egg, its composition and the changes which occur during

formation, and the way in which it can take up water and aqueous

solutions from its surroundings; section 3 described the appearance

and defined the functions of the oviduct. But the greater part of

the problem of egg formation lies in the apparatus which transports

the constituents, and particularly the mineral constituents, to the

forming egg. This apparatus must lie in the wall of the lower

regions of the oviduct. In this section are described some investi¬

gations into the behaviour of these regions, both in isolation and

during the process of egg formation in the bird.
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6.2 THE TRANSPORT OF KDERM^ ACROSS THE OVIDUCT
WALL IN VITRO

«n in—mr—

When isolated sacs of oviduct, •usually of the shellgland region,

were set up as described in section 2.10 and maintained for an hour,

no significant changes were found to occur in the concentrations

of sodium, calcium, or magnesium in the surrounding avian equivalent

solution, but a marked increase in the potassium concentration

inside the sac occured in most cases. Table 39 shows the concentra¬

tion of potassium by the isolated shellgland of the laying bird,

expressed as the mean accumulation per minute over the hour of the

experiment. The course of the concentration change -with time

for one such experiment is shorn in Figure 32. The results of

Table 39 were arrived at as follows: the regression equation,

/]Lff a a + bt, for potassium concentration in mM., as measured by

atomic absorption analysis, against time in minutes was calculated

for each experiment. The coefficient b was then multiplied by the

mean volume in litres of the internal solution to give the rate

of accumulation which is shown in the table. Far these experiments,

the coefficient of correlation was in all cases significant at

the 0.1^ level.

Experiments using the isthmus region of the oviduct (and a

smaller volume of internal solution) occasionally showed a slight

increase in potassium concentration, but the correlation was extreme^

low, and the increase of doubtful significance. (Figure 33) •

Two experiments carried out using a solution with half the sodium

and potassium concentrations of the D8 avian equivalent solution

(described in sections 2.9) showed potassium accumulations of 1,30

and 1.75 micromoleb/ain., well within the spread of the results

in experiments where D8 was used. When the internal solution only

was replaced by a pota3sium-free solution (two experiments), the

accumulation was in both cases 2.7 m-cioles/mi-ru, also within the



TABLE 39

THE ACCUMULATION OF POTASSIUM 151 THE ISOLATED SKELUat&ND

Mean values (micramoles/min) over 1 hour

Experiment
No.

Physiological state
of oviduct

Mean accumulation
of K+

11 Active, no egg 1.400

13 Active, no egg 1.085

17 Active, XiO egg 1.820

18 Active, no egg 2.450

Mean 1.689

21 Active, yolk just
ovulated

1.575

10 Soft egg in shellgiand 1.785

20 Hard thin-shelled egg
in shellgiand

3.185

12 Hard egg in ahellgl&nd 2.380

14 Hard egg in shellgiand 1.330

Mean of all values:
9

1.890
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range of the results obtained when avian equivalent solution was

an both sides of the tissue.

An accumulation rate of 1,89 laicromoles /min. represents a

total of 1,154 micromoles in a teen hour period, and 2,268 in twenty

hours, from Table 24, the potassium content of the white of an

egg at the stage of group (2), that is, with a membrane but very

little calcification, is 153 micromolesj in late calcification

(Group 5), the content is 1,094 aieromales, and in the oviposited

eggs of group (6), 1,415 micromoles, The measured rate of accumu¬

lation of this ion is of the older needed to produce this. It is

perhaps significant that the highest rate found (20, Table 39)

was in a shellgland from nhich an egg in the stage of fastest

calcification had been removed, as this could also be the time of

greatest activity of mechanisms other than those of calcification.

In terms of the passage of potassium across the shell membrane,

if an egg surface area of 70 sq. cm, is assumed, the flux is

450 picomoleVsq* cm./sec.

In the experimental arrangement used, the mean volume of the

internal solution was 33 e*l» Over 1 hour, the potassium concentra¬

tion changed by approximately 5Q4 A change of the same absolute

value in the sodium content of the internal solution would cause a

concentration change of less than 2/, In a control experiment,

in which eight samples 'were taken from a flask containing solution

but no tissue, the coefficient of variation of the 3odium dotermina¬

tions was 5 •55>-', and any movement of sodium which might take place

in the same direction as the potassium transport would be undetec¬

table by this method. A transfer of this order occuring in the

opposite direction, into a volume of solution ten times as great,

would have even less effect on the measured concentration.
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The same argument does not apply to oaloium,nor indeed to

magnesium* It must be concluded that either any movement of these

minerals which occurred under the conditions of this experiment

was negligible, or that the solution was already saturated with

them, and immediate precipitation occurred* No obvious signs of

such precipitation were however seen.



TABLK 40

Potentials across the shellgland in vitro
(mV; mucosal side negative; tiae in iairuT*

Ihcperiment
no.

Functional
State of
Oviduct

Ka.xirm.nn
potential

Time for
potential

to disappear

Energy source
in bathing
solution

3 Soft egg,
plumping,
in shell-
gland

- 7.5 10 Glucose

5 Soft egg,
plumping
in shell-
gland

- 2.3 32 none

7 Soft egg,
plumping,
in shell-
gland

- 4.4 103 Glucose + ATP

8 Soft egg,
pimping,
in shell-
gland

- 6.3 17 ATP

9 Soft egg,
plumping,
in shell-
gland

-16.3 108 A14 (no glucose)

6 Thin-
shelled

egg in
shellgland

- 6.9 83 Glucose + ATP

1 Hard-
shelled
egg in
ahellgland

-10.3 30 Glucose

2 Hard-
shelled
egg in
shellgland

-13 45 Glucose

4 Kaxd-
ahelled

egg in
shellgland

-13.5 40 Glucose
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6.3 K)TL3-;TlA.L4 AC3QSU TIL, OVXDUCT „AhL IN VITRO

The massive amounts of calcium which are transferred from

the blood, through the oviduct wall, to the forming shell, and slso

tiie smaller but not insignificant amounts of potassium which have

been shewn to be moved in the same direction, would both suggest

the possible existence of a potential across the wall of the oviduct.

The attempt to measure potentials at the same time as potassium

concentrations was made and abandoned, and pieces of ahellgland

tissue were set up between two Perspex chambers, with avian equiva¬

lent solution D8 bathing both sides, as described in Section 2.11.

The initial potentials measured an pieces taken from shellglands

which contained an egg at the time of death are shown in Table 40.

Although the tissue was transferred as rapidly as possible from the

animal to the apparatus, the solutions were thoroughly oxygenated,

at a temperature similar to that of the bird, and contained

1 g./litre of glucose, the potential decreased rapidly to zero.

In most cases, from a potential of perhaps 10 or 12 mV, zero was

reached within 40 -45 minutes. A typical graph of the behaviour

of the potential with time is shown in Figure 34. In an attempt

to correct this, it was decided to add a source of immediately

available energy, in this case ATI3, to give a final concentration

of 10"7g./l. The effect of this addition during the course of the

experiment is shown in Figure 35 • An immediate reversal of the

potential fall occurred, but was short-lived, and in no case was

the potential restored even to the starting level. The response

to ATP, although partial, suggests that the rate of metabolism of

the tissue is high, and that large supplies of energy are needed

to support the potential. Addition of ATP later in the experiment

had no effect, which suggests that an irreversible change had by



Fig.34.Potentialacrossisolatedshellglandtissue,mucosalsidenegative. Therapidfalltoinsignificantlevelsistypical.
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this time (i.e. after about 25 minutes) taken place. It is thought

that the effect may have been due to an inadequate supply of oxygen

to the deeper tissue layers of this rather massive organ.

The highest potential recorded was -16.3 mV. (Experiment 9,

Table ifO). Although there may be a difference between different

functional states, probably the source of most of the differences

between potentials reflected the time taken to transfer the tissue

to the apparatus. It was not possible to record this with any

accuracy, as the time at which the bird 'died' from the point of

view of oviduct function could not be determined.

The rate at which Hie potential is falling is initially high,

and it is difficult to guess what the point of origin might be;

probably, it was at least 20 mV* and perhaps as much as 50 or

60 mV,, if extrapolation to the time of "the fatal injection is

made. The direction of the potential is tlie opposite to that which

would be expected if active transport of either calcium or potassium,

both of which form positive ions, were taking place into the lumen

of the oviduct.
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6.4 PQTEJvlTAL BF, A .ACROSS THE OVIDUCT WALL IN VllTQ

The measurement of potentials in the living bird proved to be

difficult. It is not easy to be sure where precisely the electrode

is positioned in the oviduct. The situation is further complicated

by the fact that even after the electrode tip has been positioned,

peristaltic movements of the oviduct and even the movements caused

by the bird's respiration may shift it significantly. Both of these

types of movement also caused a fluctuation, recognisable as it had

the same periodicity, in the potential measurements obtained.

Because of these difficulties, the results set out in Table 41

are those where a consistent potential measurement was obtained for

at least three successive determinations. It can be seen that the

variations are considerable even when it is presumed that the measure¬

ments are made from the same place in an oviduct in the same func¬

tional state. oome general characteristics did however become

apparent.

The potential of the magnum region was always small. In only

one experiment, in which a forming egg was actually in the magnum

at the time, a mean potential of 10 mV. was recorded; in all others,

it was less than 5 mV. (lumen negative), with occasional swings

positive. The one exceptionally high result may have been linked

with the stranger than us\jal peristaltic contractions which were

observed at the time.

In the mid isthmus region, the potential was slightly greater,

usually fluctuating around -10 mV. The highest values were obtained

from oviducts which contained a plumping egg. Potentials liere

reached 20 to 25 aV. at times.

Values for the area designated * lower isthmus', and for the

shellgland, are the most difficult to interpret. The xx>sitian of

the junction of mid and lower isthmus can only be guessed if the



TABLE 41

POTEJflZlALS ACROSS HIE GVTDUCT WALL IN VIVO
in mV, lumen -ve. Means of 3 or more determinations

Experiment
No.

Breed
of bird

State of
oviduct Magnum

Isthmui
(mid)

Lower
Isthmus

Shell-
gland Vagina

7 Shaver Egg in
magnum

- 5.1

15 Thomber
404

Egg in
magnum

-10.25 -10.18 -10.98 - 2.14

21 B.L.(J) Egg in
magnum

- 1.7 - 5.8 - 9.3 - 9.24

25 Shaver Egg in
magnum

- 3.9 - 9.1 -15.76 - 9.2

8 Shaver Egg in
isthmus

-16.5

15 Thomber
404

Egg in
isthmus

-10.23 -10.18 -10.98 — 2.14

6 Shalrer Soft egg
in s.g.

-43.6

19 B.L. (J) Soft egg
in s.g.

- 3.9 -19.8 -11.1 14.0

22 Shaver Soft egg
in s.g.

- 2.54 - 9.6 - 7.25 0.0 -20.19

9 Shaver Egg just
laid

-24.9

10 Shaver Egg just
laid

-26.7

14 Thornber
404

Egg just
laid

-36.7

16 Thomber
404

Egg just
laid

- 7.2 -20.2 -20.75

17 Thomber
404

Egg just
laid

- 0.Q5 - a. 94 - 9.1 -22.1

11 Shaver Empty -13.93
12 Shaver Empty -16.9
20 B.L. (j) Empty + 0.1 - 3.6
23 Shaver Empty - 0.51 - 5.2 - 8.51 -24.25

28 B.L. (J) Inactive
(regres¬
sed)

- 5.5 - 3.76 - 0.05
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oviduct is to "be left reasonably undisturbed in the body cavity;

on the other hand, a bridge pushed far enou^i down the oviduct to

be beyond doubt below this junction, is in danger of entering the

shellgland. Inspection of Table 41 shows that the results for the

two regions taken together fall into three categories*

I. Those, mainly in the lower isthmus column, which are around

10 mV., similar to the potentials of the old isthmus region,

II. Higher values, ranging from about 15 &V. to over 40 mV.

Potentials of this kind often showed considerable and rapid varia¬

tions, so that at times this group overlapped the 10 mV. group,

while at others, peaks of 50 to 60 mV. appeared,

III. Very low values,found in the shellgland pouch only; these

showed fluctuations around aero, although the mean was usually

slightly negative.

The most remarkable examples of group IX were found in those oviducts

which contained ah egg in the plumping stage, or from which an egg

had just been expelled. In four of the five oases, this had

happened when the bird was on the operating table, and may even

have been hastened by -the anaesthetic.

The interpretation of this grouping of results was indicated

partly by observations of the behaviour of the potential with

movement of the salt bridge, and of the position of the bridge,

which could not in the circumstances be accurately determined. It

seems that the following tentative scheme would explain the distri¬

bution of the results.

The potential of the upper and aid isthmus regions, around

10 raV., persists to and perhaps slightly overlaps the junction with

the lower isthmus. In the latter region, but for a short distance

only, there is an area of comparatively high potential, probably

about 50 to 40 my., or occasionally more. This is probably a
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region of ion transport, and seems to correspond to the area in

wiiich electron microscopy shows cells of the type known to occur

in such regions. (G. M. V/ybum and H. 3. Johnston, personal

communication)• It may not extend far the whole length of the

region which has been described on histological grounds as the lower

isthmus. Frequently, these high potentials were observed when the

bridge was estimated to be near the junction of the lower isthmus

and the shellgland. A sharply delineated small area of high

potential is compatible with the rapid and extreme fluctuations

found in these readings, as comparatively little movement of the

end of the measuring bridge would be needed to make a large change

in the potential reading. This potential peak is highest at times

when transport of minerals to the forming egg is thought to occur;

at other times, it may be decreased. In some birds, it was not

found at all.

When the bridge was carefully pushed into the pouch of the

shellgland, well away from the isthmus junction, the potential found

was usually of group III, and often was not significantly different

from zero.

In the one experiment in which the vaginal potential was

measured, a mean value of about -20 mV. (lumen negative) was obtained

In the inactive oviduct (28, Table 41), the magnum potentials

were of the same order as those in the active but empty oviducts,

although slightly higher than those of the oviducts wiiich contained

an egg. No high-potential area was found in the lower isthmus;

instead, the potential fluctuated around zero. No values were

obtained for the shdLlgland.

The results of these experiments agree with the measurements

in vitro to the extent that in both cases the mucosal side is
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negative; however, the tissue portions used for the latter were

taken from the pouch of the shellgl&nd, where no significant

potentials were found in vivo. The estimated initial potentials

of these portions were comparable to those of either the mid or

lower isthmus or the vaginal regions in the living bird. Ho

explanation of this discrepancy is at present available.
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SECTION 7

DISCUSSION

The results of the measurements and histological investiga¬

tions on the oviduct, wliich are presented in Section 3» are in

the main in agreement with the classical descriptions of this

organ. The dimensions found correspond to the ranges reported

previously, and the general characteristics of the regions are

confirmed. The measurements on the regressed oviducts do draw

attention to the striking rapidity of increase and decrease in

length and mass of oviduct when the hen comes into or goes out of

lay, even for a short period. But it appears from the measurements

of surface area that this regression does not take place at a

constant rate in all the regions. V<hile the active oviduct had

a greater surface area., corresponding to its greater secretory

activity, than the inactive one, there was an even greater area

in the magnum and isthmus of the bird which had recently stopped

ovulating and was presumably pausing between clutches. A similar

hypertrophy occurred in birds known to be internal layers, in which

there had been ovulation but not oviposition, the yolk being

reabsorbed from the body cavity rather than passing down the

oviduct; and surprisingly in birds which had a thread in the

shellgland and thus consistently produced soft-shelled eggs.

This incomplete formation of the egg was first reported by Dykes

C1933)» and the subject has been reviewed by Lake and Gilbert (1964);

the effect appears to be due to an increased motility of the oviduct

which hastens the passage of the egg. This suggests that the

hypertrophy, and thus the increased surface area, are due to the

accumulation of secretions in these regions. This in turn

supports the suggestion that the functions of the ovary and the
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oviduct are partially Independent, as ovulation continues apparently

normally when the oviduct has been, interefered with surgically,

either by insertion of a thread or clip, or by partial or complete

section. (Asmundson & Jervis, 1955 J Asmundson and Burmester, 1958;

Huston & Nalbandov, 1950; Juhn & Quigley, 1960).

The absolute values provided by this method of estimating the

surface area are not very accurate. Since shrinkage may be supposed

to affect different parts of the tissue comparably, and the ratio

of two parts is used, errors from this source will not be great.

But, as was shown, (see Section 2.4-), there is a considerable varia¬

tion between sections of the same tissue. In the example studied,

the coefficient of variation was 18.5/- for six sections, covering

a region of the oviduct wall about a millimetre wide and a few

centimetres long. The values of Table 9 for the surface area ratio

strictly apply therefore only to the particular section measured,

and the true surface area of the entire region may be larger or

smaller. However as an indication of the order of magnitude of

the area available, of the degree of change with functional state,

of the difference between regions, and hence of the differences

in glandular activity, the results are interesting.

In the case of the shellgland in particular, some calculations

on the passage of calcium may be made. The completed egg shell

contains some 2g., or 50 m-moles of calcium, almost entirely as

the carbonate, and this is deposited over a period of 20 hours or

less. (Romanoff & Romanoff, 194-9; Warren & Scott, 1955;

Bradfield, 1951) • The anion may be accounted for by the carbon

dioxide produced by the cells of the shellgland tissue (Hodges and

Lorcher, 1967)» and is in fact less than that which -would be expec¬

ted from a I0g. mass of shellgland (Draper, 1968). The calcium
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is removed from the blood on its passage through the shellgland,

as is shown by the drop in calcium levels in venous compared to

arterial blood. (vYinget, Smith and. Hoover, 1958 J iiunsaker &

Sturkie, 1961.) The rate of this removal must be equivalent to

that of shell deposition, since no storage of calcium can be demon¬

strated. This rate is 2.5 m-mole^/hr. , or 42 inicromoles/rain.

For the bird in full lay, the surface area ratio Ra was approxi¬

mately 40 (Table 9). If the serosal area is taken to be that of

the egg, i.e. about 70 sq. cm., the corresponding mucosal surface

has an area of approximately 2,800 sc. cm. This gives a value for

the calcium transport of:

with respect to mucosal surface area.

The effective serosal area may well be greater, as parts of the

shellgland not in contact with the egg may still be active in trie

transport of calciumj if an area of 100 sq. cm. is taken, the

figure becomes 175 p-moles/sq. cm./sec.; if the factor of 15 is

used for Ra» (this is about the value found in sections of shell¬

gland containing an egg), the rates are 670 p-mole^sq. cm./sec.

for 70 sq. cm. of serosa, and 470 p-mole^/sq. cm./sec. for 100

sq. cm. of serosa respectively. The rates per sq. cm. of serosa

are of course greater by the factor Ea.

These calculations of fluxes are made on the basis of the sur¬

face area of the epithelium. It is probable that the tubular glands

of the shellgland are active in the transport of calcium. The

shellgland possesses a higher density of tubular glands than even

the magnum, although it does not seem to secrete protein. It is

difficult to think of any function other than calcium transport

whxch this mass of mucosal tissue could be performing. As a result
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of their immense complexity and close packing, estimates of the

length and surface area provided by the tubular glands are diffi¬

cult to make# Probably they increase the surface area by a factor

of 100 at least.

Taking this into account, the flux of calcium is of the same

order of magnitude as fluxes found in most biological systems. For

example, those necessary to maintain the intracellular composition

of muscle cells are about 4-10 p-molee/so. cm./seo. There is

one situation in which fluxes of 200 - 400 p-aoles/sc. cm./sec.

are found. This is the case of sodium and potassium in the nephron

(Solomon, 1959* 1963). It would be surprising if the shellglan&'s

movement of calcium were comparable to the kidney's rapid transport

of these most important monovalent cations, and it seems such more

likely that this movement takes place across the cells of the tubular

glands. The epithelial cells may also be involved, or they may

serve another function such as matrix secretion or potassium

transport.

The greater part of the histological and histochemical study

of the oviduct described in Sections 3«4 and 3*5 repeats and con¬

firms the findings of other workers. It was felt that a com¬

prehensive examination of the oviducts of modern light hybrid

hens of the breeds to be used for other experiments was necessary,

and the eversion and sectioning of the entire oviduct rather than

the selection of small blocks of tissue from the different regions

makes the study more complete than those already available. Partly

as a result of this, the definition of the various regions and their

junctions has been made with more confidence. In particular, it

was possible to differentiate between three separate functional

regions in the isthmus.
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The results of the staining methods specific for mucopoly¬

saccharides, although not new, are of interest in relation to the

structure and composition of the organic components of trie egg

white. It is not always possible to distinguish precisely the

different chemical classes of mucoid substances. However, trie

marked differences in the staining of the acidic and neutral

mucopolysaccharifies with Alcian blue make this distinction at least

unmistakable. Neutral mucopolysaccharides are negative to this

dye, as also to metachromatic dyes, nucioarmine, aucihaematein,

and Hale* s test, but will stain with the PAS procedure - as indeed

will all mucopolysaccharides, with the exception of the acidic

mucopolysaccharide, chondroitin sulphuric acid, where the reactive

glycol groups may be substituted. Studies with 35s autoradio-

graphs suggest that the Alcian blue staining is in fact confined

almost entirely to sulphated mucopolysaccharides (Casselman, 1959).

One may speculate that the extreme activity of the epithelial

goblet cells in the lowest part of the magnum, the 'mucous-

secreting region*, bears a relation to the production of the outer

layer of thick white. The stability of the thick white gel has

been suggested to be a result of ovomucin-lysoayme cross-linking

(Brooks and Hale, 1959, 1961), and ovomucin is a protein-sulphatea

mucopolysaccharide complex (Hobinson & Monsey, 1966). In addition,

the experiments of Asmundson and Jervis (1933) showed that resec¬

tion of this part of the oviduct led to the production of small

eggs, not by a significant reduction in the thick white, but by the

accumulation of less outer thin white. The results of Section 5

suggest that this might be attributed to a change in the outermost

layer of the thick white, reducing the forces moving the aqueous

solution which forma the outer thin white, without causing an

appreciable decrease in the absolute quantity of thick white.
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Thus a decrease in plumping water could be the explanation of the

production of smaller eggs.

Several attempts have been made in the past to locate calcium

in the mucosa ana epithelial layer of the isthmus and shellgland.

Notable among these axe the mioro-incineratian experiments of

Richardson (1935)# ana the work of McCallion (1953), who used

several techniques; that of von Kossa, the Cretin colour test,

and tests vdth sulphuric and oxalic acid. This author claimed

slight positive reactions in the shellgland with the Cretin test,

but negative results with the method of von Kossa. In the

present study, this method gave negative results for the everted

oviduct, but when oviducts were fixed with a forming egg in the

isthmus or shellgland region, a strong positive reaction was

obtained arounc. the luamnri'Qary cores and in those epithelial cells

which were in contact witb t the membrane or shell. According to

Casselman (1939), the results of the oxalate formation method are

in any case liable to be misleading, and the microincineration

method, although the only one which may demonstrate the presence

of urxreactive calcium, is non-specific and inconclusive. The

von Kossa method has the merit of simplicity. The equations of

the chemical reactions which occur ares

CaG03 + 2 Ag+ Ag CO3 + Ca++
Ag2C03 + 2H+ —> 2 'Ag + H2O + C02

Unfortunately, as is clear from these equations, the positive

refection does not depend an the presence of calcium, but on that

of the insoluble anion, carbonate, phosphate, or oxalate. In

animal tissues, it is usually assumed that these are associated

with, calcium. Other sites which might be suggested to have an

affinity for silver, for example acidic mucopolysaccharides, would

be expected to give rise to background staining, which was not seen
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except in cases where siiell calcification was well advanced;

in any case, von fossa positive material and Alcian blue staining

were not found in the same areas. The possibility that some other

site is responsible for the staining, or that the reaction is

caused by carbonate or phosphate which is not in association with

calcium in the living tissue, should, not however be overlooked,

Pearse (1960) considers that rune of the many substances which

reduce silver nitrate to metallic silver is likely to cause confusion

except perhaps uric acid or urates; he suggested removal of these

by treatment with saturated aqueous lithium carbonate. -hen this

was done, no difference in the distribution of staining was found.

Carbonate and phosphate, and the enzymes carbonic nnhydrase and

alkaline phosphatase, are undoubtedly present .in higher concentra¬

tions in the active shellgland than in other regions or at other

times (Brown and Badman, 1961; Chakravorti and Sadhu, 1961;

Misra and Kemeny, 1964a; Diamactetein and Schluns, 1966), It

is interesting that the histochemical method for the demonstration

of alkaline phosphatase, that of Gomori, uses the von Kossa tech¬

nique as the final step. This suggests the possibility that

calcium dissolved in the fixative solution, or present in another

form, could be converted to phosphate by alkaline phosphatase during

the fixation. The fact that no staining appears except in cells

in contact with the shell during the fixation procedure could be

taken to suggest that some such process takes place; or alterna¬

tively, that in the absence of the shell, intracellular calcium is

free to leave the epithelial cells. These problems may be resolved

by the application of autoradiographic techniques; without further

information they must remain a matter of conjecture.
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The chemical analyses of the oviduct also confirm in general

the findings of other 'workers* In the light of recent suggestions

(Draper, 1968a) 'that cells actively engaged in the synthesis of'

protein tend to have a high sodium and a low potassium relative to

other cells, the occurrence of almost equal quantities of tliese

ions in the magnum and mid and upper isthmus regions in particular

is interesting* In all regions, the sodium is noticeably higher

than in mature skeletal muscle of either the bird or the mammal*

The slightly increased concentration of calcium in the mid-isthmus

region of the oviduct prior to shell crystal seeding is not accom¬

panied by a similar accumulation of magnesium in the isthmus or of

calcium in the ahellgland* This suggests that these minerals, the

magnesium in the seeding stage (where the CaxMg ratio is much lower

than during the greater part of shell formation) and the calcium in

later stages, must be removed from the blood supply at the tine of

their deposition in the shell* However, the conclusions which may

be drawn from the consideration of gross composition of the multi-

layered oviduct wall are necessarily limited, and must be confirmed

by recourse to other techniques.

In contrast, the information provided by analysis of the egg,

which is easily separable into its components, is more specific.

In bections 4*3 and 4*4 it was shown that while the most variable

component of the egg over a short period was the dry matter of the

white, over a period of a year or so greater changes took place in

the weight of the yolk, particularly the dry matter, and in the water

content ana minerals of the white* It would seem that the protein-

secreting apparatus of the magnum functions at full capacity from

the earliest eggs laid, but that it is subject to fluctuations in

output, possibly reflective of the interval between eggs during which

albumen may accumulate, or alternatively of the difficulty and com-



plexity of the process itself. The ability of the bird to form

a large yolk of high solid, content, can the other hand, improves

rapidly and steadily with the passage of time: in the example of

Table 21, almost doubling in the year. The efficiency of shell

formation, also, one may suppose, a process making considerable

demands on the organism, changes little on either a short-term or

a long-term basis. It could be suggested that the limitation here

was not in the oviduct at all, but in the ability of the bird to

absorb and mobilise the large quantities of calcium which are needed.

The calcium netabolism of the bird is too large a subject to attempt

to comment upon herej however, experiments performed in the P.S.C.,

as well as the large body of work on the subject (vide Sjuakiss,

1961, 1967), show that on reaching negative cabium balance, the

normal bird will cease laying until positive balance is restored.

This, and possibly the decrease in the proportion of calcium to

magnesium and organic matrix in the outermost layers of the shell,

nay be taken to support the idea that shell formation is limited

by the supply of calcium to the shellgland and not by its transport

therein.

The increase in white water and minerals, like that of yolk

size, is steady over the long term, whereas short term fluctuations

are comparatively small. That part of the increase which takes

place in accumulation of a passive nature, as the main part of the

plumping would seem to be, may be attributed to an improvement in

the quality of the outermost layer of thick white leading to an

increase in magnitude of forces of an osmotic nature. whether

this improvement in quality represents an increase in concentration

of ovomucin, if ovomucin is indeed the relevant substance, or in

some other factor such as perhaps the degree of cross-linking, is

a matter for conjecture. Another possible explanation of the



effect is that it is indirectly a result of the greater size of the

yolk. This would cause the same quantity of thick white to

present a larger surface to the surrounding fluid; if shell deposi¬

tion is assumed to occur at a constant rate, this would, as well

as increasing the quantity of osnotically active substance exposed,

increase the time in which plumping cay take place "by delaying the

formation of a rigid layer of shell.

If, as seems possible, the accumulation of minerals which takes

place during the rest of the time which the egg spends in the shell-

gland is partly or wholly a result of active processes, the increase

in the quantities of all four ions studied, and in concentrations

of sodium and potassium, probably implies an increase In the

efficiency of the transport mechanism. Again, however, it could

be a reflection of a longer stay in the shellgland. This seems

less likely, as there is nothing to suggest that the overall dura¬

tion of the process of shell formation increases with the age of

the bird. This process takes up the greater part of the interval

between one egg and the next, an interval which has been found to

be remarkably constant for an individual bird.

At no stage in the formation of the egg is the mineral composi¬

tion of the white the same as that of the hen* s blood. The sodium

concentration is always lower than the plasma level; in the

oviducal egg analyses of Table 24, the highest concentrations, in

groups (3) and (4)# are 134 m-mole^/l. of v/atcr, compared with

172 m-moles/litre of plasma water. On the other hand, even in the

magnum eggs of group (1), the concentrations of the other tliree ions

are much higher than those found in plasma. The quantities of

caloium and magnesium do not seem to be increased after the formation

of the membrane; as a result, the concentrations fall as water is

added to the white during the pimping. It is also possible that



some of the calcium and m&gnesiua from the white are involved in

the seeding of shell crystals, and this would cause a further

slight drop. The concentrations of these ions in the magnum white,

tho^ are about ten times greater than the levels found in blood

plasma. (Calcium taken as ionised calciumj the white concentra¬

tion is only slightly higher than the total blood calcium.)

Unless they are present in a bound farm, calcium and magnesium must

be moved into the white against a concentration gradient. This is

also true of potassium, although the difference is not quite so

marked for this ion, the concentration in the magnum being 10

m-molea/1. in comparison with a blood level of 6.3 m-mole^l.

This concentration however increases steadily during plumping and

shell formation.

The suggestion that accumulation of minerals in the later

stages of egg formation at least may require active transport arises

mainly from the analyses of oviducal eggs and of shellgland fluid

presented in Table 24, Section 4.5, and Tables 25 - 28, Section 4.6.

If the egg white only is considered, between the stage represented

by group (3) of Table 24, at the end of plumping, and oviposition,

the sodium content of the white falls while the potassium content

rises, the sum being comparatively constant as is shown in Figure 22.

As is to be expected from the extreme permeability of the shell

membrane, the surrounding fluid reflects a similar change, but to

a more marked degree. It may be supposed that it is the composi¬

tion of the fluid which is actually being changed, and that the egg

white then equilibrates with it. The effect may be explained as

follows i The fluid in the lumen of the oviduct is probably initi¬

ally a filtrate of blood. In the early stages of shell formation,

its composition is fairly similar, although there is always a rather

higher concentration of potassium. It is this fluid which enters
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the egg during pimping. During the later stages, however, the

sodium in the oviducal lumen is exchanged for potassium "by a mechan¬

ism operating in the wall of the oviduct. From Figures 22 and 23,

it would seem that the exchange could have a simple ane-for-one

ratio. As the potassium in the fluid increases and the sodium

decreases, similar changes take place in the egg white to maintain

equilibrium and remove the concentration gradients which are formed.

The occasional occurrence of eggs with very low sodium concentra¬

tions, 70 m-moles/l. or less, and shellgland fluid samples with

even lower values, of 35 - 4-0 m-moles/l. in the later stages of

egg formation, is in agreement with the suggestion of the outward

transport of sodium from the oviducal lumen.

This is not the only possible explanation of the changes in

white composition, and the small number and wide variation of the

data leave scope for doubt as to its likelihood. The experiments

on oviducal transport and potentials, which will be discussed later,

seem to lend it some support.

Although a higher than average concentration of magnesium in

the innermost part of the shell was indicated by the results of

Itch and Eatano (1 $0+), it is rather surprising to find a calcium

to magnesium ratio as low as 1.5 when there is about 20 micromoles

of calcium. This is about the quantity of calcium that chemical

analysis suggests is stored in the isthmus and transferred to the

membrane to start calcification, but no corresponding storage of

magnesium has been detected. According to Brooks and Hale (1955)»
the highest proportion of magnesium which can be accepted by the

crystalline structure of calcite is 0.048, that is a Cs/Mg ratio

of 20.83. The crystal structure of this part of the shell is not

so ordered as is the spongy layer, and the individual crystal forms

of CaCCjiand MgCQj are not very dissimilar. It is even possible
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that crystals of calcium magnesium carbonate, which occurs in

nature as dolomite, may be formed.

The presence of magnesium in the mammillaxy layer of the shell,

which is easily detached during incubation, may be of considerable

value in meeting the requirements of the forming embryo for this

mineral# There is no indication of the reason for the low

Caikg ratio., although it could be suggested that at this stage of

egg formation calcium mobilisation processes were not functioning

at maximum efficiency, and that similar quantities of the two

minerals are available to a non-specific transport process. This

too could explain the fall in the ratio towards the outer side of

the shell, when reserves of rapidly-moblliaable calcium may be almost

exhausted. The question invites further study, possibly again by

labelling techniques.

The finding that the shell membrane is extremely permeable,

and permits the passage of protein molecules as well as inorganic

ions, is not surprising in view of its mesh structure (see Section

4.1 )• At first sight, however, this is difficult to reconcile

with the artificial 'plumping* which has also been demonstrated.

The experiments in which egg-white in a punctured membrane, or even

in a loose-meshed nylon sac, was shown to take up water suggest the

answer. The thick white of the egg has the nature of a gel.

Many gels have the ability to absorb considerable quantities of

water, swelling as they do so, before the cohesion between the mole¬

cules is broken down. where the water is replaced by a highly

dissociated solution with a jE well removed from the isoelectric

point of the gel substance, this effect is enhanced by the inter¬

action of the ions of the solution with the gel to produce ions

which are bound in the gel structure. These ions cannot diffuse

out of the gel, but the other ions of the system can move freely.



Thus a Dorman equilibrium is set up, and the resulting ionic distri¬

bution may cause an excess of osmotic pressure in the gel which

will result in swelling. The theoretical treatment of such systems,

first developed to explain certain processes used in the manufacture

of leather by Procter, Loet^ and Wilson, is described by Bolam (1932).

It is impossible to ascertain on the basis of the experiments of

this study whether or not thick egg white is such a system. The

pil of the oviduct, however, at around 7*5 (Ogasawara, Van Krey and

Lorenz, 19&4J v/inget, Mepham <P Averkin, 1965) is well removed from

the isoelectric points of egg white proteins, most of which are

around pH 4.5# with several below pH 4 (Parkinson, 1966). This

makes it possible that such an enhancement does operate, rather than

the repression of the swelling produced by neutral salts. In either

case, the distribution of ions between the egg white gel and the

surrounding liquid outer thin white and shellgland fluid will be

affected. The repression can, in any case, not be very great,

as it should otherwise be evident in the behaviour of the eggs

soaked in -ijr M. salt solutions.

Although the plumping phenomenon can be accounted for in terms

of the operation of physical forces, such as osmotic pressure or

more likely gel hydration, in an entirely passive way, the accumula¬

tion. of potassium by the shellgland which was demonstrated in vitro

is less easily explained. This in vitro accumulation took place

at a rate which was comparable to that required for the obser/ed

increase in the potassium content of the egg white during the stay

of the egg in the shellgland. Under the conditions of the experi¬

ments, it was not possible to say whether the inward flux of potas¬

sium across the wall of the shellgland was accompanied by an outward

flux of sodium, or indeed by the movement of any other ion present

in either direction. In fact, there is no clear evidence that the
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increase in potassium concentration measured is caused by a flux

at all. It could be suggested that the potassium is provided,

for example, by the rupture of the epithelial cells and the release

of their contents into the oviducal fluid. It lias been suggested

that rupture of epithelial cells may take place during shell forma¬

tion (Surface, 1912), and in fixed tissues they are certainly fragile.

It seems unlikely that sufficient potassium could be provided by

this method, as is shown by the following calculation.

If the surface area of the shellgland in contact with the egg

is assumed to be approximately 70 sq. cm., and the average cell

height is taken as 25 microns, the cellular volume is 175 x 10""-W.
Suppose the intracellular concentration of potassium is 140 mM.

This is around the concentration found in mammalian and amphibian

muscle cells (128 - 152 m-moles/l. cell water) and in erythrocytes

(112 m-molee/litre for the duck), although slightly lower than that

in dog liver (161 mequiv/kg. cell water) and much lower than that

of nerve axoplasm (320 - 360 mequiv/kg.) (Harris, 1960.) The

amount of potassium in these epithelial cells will then be 24.5

micromoles. Now, the amount added to the egg is about 1500 micro-

moles over a period of approximately 20 hours, that is a rate of

75 mioroaoleV'hr. This would mean that cells covering the entire-

egg surface would need to be ruptured every 24.5/75 hrs., i.e.

every 19.6 minutes. If a surface area ratio of 40, the highest

value found, is taken, the cells of the entire epithelium would have

to be shed about every 13 hours, that is 1-g- times during the formation

of the egg. Imondi and Bird (1966) give a period of about 46 hours

for the turnover of intestinal epithelium in the chick, and rates

in mammalian intestine are similar. It seems unlikely that turnover

in the oviduct, if such a turnover occurs at all, would be such

faster.
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In contrast with the fluxes of calcium which were calculated

to occur, the potassium flux of about 20,000 p-mole^seo., spread

over a mucosal surface area of 100 sq. cm. (serosal area) x 40

(surface area ratio of active shellgland), giving a net flux of

as little as 5 p-mole£/sq. cm./sec., could quite reasonably be

attributed to the cells of the surface epithelium of this part of

the oviduct. These cells are probably involved in some energy

consuming process, as electron microscopy shows the® to contain

numerous mitochondria. (G. M. .Vyburn and H. S. Johnston, personal

communication.)

Until recently, the idea of reproducing the function of the

shellgland outside the living bird does not seem to have occurred

to anyone; at least, no report of the attempt has been found.

Since the present study was commenced, Bhrenspeck, Schraer and

Sehraer (1967) have published an account of a study using an

experimental procedure rather similar to that described in Section

2.10 and employed to obtain the results presented in Section 6.2.

The object of their experiments was to demonstrate the transport

of calcium, and this they were able to do, vising ^Ga. The average

net influx of calcium found for six shellglands which had contained

an egg at the time of death was 0.03 micromole/aq. caw/hr., with

respect to serosal surface area, or, in the units used in this study,

about 8.33 p-mole/sq. cm./sec. This is much less than the

230 p-moleVsq. cm./sec. with respect to mucosal surface area with

a ratio of Ra = 40, or about 10,000 p-mole/sq. cm./ sec. with respect

to serosal area, which is estimated to be necessary for shell forma¬

tion, and would have caused a change in the calcium concentration of

the solutions used in the experiments of this study which would be

well within the experimental errors.
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Lhrenspeck, bchraer and bchraer concluded that calcium movement

in. their experiments was dependent on oxidative phosphorylation and

required the generation of phosphate-bond energy, and that it was

predetermined by tire physiological state of trie ahellgland.

Uimilax conclusions are suggested by the behaviour of the potential

across the oviducal wall, both In vitro and in vivo. The rapid

disappearance of the in vitro potential suggests that this is pro¬

duced by a mechanism even more sensitive to oxygen supply than the

calcium transport of Ehrenspeck jet al. Tliis mechanism is clearly

not that of potassium accumulation, as this continues at a steady

rate for a much longer period. The response of the potential, to

the addition of AT? to the incubation medium, although partial,

indicates that it, like the calcium transport, is dejjendent an

phosphate-Land energy. ^inoe measurements were attempted only on

active ahellgland tissue, it is not possible to say whether there

is a dependence on functional state.

duch a dependence was however found in the in vivo measurements.

Of particular interest among the results of these were the absence

of potential difference in the pouch of the shellgland; this could

of course only be effectively measured in the absence of an egg,

but nonetheless suggests that calcium transport does not, if it

occurs in this region as would be expected, involve such a potential

difference; and the peak in potential fou&d at about the bottom

of the isthmus region. That tliis is an area where electron micro¬

scopy shows cells with the characteristics of an ion transport

region might suggest that it is the area where potassium is moved

across the oviduct wall, but again the continuation of potassium

transport in vitro does not bear tliis out.
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AH these questions crust await further investigation by more

sensitive methods, or at the least many more measurements cm more

homogenous groups of birds, before definitive answers may be

suggested. The complexity of the processes involved both in the

addition of minerals to the white and in the formation of the shell

appears to increase as they are studied. The work described here

has set the stage for further investigation in depth. Clearly,

the opportunities for further study of the avian oviduct axe almost

unlimited, and further work may identify biological bottlenecks of

importance to the quality of both the white and tiie shell of the

egg.
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